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Abstract

In the past decades the digitalization and automation have played a
key role in the economic growth and development. An increasing num-
ber of activities supporting the levels of welfare achieved are based on
the adoption of modern technologies in which computers have enabled
higher service levels: communications, transportation, industrial pro-
duction, health care or education are some examples. Nowadays en-
ergy production and distribution are controlled by computer systems,
as well as our daily communications via mobile phones and emails,
and we rely on many electronic-driven safety measures now standard
in the automotive industry.

Most of these embedded computer systems are in charge of con-
trolling complex critical systems concerning human lives and business
viability. These systems present strict requirements to ensure proper
behaviour. Some of these requirements address non-functional as-
pects, as the temporal correctness of the system. In other words, for
some relevant computer-controlled systems it is not only important to
produce the correct output but also to produce it on time.

This dissertation aims to contribute on the development of systems
with strict temporal requirements based on multiprocessor platform.
Modern hardware technology has enabled the massive production of
processors incorporating more than one computation unit per chip,
increasing the overall computer performance. These new platforms
present, however, a set of challenges to achieve the required reliability

xix



according to the critical environments in which they operate.

In this dissertation the temporal analysis of real-time systems based
on multiprocessor platforms is addressed. In particular it contributes
in a number of ways on the definition and study of a new scheduling
protocol, the Multiprocessor resource sharing Protocol (MrsP). This
protocol aims to transfer the most successful approaches from mono-
processor theory and practice in combination with the most promising
techniques for strict multiprocessor real-time systems design. This is
substantiated in the use of ceiling priority and equivalent stack re-
source policies as task dispatching strategies with a preemptable spin-
locking mechanism for shared resource access arbitration. Global spin
delay interference is mitigated by a novel helping mechanism, based
on the cooperative completion of resource accesses locally preempted.

Specific contributions addressed in this work include the formal-
ization of a more exact timing analysis based on the heterogeneity of
access times present in practice. The task model is then completed
with support for nested resource access patterns, including means for
analysing this task model with two scheduling analysis based on the
well known response time analysis technique. These two different anal-
ysis can prove the system feasibility with different degrees of system
knowledge: while the sufficient analysis enables testing the schedula-
bility of the system with reduced knowledge of resource access pat-
terns, a tighter, less pessimistic analysis can achieved when all shared
resource access patterns have been fully characterized.

These contributions are supported by the extensive evaluation work
already published. The evaluation section of this dissertation comple-
ments that work with the analysis of the flight segment of a space
mission which is then compared with that of a traditional monopro-
cessor approach as well as with a comparable multiprocessor protocol.



Resumen

En las últimas décadas, la digitalización y automatización han tenido
un rol determinante en el desarrollo económico. Cada vez más proce-
sos y actividades están siendo impulsadas por la adopción de nuevas
tecnoloǵıas, ofreciendo mayores cotas de bienestar. Muchas de estas
tecnoloǵıas, incluyen el uso de computadores embarcados. Su aplica-
ción se da en, entre otros, sectores como las telecomunicaciones, el
transporte, la producción industrial, o la sanidad y la educación, más
recientemente. Desde los modernos teléfonos móviles inteligentes a los
sistemas de seguridad electrónicos cada vez más extendidos en la in-
dustŕıa automoviĺıstica, la influencia de los computadores embarcados
es cada vez mayor en nuestro d́ıa a d́ıa.

Muchos de estos sistemas se encargan de manejar sistemas cŕıticos,
en los que un fallo puede poner en peligro vidas humanas o causar
graves pérdidas económicas. Es por ello que estos sistemas presentan
requisitos muy estrictos con el objetico de prevenir tan dramáticas
consecuencias. Entre ellos se encuentran los requisitos temporales. Es-
tos requisitos implican que la respuesta del sistema, para ser válida
no solo ha de ser correcta, si no además producida dentro de unos
parámetros temporales determinados.

En esta tesis se pretende contribuir al estado de la técnica en el
desarrollo de estos sistemas con requisitos temporales estrictos sobre
plataformas multiprocesador. Si bien estas modernas plataformas ofre-
cen una mayor capacidad de cómputo, también presentan mayores di-
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ficultades a la hora de alcanzar los estrictos requisitos que imponen
los entornos en los que los sistemas embarcados operan.

En concreto, esta tesis se centra en el análisis temporal de estos
sistemas basados en plataformas multiprocesador. La principal contri-
bución es el estudio y definición del protocolo Multiprocessor resource
sharing Protocol (MrsP por sus siglas en inglés). Este protocolo, en
esencia, intenta trasladar a los sistemas multiprocesador los conoci-
mientos y técnicas ya empleados satisfactoriamente en los actuales
sistemas monoprocesador. Esto se sustancia en el uso del protocolo de
techo de prioridad como método de planificación del uso de procesa-
dor, arbitrando el acceso a recursos compartidos entre procesadores
mediante cerrojos con espera activa. Al realizarse este acceso y espera
al techo de prioridad local del recurso, son potencialmente desaloja-
bles. Para limitar las consecuencias de un posible desalojo de una tarea
durante su acceso al recuros, el protocolo incorpora un mecanismo de
ayuda por el cual las tareas haciendo espera activa pueden colaborar
con la tarea desalojada localmente a completar su acceso.

Las contribuciones de esta tesis incluyen la formalización de un
análisis más exacto para el protocolo MrsP, al tener en cuenta la habi-
tual heterogeneidad en los tiempos de acceso a los recursos en función
de la acción a llevar a cabo. Posteriormente se extiende el protocolo
para dar soporte a la anidación de accesos a recursos compartidos. Pa-
ra ello, primero se definen las reglas que rigen estos accesos anidados,
ofreciendose posteriormente dos métodos para demostrar el cumpli-
miento de los requisitos temporales. El primero permite realizar dicho
análisis con un conocimiento limitado de los patrones de acceso a re-
cursos compartidos. El segundo permite, a partir de un conocimiento
completo de dichos patrones, obtener un análisis más ajustado, per-
mitiendo demostrar la viabilidad de un mayor número de sistemas.

Estas contribuciones han sido contrastadas mediante un completo
trabajo de evaluación publicado durante la investigación que aqúı se



recoge. En esta tesis, ese trabajo se ve complementado con el análisis
del segmento de vuelo de una misión espacial. En la sección de evalua-
ción se detalla el análisis del sistema mediante el protocolo MrsP, el
cual se compara con el análisis de una implementación de dicho siste-
ma en un monoprocesador, aśı como en un multiprocesador utilizando
un protocolo comparable.





Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-time systems are those systems in which the behaviour is not
only required to be logically correct but also provided within a set
of temporal requirements. Since its appearance in the early 1970’s,
the real-time community built the required theoretical and practical
frame based on the assumption that only one thread or computation
flow could be executing in the system at any single time. Mono-
core processors support the implementation of multi-thread systems
by time-division multiplexing the processor time.

In the monocore processor case, the scheduling of the system, i.e.,
the generation of a succession of thread execution periods satisfying
the temporal requirements is focused on the processor allocation. In
monocore processors, the access to other system resources, such as
memory or communication buses is inherent to the access to the pro-
cessor. As only one thread is executing at a time, the resources are
assumed to be available.

Several approaches have been followed to achieve temporally pre-
dictable systems, based on the temporal characterization of the threads.
The release schema, the execution deadline and the expected execu-
tion time are the main characteristics of a thread. Based on that infor-
mation, different scheduling algorithms, both statical and dynamical
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have been proposed. These algorithms, given the correct characteri-
zation of the threads, can generate schedulings in which the temporal
requirements of the system are met. Along with those algorithms,
different analysis techniques can prove that the generated schedulings
are correct.

The release pattern of a task can be, in general, periodic or non-
periodic. Periodic tasks are activated every specified amount of time
known as period. On the contrary, non-periodic tasks are released as
a result of an external event. If a minimum inter-arrival time can be
defined for a non-periodic task, it is said to be sporadic. Otherwise,
it is considered aperiodic.

Every real-time task has a deadline, which is the maximum allowed
amount of time between the release of the task and the end of its
execution.

Finally, the execution time is the time required for the task to be
completed after its release. Thus, the execution time must be equal or
less than the deadline. As the system must meet the tasks deadlines
on every possible system state, the most relevant execution time of a
tasks is the worst-case execution time. The worst-case execution time
or WCET is the maximum time that a task may need to complete
its execution in the most unfavourable situation. A system is said
to be schedulable if the scheduling algorithm can prove that all tasks
can meet their deadlines even assuming that all tasks consume their
worst-case execution time.

The increasing hardware complexity and the interaction with other
tasks make the measurement of the worst-case executing time a non-
trivial issue. However, there are mature approaches for monocore
systems to achieve the acquisition of WCET values. These approaches
can be divided into static or dynamic. Static WCET measurements
are calculated by analysing the machine code to be executed with
a model of the processor, finding the required cycles to execute it.
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On the other hand, dynamic WCET measurements are obtained by
executing several times the code and gathering time stamps in relevant
sections.

Some of the engineering systems controlled by real-time systems are
regulated by different legal artefacts. This is the case of avionics, in
which the computing part of the system is addressed by the DO-178C
RTCA Standard for the certification of commercial airplanes. Other
industries have equivalent regulations as ISO 26262 for road vehicles,
IEC 61508 / EN 50129 and IEC 62279 for trains or IEC 61513 for
nuclear power plants. These kind of standards require that the design
can prove that the system will meet its temporal requirements (among
others) strictly at any time for those tasks requiring to do so.

The real-time systems state of the art, regarding monoprocessor
systems, can be said to be mature. A rich environment of theory and
design tools and approaches, widely used and proven supports the
development and operation of high-criticality real-time systems.

In the last years, two main issues have arisen posing new challenges
to the real-time systems state of the art: on the one hand, the evolu-
tion of the controlled systems has been increasingly demanding more
computing capacity. On the other hand, the computing hardware in-
dustry has been moving to multicore processors in which more than
one thread can be executing in parallel.

As stated before, real-time systems are commonly embedded in
other engineering systems, such as airplanes, cars, mobile phones,
appliances or industrial robots, among others. The computing re-
quirements of those systems have shown a huge increment in the last
decades: industrial processes controlled by robots have become faster
and more accurate, mobile phones now support thousands of new ap-
plications, and cars and airplanes are now mainly electronically con-
trolled and providing other services such as navigation and entertain-
ment.
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Those new applications do not only require more computing capac-
ity, but also introduce processes of different degree of relevance in the
same system. For example, the ABS system of a car is more impor-
tant than the navigation system. They are applications of different
criticality. Systems with applications of different criticality are known
as mixed-criticality systems.

Regarding the evolution of processor technologies, by the end the
1980 decade the first processors with two cores appeared manufactured
by Rockwell International. By that time, the industry approach to
design faster processors was focused on increasing the integration and
the clock speed. It was not until the beginning of the 1990 decade when
this approach began to encounter problems due to heat dissipation.
Since then, the market focused on increasing the computing capacity
of the processors by embedding more than one computing unit in a
single processor chip. In the early 2000s the main manufacturers such
as Intel or AMD began commercializing their first multicore processors
which have now become the vast majority in the market. This general
adoption of the multicore approach has become a challenge for the
real-time systems environment, as it is being forced to move to this
kind of processors, due to the scarcity of monocore processors and the
overcosts associated to that lack of available units.

The mentioned changes have opened a wide range of topics in which
the classic approach to the real-time systems design, analysis and im-
plementation have to be updated:

• Hardware architecture of multicore real-time systems: there are
several different approaches to the hardware implementation of
multicores. One subdivision can be made between homogeneous
and heterogeneous multicores. Homogeneous multicore architec-
tures are multicore processors in which all the cores are identical,
while heterogeneous processors show different core implementa-
tions on the same chip. Furthermore, cores may have different
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degree of coupling: cores are highly coupled when they share
some core units or components supporting multithreading on a
single core i.e. two threads can be executing in parallel in the
same core as long as both do not require a shared component at
the same time. This technique is known as simultaneous multi-
threading (SMT). Less coupled cores share the memory address
space and optionally cache memory, implementing shared mem-
ory communications. Finally loosely coupled multiprocessors are
communicated via communication buses using message passing
policies.

Either way, each approach has different implications in real-time
systems both in logical and temporal behaviour.

• Software architecture of multicore real-time systems: the parallel
execution on more than one core at a time has several implications
on the software design and implementation:

– Isolation between applications and criticality levels: one of
the main issues when executing more than one thread at a
time in a system is to ensure that they do not interfere in the
execution of other threads, either spatially or temporally.

∗ Spatial isolation means that each application does not in-
terfere in the memory address space of other applications.

∗ Temporal isolation means that each application does not
compromise the temporal requirements of other applica-
tions.

Both kinds of isolation have to be kept at any time, even in
case of an error or malfunction in an application.

– Scheduling and WCET problem. New scheduling algorithms
are required to support and maximize the benefit of the par-
allel execution of threads. The parallel execution itself can
be seen as an improvement to the schedulability and perfor-
mance of the system, as the computing capacity is multiplied
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by the number of cores. However, there are other resources
to be shared in addition to processors: memory, communica-
tion buses and devices, etc. Unlike in monocore processors,
in multicore processors, execution times are highly influenced
by resource sharing: if two or more threads are trying to use
the same resource at a time, only one will be able to do so, and
the rest will have to wait until the resource is freed. These
waiting times pose an overhead in comparison to monocore
processing times. An efficient resource sharing policy is re-
quired to bound this overhead and provide tighter worst-case
execution times.

– Core allocation and migration of tasks: related to the schedul-
ing problem, there is the allocation problem. As there are
more than one core in the system, an efficient algorithm to
dynamically or statically allocate applications to cores is re-
quired. If the algorithm is dynamic, i.e. the core in which
application is executed is decided at run time, the implica-
tions of migrating a task from one core to another are to be
studied.

• Moving applications to multicore: last but not least, there is a
cost to consider when moving applications to multicore. As stated
before, real-time and embedded applications often require to be
qualified or certified. The process to qualify or certify an appli-
cation is both time and resource consuming and is required to be
reconducted if the application is changed. Thus, systems must
be designed to avoid retaking again qualification or certification
efforts.
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1.1. Goals

1.1 Goals

The main goal of the present work is to contribute to the evolution of
real-time systems by exploring a novel approach to multicore systems.
As stated before, there is a wide set of challenges to be addressed in
order to successfully support the design, development and operation of
strict real-time systems based on multicore platforms. Furthermore,
the concept of multicore platform is a wide concept, with different
architecture proposals. Similarly, as will be reasoned along this docu-
ment, approaches to real-time systems are highly diverse. As a result,
this work is focused on a specific area of those mentioned above, which
is the design of a software architecture capable of supporting the new
generation of real-time systems.

To achieve such a main goal, a set of different steps have been
identified:

• To study the approaches followed from the hardware and software
points of view for the development of real-time systems based on
monocore architectures.

• To analyse the current trends and different approaches followed
on real-time systems based on multicore architectures.

• To identify the main characteristics of successful monocore-based
approaches that should be moved to multicore-based systems.

• To identify the requirements of next-generation of real-time sys-
tems.

• To contribute on the definition of a scheduling approach aligned
with the identified requirements suitable for hard real-time sys-
tems, focusing especially on data sharing protocols.
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1.2. Organization of the document

• To evaluate the approach by comparing the outcomes of applying
the proposed design with those of using current state of the art
approaches.

• To validate the approach by applying the proposed design in
a representative application, demonstrating its suitability to be
adopted into industrial practice.

1.2 Organization of the document

The rest of the document is organized as follows: chapter 2 reviews the
basic real-time theory and the main approaches followed by success-
ful approaches to strict real-time systems on monocore architectures.
Chapter 3 presents the current trends on multicore architectures and
real-time approaches to them, focusing on those relevant to the con-
tributions of this thesis. In chapter 4, a resource sharing protocol sup-
porting the design of hard real-time multicore systems is presented.
The protocol is extended and improved with the contributions thor-
oughly described in chapter 5. The protocol is then validated and
evaluated in chapter 6 where the proposed approach is applied to the
UPMSat-2 satellite design, along with other state of the art techniques.
Finally, conclusions and future work lines are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Real-Time Systems

Several definitions for real-time systems have been proposed over the
years, all of them emphasizing on the essential nature of real-time sys-
tems: the specific requirements regarding response times of these sys-
tems. One of the most accepted definitions was proposed by Young [131]:
“Any information processing activity or system which has to respond
to externally generated input stimuli within a finite and specified pe-
riod”. The Oxford Dictionary of Computing also highlights temporal
requirements of the system [49]: “Any system in which the time at
which output is produced is significant”. Finally, Randell et al. offer a
slightly different point of view [110]: “A real-time system is a system
that is required to react to stimuli from the environment (including
the passage of physical time) within time intervals dictated by the
environment”. From these definitions, it can be noted that real-time
systems do not only require a correct response from the logic point of
view but also a response time meeting the temporal requirements of
the system.

Commonly, real-time systems are in charge of controlling and moni-
toring processes from other engineering fields than computing. Devices
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requiring any information processing include nowadays one or several
embedded processors, constituting what are known as real-time em-
bedded systems. Real-time embedded systems include cars, airplanes,
industrial robots, mobile phones, appliances or surveillance systems,
among others. This kind of systems represent the vast majority of
deployed processors around the world and have different characteris-
tics than those on personal computers. In general, embedded systems
have lower computing and storage capacity, as well as reduced electric
supply. Also, I/O devices are very varied and specific for this kind of
systems. For these reasons the design and implementation methods
for real-time systems are focused on efficiency, robustness and time
predictability.

It can be said that, in general, in all systems the response time is
relevant. Users of any system like having as lower response times as
possible. What makes real-time systems different are the consequences
of not meeting the temporal requirements. In that sense, real-time
systems are classified into three main groups depending on how strict
are those requirements [35]:

• Hard real-time systems are those in which the temporal require-
ments have to be always met. This kind of systems often are
in charge of controlling engineering systems managing valuable
goods or those in which an error may compromise human lives.
For example, ABS systems, present in airplanes and cars monitor
and actuate, if necessary, between 50 and 100 times each second
while breaking. In case of a late response of the system, wheels
would lock up and skid thus loosing the required tractive contact
to respond to steering wheel actions. That situation might result
in an accident with victims.

• Soft real-time systems are those in which a deadline may be
missed occasionally. Although reducing the quality of the sys-
tem or service offered, the consequences are not considered catas-
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trophic. Soft real-time systems can be subdivided in two cate-
gories:

– Firm real-time systems are those in which a late response
of the system is not useful and is just discarded. In the
case of firm real-time systems, the consequences of missing
a deadline are less severe than in hard real-time systems,
provided that the frequency is bounded to a certain limit. For
example, if a TV decoder provides a frame later than when
it is to be displayed, the frame is invalid (it is not displayed).
In that case the user may perceive that the image frozen
for a moment, reducing its user experience. If this happens
too frequently the user may inquiry the manufacturer, thus
affecting its reputation.

– Flexible real-time systems are those in which a late response
still has a value that decreases with time. For example, an
automatic tap which is in charge of stopping a flow of some
liquid after a period of time (for example after filling a bot-
tle). If the tap does not close in time, some liquid may be
shed, increasingly loosing value.

2.2 Real-Time Systems Scheduling

2.2.1 Overview

As it has been stated before, the most relevant characteristics of real-
time systems are the temporal requirements. In contrast to general
purpose systems, in which the order of execution of different jobs is
irrelevant, provided that concurrency issues are properly handled, in
real-time system the order of execution matters. Given a set of tasks
to be executed, probably only a subset of the full range of different
execution orders may allow all of them to met their temporal require-
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ments. The activity of generating an execution order meeting all the
temporal requirements of the system is known as scheduling. Schedul-
ing schemes usually provide two related features:

• An algorithm to order the execution of the different tasks.

• Means to demonstrate that the generated scheduling meets the
temporal requirements even in the worst case.

For both features, each task in the system needs to be characterized.
For each task several parameters are required. The most relevant one,
that subdivides tasks into two main groups, is the activation policy.
Depending on the activation policy, tasks can be:

• If the task is activated every given amount of time the task is
said to be periodic. The amount of time between subsequent
activations is known as period.

• If the task is activated as a result of an external stimulus, the
task is said to be non-periodic. If the task can be activated at
any given time, the task is said to be aperiodic. If the task
cannot be activated before a minimum time interval has elapsed
following its last activation is said to be sporadic. This amount
of time between activations is known as inter-arrival time.

The second parameter that characterizes a task is the deadline.
The deadline is the time by which the execution associated to a task
must be completed.

The third parameter is the execution time. The execution time
is the time that the task actually takes to complete the operation
occupying the CPU, including the time spent executing run-time or
system services on its behalf [9]. As, in general, in real-time systems
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Symbol Description
τi Analysed task
ri Release time
ci Completion time
di Absolute deadline
Ji Activation jitter
Ci Execution time
Ri Response time
Di Relative deadline
Ti Period

Table 2.1: Basic notation.

temporal requirements are to be met under all conditions, the worst-
case execution time or WCET is generally considered for scheduling
purposes.

Given these three parameters of a task, other concepts are to be
introduced:

• Activation jitter: time deviation from a pure periodic activation
pattern.

• Interference: as will be explained later, some scheduling schemas
allow tasks to preempt others and expel them from the CPU.
Thus, the preempted task does not execute from start to the end.
The amount of time that the preemted task is not executing after
its activation is known as interference.

• Response time: the response time is the amount of time between
the task activation and the moment in which it terminates its
execution, including jitters and interferences. Thus, the aim of
scheduling algorithms is to ensure that a task response time never
exceeds its deadline.

The constraints enforced to tasks with regard to the different char-
acteristics previously outlined define a task model. The task model
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Figure 2.1: Basic task parameters.

that will be assumed during this thesis unless otherwise stated is the
classic sporadic task model [97]. Under this task model, a real-time
system is comprised by a set of tasks that are repeatedly invoked.
These invocations are due to external events such as a timer expira-
tion or a device interrupt. Tasks are constrained to have a periodic
or sporadic activation pattern, i.e there is a minimum separation be-
tween activations of a task that is known at design time. Tasks upon
invocation release a job that processes the triggering event. Jobs are
pending from the time they are released until the time in which they
are completed. While pending a job can be ready, if it is available for
execution, or suspended, when it cannot be scheduled. Only one job
of a task can be scheduled at a time, i.e. a job is not considered ready
until the previous job released by the same task has completed.
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2.2.2 Static Scheduling

Probably the most intuitive way of constructing a real-time system is
by using a static scheduler. In this kind of schedulers, the execution
sequence of the required procedures is generated at design time. The
schedule is made up of the repeated execution of one or more cycles.
This scheme is known as a cyclic executive [15]. The cyclic executive
is then a table of procedure calls, known as major cycle, which is
organized in minor cycles of fixed duration depending on the periods
of the procedures to be executed. Edges of minor cycles are signalised
by clock interrupts. When all the minor cycles have been executed, a
major cycle has been completed and the execution starts again from
the first minor cycle.

The construction of this scheduling algorithm ensures that, if a
cyclic executive is feasible given the temporal requirements of the dif-
ferent jobs, no further schedulability analysis is required, as no concur-
rency or interference is possible following this approach. Thus, this
scheme is said to be “proven by construction”. Due to this deter-
minism in the execution, static scheduling is widely used in real-time
systems of high integrity [132, 133].

However, the cyclic executive presents several drawbacks:

• All periods must be multiple of the minor cycle duration.

• Tasks with long periods are hard to be incorporated. A common
approach is to define the hyperperiod (length of a major cycle)
as the least common multiple of tasks periods.

• Tasks with long execution times have to be split in several pro-
cedure calls.

• Aperiodic tasks require complex scheduling artefacts to be in-
cluded.
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• Constructing the cyclic executive is an NP-hard problem [65].
Thus, this approach is not feasible for systems with a considerable
number of tasks.

Due to these drawbacks and with the aim of improving the utiliza-
tion of the real-time system, several dynamic scheduling approaches
have been proposed.

2.2.3 Dynamic Scheduling

In contrast with static scheduling, in dynamic scheduling approaches
the execution order is decided at runtime. To do this, several criteria
have to be defined to decide the execution order and to prove that
temporal requirements will be met.

The first criterion involved in dynamic scheduling is the concept of
task states and lifecycle. Depending on the scheduling pattern, tasks
can be in different states, but, in general, they can be reduced to the
following:

• Running: the task is actually executing on a CPU.

• Runnable: the task is ready to be executed.

• Suspended: the task is not ready to be executed. It can be wait-
ing for a timing event, e.g. a periodic task waiting for its next
activation time, or waiting for a non-timing event, such an exter-
nal stimulus, typical in sporadic tasks.

• Terminated: the task has ended its execution and will not resume
executing. In general, in real-time systems, tasks are not allowed
to terminate due to safety reasons.

A second criterion is required to decide at each time which of the
runnable tasks is to be executed. Without further information, it
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would be an arbitrary decision. In order to provide the required pre-
dictability and to ensure the proper timing behaviour, some priority
has to be given to one task above others. Thus, priority is the sec-
ond criterion when deciding which task is to be executed. Priorities
among tasks can be decided at design time or at runtime, as will be
detailed later. Then, the scheduler is in charge of ensuring that the
CPU is always allocated to the runnable task with higher priority in
the system.

Finally, a third criterion mixes both previous concepts of state and
priority. In a priority based scheduling scheme two possibilities arise:
that at any time the processor is occupied by the runnable task with
higher priority, or that the runnable task with highest priority only
starts its execution after the CPU is released by the executing task.
In the first case, the scheduling scheme is said to be preemptive. In
the second case the system is said to be non-preemptive. In the first
case, the scheduler has to decide which task is to be executed each
time a task becomes runnable and when the running tasks concludes
its execution, while in the second case, the scheduler only decides
which tasks may begin or resume their execution after the running
task has ended its execution. In preemptive systems, it is thus not
guaranteed that a task, once it has started its execution, will continue
executing until it is completed, as it can be preempted. This has an
influence on the execution time of the preempted task, which is known
as interference, as mentioned before.

2.2.4 Fixed Priority Scheduling

In a fixed priority scheme, tasks are assigned a base priority, which re-
mains constant, at design time. This priority can be assigned applying
different criteria.

Fixed priority scheduling (FPS) was first analysed by Liu and Lay-
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land in [95]. In that work they also propose a priority assignment
protocol, known as Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS). In this pro-
tocol, priorities are assigned inversely proportional to the periods of
tasks i.e. the task with higher frequency is assigned the highest pri-
ority in the system. The RMS protocol is considered to be optimal,
i.e. if a set of tasks is schedulable in a priority scheme, it will be also
schedulable in RMS.

The way to proof that the system is schedulable, or that the schedul-
ing is feasible, differs depending on the scheduling pattern used. In
the case of Rate Monotonic Scheduling, the way to prove the sys-
tem schedulability proposed in [95] is to demonstrate that the task set
keeps the processor utilization below a certain threshold. Equation 2.1
expresses a sufficient condition:

n∑
i=1

Ci
Ti
≤ N · (21/N − 1) (2.1)

where N is the number of tasks in the system, C is the worst-case
execution time of a given task and T is the period of the given task.
As can be seen in equation 2.1, the right part of the condition decreases
as the value of N (number of tasks in the system) increases. It can be
analytically proved that the equation asymptotically approaches 0.69.
Thus, any set of tasks keeping the processor utilization below 0.69
would be schedulable using RMS, regardless of the number of tasks in
the system.

lim
N→∞

[N · (21/N − 1)] = ln 2 ' 0.69 (2.2)

Another criterion to assign priorities may be the importance or
criticality of tasks. It is ensured that, in a fixed priority protocol,
tasks with lower priorities are more affected by overloading. This
means that, if any task misses its deadline it will be first the task with
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a low priority. Thus, if priorities are assigned with regard of their
criticality, tasks less important will be missing their deadlines first.
However, this criterion to assign priorities requires a more complex
scheduling analysis, that will be introduced later, to illustrate other
concepts as well.

2.2.5 Dynamic Priority Scheduling

In contrast to fixed priority scheduling, in dynamic priority scheduling
protocols, task priorities are not assigned at design time but at run-
time. To do so different criteria may be used. From them, the most
wide spread example is Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling, also
proposed in [95]. As its name states, in EDF, the task with the earliest
deadline has the greater priority in the system.

EDF has been also proven to be optimal. Furthermore, EDF leads
to more processor utilization as, demonstrated by [95], its scheduling
analysis is reduced to satisfy equation 2.3.

n∑
i=1

Ci
Ti
≤ 1 (2.3)

As can be derived from equation 2.3, the only requirement for the
task set to be schedulable is that the total processor utilization is be-
low 1. This poses a significant difference with the sufficient condition
of 0.69 for FPS. While for RMS only a subset of task sets can reach a
utilization of 1, under EDF this is a sufficient condition for every task
set. However, EDF has some drawbacks to consider, being the most
important one the complexity and overhead of the scheduler. In EDF
the scheduler has to calculate which task has the earliest deadline at
runtime, requiring an extra processor utilization for this computation.
Also EDF is considered less safe, as in case of system overload situ-
ations, the behaviour is unpredictable i.e. it cannot be stated which
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task may miss its deadline. Furthermore, EDF can lead to domino
effects, in which many tasks miss their deadline consecutively.

2.2.6 Shared Resources

In previous sections, task models and solutions reviewed do not con-
sider the intrinsic effect of task synchronization in the scheduling pro-
cess. While isolated task models provide good foundations as first step
approaches to task scheduling, realistic systems as those mentioned in
the introduction have a complexity level which is difficult to address
without task synchronization mechanisms. Tasks in real systems do
share logical and physical resources, to which access needs to be arbi-
trated. By using common synchronization mechanisms as semaphores,
monitors or rendezvous coordination, the commonly required mutual
exclusion access to shared resources can be achieved. However, this is
at the cost of not only complicating the schedulability analysis, but
also adding new undesirable system states.

Shared resources are logical (commonly data structures) or physical
(as peripheral) elements that are used by more than one task in the
system, but have requirements on the concurrent access to them. Al-
though there are exceptions, shared resources require to be accessed in
mutual exclusion. This means that only one task should be perform-
ing an access to a resource at a time. No other task should access the
resource until the accessing task has finished or completed its access
to the resource. The section of code associated with mutual exclusion
requirements is known as critical section. To implement the mutual
exclusion, the most exercised approaches use the notion of a lock: a
lock is a logical element that gives the holder the right to access the
shared resource. As it can be only held by one task, the mutual ex-
clusion is assured. While some protocols allow some tasks to take the
lock from others (in the same way some tasks can preempt others,
getting the right to use the processor), the common approach is to
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force other tasks to wait until the lock is released by the holding task
to get it.

As a result of the above, it can happen that, regardless of the
paradigm used to grant priorities to tasks, a higher-priority task has
to wait for a lower-priority task to complete its access to a shared
resource. This situation is known as priority inversion [90, 89] in fixed
priority scheduling and deadline inversion in EDF schemes. Higher-
priority tasks are then said to be blocked by lower-priority tasks. If no
extra mechanism than those presented above are used, this can lead
to uncontrolled priority inversion situations, with indefinite periods of
blocking.

It has been demonstrated that proving the schedulability of periodic
task sets synchronized with semaphores to enforce mutual exclusion
is an NP-hard problem [97]. In fact, only heuristic approaches de-
veloped in [97], with non-preemptive accesses to resources have been
identified as providing feasible schedules. Heuristic approaches were
further investigated in [140, 139, 109].

Priority Inheritance Protocol

In order to bound the blocking times different protocols have been
proposed. One approach widely studied and used is the Priority In-
heritance Protocol [115] (PIP). This protocol started a successful trend
of protocols in which the conjugation of dynamic priorities and basic
synchronization primitives (binary semaphores) provide a set of deter-
minant scheduling properties.

The intuition behind priority inheritance protocols is that, if a
lower-priority task blocks a higher-priority task, as a result of hav-
ing locked a shared resource, it ignores its own priority and executes
at a higher-priority in order to achieve a faster and, most important,
decidable releasing time of the resource. This new priority is known
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Figure 2.2: Priority inheritance example.

as active priority, and is equal to the highest priority among the tasks
being blocked.

In the example shown in figure 2.2, when J1 is blocked by J3, the
latter one increases its priority to J1 priority, i.e. it inherits J1 priority.
In this way, J3 can get to execute, release S lock and decrease its
priority to its base priority, unblocking J1. When J1 is completed, J2

and J3 can be subsequently be redispatched to completion.

This behaviour provides systems implementing the basic priority
inheritance protocol with a set of fundamental properties with regard
to scheduling:

• Lower-priority tasks can only block higher-priority tasks as a re-
sult of having locked a shared resource. This blocking, under PIP
can be categorized as:

– Direct, if the higher-priority task is trying to access the locked
resource.

– Push-through, if the higher-priority task is blocked as a result
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of a lower-priority task having raised its priority.

• Each lower-priority task can block a higher-priority task as long
as the duration of one critical section.

• Each task can only be blocked as many times as shared resources
it accesses.

However, the basic priority inheritance protocol also has two main
problems. First, the requirement to support nested resources was
identified, i.e. allow resources to require other resources to complete.
While the protocol requires that the nesting of two resources r1 (outer)
and r2 (inner) is done so that r2 ⊂ r1, the priority assignation can-
not prevent by itself the formation of deadlocks. This is said in [115]
to be solved by imposing a total ordering on the semaphore accesses.
The second problem is that, while the blocking can be bounded as ex-
plained, it can be substantially long, as a result of blocking chains. To
limit this blocking term, the Priority Ceiling Protocol was proposed.

Priority Ceiling Protocol

Although the priority inheritance protocol reduces the number of times
a task can be blocked, this reduction may not be enough in terms of
efficiency and processor utilization. In response, another set of proto-
cols arose, the Priority Ceiling Protocols [115] (PCP). With a priority
ceiling protocol, a task can only be blocked once during its execu-
tion, also preventing transitive blockings (task a blocks task b, which
also blocks task c and so on) and deadlocks. Furthermore, mutual
exclusion is also ensured by the protocol itself, as will be explained.

In priority ceiling protocols, priorities are not only a property of
tasks but also of resources. Tasks have an initial default priority, and
resources acquire the maximum priority of the tasks that use it. This
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priority is known as ceiling priority. The way tasks update dynami-
cally their priorities and are allowed to lock resources differentiate the
existing approaches.

In the original enunciation of the priority ceiling protocol [115],
tasks execute at their assigned base priority. When trying to access a
resource, the lock is granted if, and only if, the lock is free and the task
priority is higher than the priority ceiling of all the currently locked
resources in the system. If as a result of having locked a resource a
lower-priority task blocks a higher-priority task, it inherits the ceiling
priority of the resource (in contrast to PIP, where only the blocked
task priority was inherited).

As a result, the priority ceiling protocol achieves an increased per-
formance with comparison to PIP due to the following properties:

• The maximum amount of blocking suffered by a task is equal to
the longest critical section accessed by a lower and higher-priority
task.

• Transitive blocking is prevented.

• Deadlocks are prevented.

However, a new form of blocking is introduced: ceiling blocking. A
task, with the highest priority of those runnable at a time (and thus
executing) can be blocked due to not being able to lock a free shared
resource.

With the mentioned properties and blocking terms, a sufficient
analysis can be provided to PCP as long as the n periodic tasks in
the system are assigned priorities according to the rate-monotonic al-
gorithm. A PCP system is deemed to be schedulable if the following
condition holds:
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∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
C1

T1
+
C2

T2
+ · · ·+ Ci

Ti
+
Bi

Ti
≤ i · (21/i − 1) (2.4)

whereBi is the maximum blocking τi can suffer, in form of direct block-
ing, push-through blocking or ceiling blocking. The priority influence
on the analysis is reflected on the order in which tasks are analysed.
Higher-priority tasks are analysed first, so they have to cope with less
system utilization already allocated. This equation is an extension
of 2.1 including the notions of priorities and shared resources in the
form of blocking.

Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol

Another approach to ceiling priority protocols is the immediate pri-
ority ceiling protocol (IPCP). Under this protocol tasks immediately
update their active priority to the ceiling priority at locking time. In
this way, it is ensured that, once it has locked the resource, the task
will continue executing until it frees the resource or a task with higher
priority, which does not share the resource, is released. Thus, blocking
only occurs prior the task actually starts its execution. Furthermore
ceiling blocking is eliminated, as tasks under IPCP have all required
shared resources available once they start their execution. This highly
reduces the number of context switches and hence the execution time.
All the other relevant PCP properties as deadlock free execution and
transitive blocking prevention are maintained.

To analyse these systems, a more complete technique is available.
The Response Time Analysis method, developed in late 80’s [75, 82,
11] provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a scheduling to be
feasible, in which the result is not only binary (schedulable or not), but
also the worst-case response time of each task can be calculated. If the
response time of all tasks is less or equal than their respective deadline,
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the system is schedulable. Equation 2.5 shows how this technique is
applied to IPCP.

Ri = Ci +Bi + Ii (2.5)

The response time of each task (Ri) is the result of adding the
worst-case execution time (Ci) to the maximum blocking (Bi) and
interference (Ii) suffered in a worst-case activation. The interference
is calculated in a similar way as in equation 2.4. For each higher-
priority task hp(i) it can preempt the analysed task τi as many times
as the response time of τi divided by the period of the higher-priority
task. On each preemption, the interference can be has high as the
worst-case execution time of the preempting task (Cj) as shown in
equation 2.6.

Ri = Ci +Bi +
∑

τj∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri

Tj

⌉
Cj (2.6)

Stack Resource Policy

Both priority inheritance, priority ceiling and immediate priority ceil-
ing protocols presented before were focused on fixed priority schedul-
ing schemes. All those protocols have also a variant for dynamic pri-
orities schemes, but those are not as efficient as for fixed priorities
schemes [18].

For EDF, the most widely accepted is the Stack Resource Policy
(SRP) proposed in [13, 14]. This policy is closely related to the im-
mediate ceiling priority protocol defined for fixed priority protocols.
Under SRP, each task is assigned a preemption level related to the
relative deadline of the task. The shorter the deadline, the higher the
preemption level assigned. This is the static priority for the task. At
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runtime, resources are assigned a ceiling value equal to the maximum
preemption level of the tasks that use the resource.

Then, when a task is released it can only preempt the executing
task if its absolute deadline is shorter (higher overall priority) and
its preemption level is higher than the highest ceiling of the locked
resources (blocking priority).

The performance of SRP is equal to immediate ceiling priority for
fixed priority schemes. Thus, tasks can only suffer a single block at
release time (without actually executing) and are free of deadlocks.
When using EDF with tasks deadline equal or lower their periods,
the schedulability analysis is done based on utilization factor with the
following equation:

∀k, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (
k∑
i=1

Ci
Di

) +
Bk

Dk
≤ 1 (2.7)

again similar to the form of PCP analysis in equation 2.4, with inter-
ference and blocking being accounted.

2.2.7 Ravenscar Profile

The previously presented protocols are generic in the sense that de-
fine the main characteristics of a task model, not specifically aligned
with any runtime or implementation. On the contrary, the Ravenscar
profile [31] is a set of rules for the implementation of strict real-time
systems using the Ada [9] programming language.

Strictly, the Ravenscar profile defines a subset of the Ada pro-
gramming language that enables the construction of analysable sys-
tems [34]. This subset can be enforced by a single pragma since the
Ada 2005 language revision [79, D.13.1], being equivalent to the set of
pragmas listed in annex A. The system conformity with respect to the
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profile can be mostly checked at compilation time reducing validation
costs and increasing the reliability of the approach.

The Ravenscar tasking model comprises both periodic and sporadic
tasks that are dispatched following a FIFO within priorities policy. For
sporadic tasks a minimum inter-arrival time is required for the timing
analysis, while for periodic tasks a specific period between activations
is required. Tasks cannot be created dynamically or terminated and
can only present one suspension point.

Task communication and synchronization is done by means of the
Ada approach to shared resources as considered in this document:
protected objects (PO). Access to protected objects under Ravenscar
systems is ruled by a ceiling locking policy, which, as defined in the
Ada standard, is equivalent to that of the Immediate Priority Ceiling
Protocol described above.

Ada protected objects can be accessed via three different kind of
operations: functions, procedures and entries. Functions are read-only
accesses, being protected and entry operations read-write operations
and thus required to be executed under mutual exclusion. Entry oper-
ations are guarded by a boolean barrier. The barrier condition has to
evaluate to true to allow access to the resource, being the calling tasks
otherwise suspended on a queue associated to the entry. If any task is
enqueued on a protected object entry, barriers are reevaluated at the
end of read-write accesses to that PO. To ensure timing predictability
on PO, the number of entries per PO is limited to one, and only one
task can be queued at a time on that entry. As a result if the bar-
rier condition is evaluated to true only one task can be re-activated.
Furthermore, potentially blocking operations are not allowed inside
protected operations and barriers are restricted to simple conditions
(cannot include a further operation call). Other sources of time non-
determinism, as those associated to memory usage, such as dynamic
memory allocation are also forbidden in Ravenscar systems.
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The adherence to these restrictions enables the implementation of
Ada applications with a task model equivalent to that considered in
the IPCP, with the major outcome of being analysable using equa-
tion 2.6.
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Chapter 3

Multiprocessor Real Time Systems

As thoroughly reviewed in the introduction, there are a set of factors
that have been inevitably pushing the real-time community towards
the adoption of multicore systems. Among them, the increased com-
plexity of controlled systems and the manufacturing limits on chip
integration due to power consumption and heat dissipation [88] are
considered key factors.

3.1 Challenges

The movement towards the adoption of multicore architectures brings
forward a set of challenges. While some of them are new, some others
have been already solved for uniprocessor systems, but require new
solutions. In that sense, the complexity of the problem was highlighted
as early as in 1969 by Liu [96] when he stated that only a small subset
of the results on single processors could be applied to multiprocessor
systems, as even executing a task in a system with free processors pose
a much more difficult scheduling problem.

In that sense, as reviewed in chapter 1, the main problem in unipro-
cessor systems was to wisely select the task to be allowed to execute, in
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order to comply with the system timing requirements. This is known
as the priority problem. With the advent of multicore systems, a new
problem appears: the allocation problem.

• Allocation: the allocation problem is the need to determine in
which processor a task is to be executed. This decision can be
done offline, by assigning at design time one or more processors
for a task to execute in, or online, by the scheduling algorithm
deciding at run time where to allocate each task.

When tasks can only execute on one processor (typically desig-
nated at design time), the system is said to be fully partitioned.
If, on a partitioned system some of the tasks are allowed to exe-
cute on more than one processor, it said to be a semi-partitioned
system. Finally, systems where all task are allowed to execute on
more than one processor (normally decided at run time) are said
to be global.

The action of changing the allocation of a task from one processor
to another is known as migration. Different task models impose
different restrictions. The most restrictive one is the no migration
policy, which, in fact, generates strictly fully partitioned systems,
as stated above. A less restrictive approach is to allow task-level
migrations, in which jobs of a task can be released on different
processors, but when a job its released it is not allowed to migrate
for the rest of the activation. Finally, job level migration systems
allow jobs to migrate as long as a job is not executed on more
than one processor at a time. It is important to note that, when
migrations are allowed, there is always an associated overhead due
to the required context switches, run-queue updates and cache
invalidation among others [30] that should be taken into account
in the timing analysis.

• Priority : in terms of priorities, however, there are no completely
new paradigms in those proposals for multiprocessor systems that
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have shown to be adoptable in practice. Priorities can be fixed at
design time at task or job level, or can be dynamically calculated
at runtime. This does not mean that multicore systems do not
pose new challenges in terms of priority assignment and its influ-
ence. On the contrary, the scheduling of tasks can be, as shown in
the following sections, influenced not only by the tasks (or jobs)
allocated on the same processors and their priorities, but also
by the tasks/jobs allocated on other processors and their relative
priorities [8].

These two main challenges are aimed at finding a suitable solution
to the following, multiprocessor-intrinsic difficulties:

• Real parallelism: while the concurrent execution of subprograms
was accepted decades ago for safety-critical systems, the parallel
execution (more than one subprogram making progress at the
same time) implies a higher degree of complexity. Even if those
subprograms are completely independent, a set of system level
data structures such as run-queues are to be maintained.

• Task models: as identified in [50] and will be highlighted during
this chapter, the most relevant works on multiprocessor systems
for hard real-time systems address supporting the conventional
periodic or sporadic task models developed for uniprocessor sys-
tems. It is clear that, with the incorporation of more than one
processing units, other computation paradigms can be explored.
In particular, the parallel execution of elements belonging to the
same task (e.g. by executing more than one job at a time or split-
ting one job computation into more than one processor) is an ac-
tive research topic, based on initial works in late 00’s [45, 46, 55].
The debate on the evolution of high-integrity aimed programming
languages is not on the need to support parallelism but on how
to do it [102, 104, 103, 111, 124].
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• Hardware resources sharing: as identified in the previous chap-
ter, one of the main challenges of multicore and multiproces-
sor systems is the physical resources sharing involved. From
the high levels of hardware coupling present in SMT systems to
loosely coupled multiprocessors, all systems share a set of re-
sources which cannot be provided solely to one executing unit.
This has been proved to have a high influence on task execution
times [105, 40, 129].

• Logic resources sharing: as highlighted in section 2.2.6, task syn-
chronization by logic resource sharing is fundamental for building
complex real-time systems. In that section, different examples of
scheduling algorithms were presented in which the coordination
to access logic shared resources was addressed by granting the
right to execute to the envisaged task to access the resource. On
a system where more than one task can be executing in parallel
this approach is no longer valid by itself to ensure mutual exclu-
sive access to shared resources.

3.2 Multicore Real Time Systems Scheduling

Although there is a set of new problems to overcome associated to the
adoption of multiprocessor systems for real-time systems, and besides
Liu statement, there is a preference for applying classic scheduling
policies to multiprocessor systems. In that sense, as mentioned be-
fore, one classic approach to multiprocessors is to generate a set of
isolated partitions, trying to applying a divide and conquer strategy,
reducing the scheduling problem to a set of single processor scheduling
problems.

While fully partitioned approaches may seem desirable, as they
allow reusing classic scheduling solutions, they also offer several draw-
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backs. Among them, the main criticism to fully partitioned systems
comes from the fact that it generates systems that are not work con-
serving. Work conserving systems are those in which no computing
unit is allowed to remain idle as long as there is a ready job not exe-
cuting in the system.

Opposite to this approach is global scheduling. In globally sched-
uled systems, the scheduling problem considers all tasks and processors
at the same time, in an integrated and complete run-queue. In gen-
eral, globally scheduled systems are work conserving, although there
are exceptions such as quantum scheduled systems [50], i.e. those in
which scheduling decisions are only taken at predefined intervals of
time known as quanta. As a result they are supposed to perform
better under higher workloads.

Finally, there are a set of different approaches, considered hybrid
approaches [50], where the boundaries between partitioned and glob-
ally scheduled systems are not so clear. In particular, semi-partitioned
systems, virtualized and clustered systems will be addressed in this
chapter.

3.2.1 Fully Partitioned Systems

As mentioned before, fully partitioned systems seem to be the way to
go. They enable transforming most of the analysis and design prob-
lems of multiprocessor systems into uniprocessor scheduling problems.
Then, uniprocessor systems methods can be applied for each proces-
sor in the system. In fact, this is one of the main advantages of fully
partitioned systems:

• Fully partitioned systems enable the use of mature uniprocessor
theory and practice, thus easing and reducing the cost of devel-
oping real-time systems.
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• Fully partitioned systems simplify the management of the sys-
tem: as each processor has its own run queue and associated
information, the approach is scalable, in the sense that, schedul-
ing overheads do not depend on the size of the system task set
but only on the size of the processor task set. This has been
demonstrated to be a key factor in practice [30].

• Migration overheads are also prevented, since they are not al-
lowed.

• If real isolation among processors is provided, a timing failure in
one processor should not affect the other processors, thus miti-
gating the consequences of the failure.

However, these benefits encounter also a set of non-negligible draw-
backs:

• Early works as [54] lacked in some sense of practical perspective:
proposals were developed on the basis of certain assumptions,
mainly from the hardware perspective, not necessarily true for
nowadays multiprocessors. One of the most important one is the
assumed isolation among processors: as already mentioned, exe-
cution times of fully partitioned systems are affected by the exe-
cution of other processors as they share a set of unique hardware
parts.

• Fully partitioned systems are, if no migration is allowed, not work
conserving. This means that there can be idle processors at the
same time as there are runnable tasks in other processors.

• Last, but not the least, there is a strong problem with regard
to the allocation: finding an optimal allocation is known to be a
NP-Hard problem [54, 65, 94]. The allocation problem for fully
partitioned systems has been commonly compared to the more
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general ”bin-packing” problem, where a set of n items x1 · · · sn of
different sizes s1 · · · sn are to be stored in a set of bins of a fixed
capacity. The problem consists in determining whether there ex-
ists a certain ordering or allocation in which the set of items can
be allocated in a number B of bins. It is then straightforward
to consider tasks to be the items to be allocated, the tasks uti-
lizations equal to the sizes and the available processors are the
bins in which the items are to be allocated. An extensive bibli-
ography of different approaches can be found for the bin-packing
problem, many of them trying to allocate big items first, simi-
larly to rate monotonic and deadline monotonic algorithms. The
most relevant approaches, also exercised in multiprocessor real-
time systems are:

– First-fit: every element is assigned to the first bin where it
can be allocated. If the item cannot be allocated, it is as-
signed in a new bin. If all bins available are already used
then the set is not allocatable following first-fit (FF) algo-
rithm. This algorithm has been proven to asymptotically

require
11

9
≈ 1.22 times the number of bins than an optimal

allocation [80, 81] for a large number of bins, while for num-
bers of bins less than 4 it requires 1.5 times as much as an
optimal allocation [118].

– Best-fit: every element is allocated in the bin where it will
leave the less remaining capacity. If it does not fit on any bin,
it is allocated on a new one unless all available bins have been
used. Best-fit (BF) algorithm has the same relations with
regard to an optimal allocation than first-fit [80, 81, 118].

– Worst-fit: elements, as opposed to best fit, are allocated in
the bin where they will leave the maximum remaining ca-
pacity. This approach is known to behave slightly worse
than first-fit and best-fit with an asymptotic higher bound
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of
5

4
= 1.25 times the number of bins of an optimal alloca-

tion [80, 81].

From those above, although yielding slightly worst results on the
utilization bound, generally worst-fit is a common approach in
real-time systems. This is so because in these systems it makes
more sense to evenly spread the load across the available proces-
sors, unless other considerations (as power saving policies) are
taken in to account. Systems with even distributions of load are
more able to cope with timing failures where tasks are unable to
complete operation in the expected worst-case execution time.

MPCP

One of the first approaches to multiprocessor scheduling consider-
ing shared resources was the Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol
(MPCP) [106] which, as the name suggests, was aimed to transfer
the well known Priority Ceiling Protocol and its relevant properties to
multiprocessors.

MPCP considers fully partitioned systems scheduled with preemp-
tive fixed priorities, assigned following the rate monotonic algorithm.
Critical sections are guarded by binary semaphores, which can be lo-
cal, if they are only accessed by tasks hosted on the same processor,
or global, if they are accessed from more than one processor. The task
model does not support any kind of nesting between global and local
resources [106, 63].

Shared resources are awarded priorities as in PCP, i.e. they have the
same priority as the higher-priority task accessing them. The particu-
larity of MPCP is that, de facto critical sections can only be executed
on specific processors, called synchronization processors. These pro-
cessors can also host tasks, executed at lower priority than any shared
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resource, in order to not alter the access to critical sections. Following
this approach, tasks may need to ”migrate” to synchronization pro-
cessors to access shared resources, where the priorities given to each
task and resource rules the access requests. As a result, requests are
dealt in prioritized queues. With this definition, MPCP systems hold
the following properties:

• Deadlock free: as tasks cannot deadlock themselves, and resources
are only accessed in synchronization processors, where all related
resources should be placed, and these synchronization processors
are ruled by PCP, there can be no deadlocks.

• The maximum local blocking suffered by a job is nGi + 1 criti-
cal sections, where nGi is the number of times a job ji accesses
global resources. As jobs suspend themselves at their application
processor when migrating to the synchronization processor, lower
priority jobs can be executed and lock local resources, that may
cause blocking to ji when migrating back.

• A job can wait for at most one critical section of lower-priority
tasks on the synchronization processor per access to a global re-
source. As the synchronization processor is ruled by PCP, this
blocking can be considered as ”arrival blocking” to the sync pro-
cessor, and thus inherit this property from PCP.

• A job can wait as much as CSi × d TTie for each higher-priority
job ji during period T to execute on a synchronization processor
(where CSi is the execution time of the critical section).

The schedulability analysis is performed by applying equation 2.4
on each application processor, where the term Bi is the sum of block-
ings suffered due to the three previous sources explained before.

The proposal is also extended to a model in which there can be
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more than one synchronization processor, but then nested resources
are not allowed [106].

DPCP

The Distributed Priority Ceiling Protocol [107, 108] is another ap-
proach aimed to transfer the Ceiling Protocol to multiprocessors. In
this case, the task model includes a preemptive fully partitioned sys-
tem with priorities assigned according to the rate-monotonic algo-
rithm. In contrast to the model considered for MPCP, under DPCP
all processors are assigned tasks, which can share local resources in
PCP way, and global resources, which are guarded by semaphores
locked by read-modify-write instructions. Nested resources are not
supported. Lock requests not immediately satisfied are serviced by
means of prioritized queues, and waiting tasks suspended. Critical
sections are executed in the task host processors at the ceiling prior-
ity of the resource. The following properties can be demonstrated for
DPCP:

• Deadlock free: inherited from PCP and the fact that nested re-
sources are not allowed.

• The maximum local blocking suffered by a job is nGi + 1 critical
sections, where nGi is the number of times a job ji accesses global
resources. Same as in MPCP, this is because each access to a
globally shared resource can lead to a suspension in the local
processor.

• A job can wait for at most one critical section of lower-priority
tasks on the synchronization processor per access to a global re-
source. This follows from the prioritized queues ruling outstand-
ing requests.
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• A job can wait as much as CSi×d TTie for each higher-priority job
ji (local or remote) during period T .

• Under DPCP, local lower-priority tasks can also preempt higher-
priority tasks not executing global resource critical sections, as a
result of being queued for a high-priority global resource and then
be signalled to execute, raising their active priority. As lower-
priority tasks can queue themselves on global resources each time
the analysed task is suspended, for each lower-priority task τk,
the number of priority inversion preemptions is bounded to be
min(nGi , 2n

G
k )

The resulting equation for the schedulability analysis is equation 2.4,
with the Bi factor being the sum of the blocking factors mentioned
above.

MSRP

The Multiprocessor Stack Resource Policy (MSRP), as defined in its
original enunciation [64] is an extension of EDF + SRP protocols
to multiprocessors, where tasks are statically allocated to processors.
Shared resources are considered global or local depending on the al-
location of tasks accessing them and only the latter are allowed to be
nested. The main differences with the already studied multiproces-
sor protocols is that, if a request is not immediately satisfied tasks
do not suspend but spin-wait until access is granted. Furthermore,
under MSRP, the spin-wait and access to the resource is done in a
non-preemptable fashion. Another relevant difference between MSRP
and MPCP and DPCP is that outstanding requests are serviced in
FIFO order. As a result, MSRP inherits the following properties from
SRP:

• Once a task starts executing it cannot be locally blocked by lower-
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priority tasks. It can only be preempted by higher-priority tasks.

• The time a task can be spin-waiting for access to a global re-
source rj is bounded by the sum of worst-case accesses wj

ih from
remote processors p where there is at least one task τi accessing
the resource:

spin(rj, Pk) =
∑

p∈{P−Pk}

max
τi∈Tp,∀h

wj
ih (3.1)

• The maximum local blocking is bounded to one critical section
(happening before the task starts executing). This blocking is
the maximum between that caused by a local lower-priority task
accessing a local or a global resource, i.e. Bi = max(Blocal

i , Bglobal
i )

where Blocal
i is the worst-case access of a local lower-priority task

to a local resource and Blocal
i is the worst-case access of a local

lower-priority task to a global resource plus the maximum spin
delay as calculated in equation 3.1 suffered by that task accessing
that resource.

• The worst-case execution time of a task is the sum of its execution
time (including accesses to shared resources) and the spin delay
suffered:

C ′i = Ci +
∑
rjih

spin(rj, Pk) (3.2)

Then the scheduling analysis for MSRP is passed if for all processors
in the system, with tasks TPk

ordered by decreasing preemption level,
the following inequality is satisfied:

∀i = 1, · · · , nk
i∑
l=1

C ′l
Tl

+
Bi

Ti
≤ 1 (3.3)

This MSRP classic analysis was improved in [27] with a holistic
analysis approach. Following this approach, the blocking suffered by
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a job or task is not analysed independently for each access request but
all the blocking is considered as a whole. Typically requests were con-
sidered independent, and the worst case applied to all possible access
requests. The holistic approach removes this source of pessimism by
limiting the number of possible blocking sources during a job activa-
tion, ensuring that no extra blocking is accounted for.

This approach was further improved in [128] where two novel ap-
proaches are used: first, mixed-integer linear programming (ILP) tech-
niques are first used to analyse blocking suffered by tasks as a result of
shared resources. Secondly, the approach to account for the blocking
is separated from the execution time of the task, thus providing a less
pessimistic (more exact) analysis.

The blocking analysis considered in [128] does not rely on inflating
the execution time of the task with the blocking suffered. On the
contrary, it is analysed separately as shown in the following response
time equation:

ri = ei + bi +
∑

τj∈hpl(i)

⌈
ri
Tj

⌉
ej (3.4)

where ei is the worst-case execution time not considering blocking,
and T represents the period of a given task. hpl(i) returns the set of
tasks of higher priority than τi. Note the relevant difference with the
analysis of equation 3.2 where the spin delay is added to the execution
cost itself.

Then, the optimization objective of the ILP program is to maximize
bi, what is the maximum blocking possible caused by all tasks to τi:

bi ,
∑
τx 6=τi

+
∑
rj∈R

+

N i
x,j∑

v=1

(XS
x,j,v +XA

x,j,v) ·Lx,j (3.5)
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where rj ∈ R is each resource in the system, the values of v = 1 to
N i
x,j represent the v− th access of task τx to resource rj, XS

x,j,v +XA
x,j,v

represent the possible spin delay and arrival delay caused by τx in its
v − th to resource rj, being both bounded to be [0, 1]. Finally, Lx,q is
the longest access time by τx to resource rj.

With bi defined, a set of constraints to limit the possible values of
XS
x,j,v and XA

x,j,v are given in [128] demonstrating, among others that:

• A single request from another task cannot cause τi at the same
time spin delay and arrival delay, i.e. there is a bound so that
XS
x,j,v +XA

x,j,v ≤ 1.

• A job can suffer arrival delay from one resource, as inherited from
SRP.

• For a resource to cause arrival blocking to τi it has to be accessed
for at least one local lower-priority task and one local higher-
priority task.

• Local higher-priority task cannot cause arrival blocking to τi.

• Neither local lower or higher-priority tasks can cause spin delay
to τi.

• There cannot be more accesses causing spin delay to τi in its
v− th access to rj than those that can be generated from remote
tasks while τi is pending minus those already accounted for in the
previous accesses.

This analysis is shown to be asymptotically better than those from [64]
and [27] with increased benefits as the system gets more complex in
terms of the number of tasks.
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OMLP

The O(m) locking protocol (OMLP) [29] is a locking protocol with
versions for globally and partition scheduled systems. In general, the
protocol is defined by the need of acquiring two locks to access a
resource, instead of the common single lock requirement. These locks
are to be sequentially acquired:

• Priority Queue lock: the first lock to be acquired is the PQ lock.
This lock is also referred as to m-exclusion lock, as it can be
held by up to m tasks. It is essentially a processor lock, since,
in globally scheduled systems, the lock can be held by as many
tasks as processors are present in the system, while for partitioned
systems, there is one PQ lock on each processor.

• FIFO lock: after acquiring the PQ lock, tasks are queued for a
second lock, resource specific, granted in FIFO order, named FQ.
With the exception of the job at FQ head, queued jobs are sus-
pended. Under global schedulers the head inherits the highest pri-
ority of the jobs blocked in FQ or PQ. Under partitioned systems,
PQ lock holders execute priority-boosted (non-preemptively) un-
less suspended.

Under partitioned systems where each processor implements an
EDF scheduler (P-EDF), the blocking suffered by a job per activa-
tion can be defined as the sum of the following terms:

• Local blocking: denoted as Bprio
i , occurs when τi is preempted by

a lower-priority task priority boosted as released with FQ lock.
It is easily bounded as the worst-case access time of a lower-
priority task to a resource. As to be priority boosted a task
has to acquire the local single PQ lock, τi can only suffer local
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blocking if a lower-priority task already held the PQ lock before
it was released. Formally:

Bprio
i , max{Lx,k|τx ∈ part(Pi) ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ q} (3.6)

where Lx,k is the longest access of τx to a resource rk and part(Pi)
denotes that a certain task is allocated to processor Pi.

• Remote direct blocking: denoted as Bfifo
i , occurs when τi is wait-

ing in a FIFO queue, and it can be as long as the number of times
it accesses a global resource, times the number of remote proces-
sors from where it can be accessed times the worst remote accesses
time for that resource:

Bfifo
i ,

q∑
k=1

Ni,k · (m− 1) ·max1≤x≤n{Lx,k} (3.7)

• Remote transitive blocking: denoted as Btrans
i , occurs when τi is

blocked due to a lower-priority task holding the PQ lock. Then
it is blocked as much as the worst-case lower-priority access cost
to a global share resource (contended by up m− 1 other tasks as
much):

Btrans
i , (m− 1) ·max1≤k≤qmax1≤x≤n{Lx,k} (3.8)

The total blocking is the sum of the three terms bi , Bprio
i +Bfifo

i +
Btrans
i and can be used to determine the schedulability of each proces-

sor Po if: ∑
τi∈part(Po)

ci + bi
Ti

≤ 1 (3.9)

where ci is the worst-case execution time of τi and Ti its period.

The most innovative proposal from OMLP is its double queue ruled
by different criteria to bound the priority inversion blocking to O(m),
it is, the number of processors in the system.
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OMIP

The O(m) independence preserving protocol (OMIP) [28] addresses
instead the problem of latency-sensitive tasks that suffer priority in-
version blocking due to shared resources that they do not access.

The intuition behind OMIP is that, when priority boosting is used,
as in PCP, SRP and protocols inspired by them, such as OMLP, tasks
not requiring any locked resource might be prevented from execut-
ing by lower priority tasks as having increased their priority (priority
inversion).

Opposite to the priority boosting strategy, OMIP presents a mech-
anism in which having locked a resource does not increase the local
priority of the task (i.e. its rights to execute on its hosts processor),
but increases its affinities (i.e. its rights to execute on others than its
host processor). In particular, a task holding a resource lock under
OMIP is allowed to migrate upon local preemption to any processor in
which there is a job that is suspended waiting for the locked resource
and would be otherwise executing if it had the resource lock. This is
known in OMIP as migratory priority inheritance.

In the evaluation section of [28], it is shown how high-frequency
latency-sensitive tasks not accessing shared resources can behave un-
der OMIP as there were no locks in the system, i.e. without suffering
from any priority inversion. However the same evaluation shows how
there is a trade-off between this benefit and an increased response
time for lower priority tasks accessing shared resources. In particu-
lar in scenarios of high contention OMIP behaves worse than OMLP
for lower priority tasks accessing shared resources, as they are more
likely to be preempted by higher priority independent tasks. On the
contrary, when latency sensitivity is the scheduling bottleneck OMIP
is the protocol of choice among them.
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RNLP

The Real-time Nested Locking Protocol (RNLP) [125] was the first
approach to fine-grained analysis of nested resources under multipro-
cessor systems. In contrast to other previous supports using group
locks, RNLP only requires an irreflexive partial order on the nesting
to avoid deadlocks and provide a fine-grained analysis.

The protocol is characterized by its modular approach in which
there is an initial k-exclusion lock that has to be acquired before an ac-
cess request can be served by a request satisfaction mechanism (RSM).
RNLP is in that sense similar to the previously mentioned OMLP
protocol, with a two-steps process to access a resource. The novel ap-
proach of RNLP is the possibility of combinating the k-exclusion locks
and satisfaction mechanisms depending on the system configuration
to improve efficiency.

The k-exclusion lock can be contended by spinning or suspending
waiting tasks, being k values optimized in n (number of tasks in the
system) or m (number of processors in the system) depending on the
system configuration and RSM used.

The request satisfaction mechanisms decide which of the tasks hold-
ing a k-exclusion is granted access to its required resource. Up to four
different satisfaction mechanisms are proposed in [125].

• S-RSM: access to resources is performed by spin-waiting in a re-
source associated queue, non preemptively. This approach can
be applied to all kind of systems: global, partitioned or clustered
systems.

• B-RSM: in contrast to S-RSM, tasks do suspend if they are not
granted direct access to the resource. Tasks holding a k-exclusion
token are priority boosted, above any non-k-exclusion holding
task, to ensure progress. As S-RSM, it can be used on all three
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system configurations.

• I-RSM: as B-RSM, tasks are suspend while waiting for a resource,
but task are not priority boosted but inherit priorities from wait-
ing tasks. In contrast to the previous RSMs, it can only be ap-
plied to global systems, as priorities among processors are not
comparable.

• D-RSM: similar to I-RSM but priorities are donated instead of
inherited and can only happen within clusters. As global and par-
titioned systems can be seen as particular cluster configurations,
D-RSM is also applicable to all systems.

RNLP was later refined in [126], where different issues of the origi-
nal proposal are addressed. First, they include the possibility of lock-
ing a group of nested resources on a single system call, to reduce the
associated overhead. These groups are called dynamic group locks
(DGLs), as they can be dynamically defined during execution. They
also address the issue of short-on-long blocks, where due to transitive
blocking a short resource request is blocked by a long resource request.
To solve this issue, a biased generalization of RNLP is proposed to fa-
vor short requests. Finally, they incorporate replicated resources to
improve the system behaviour when an access request can be satisfied
by more than one instance of a resource.

The protocol was again extended in [127] where a mechanism is
proposed to support reader and writer differentiated accesses. Sev-
eral instances of critical sections need only to be accessed in mutual
exclusion by writing operations, while reading ones can be done con-
currently. Furthermore, the authors consider also a situation in which
a read access can be upgraded to a write operation, depending on the
value read.
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SPEPP

The Spinning Processor Executes for Preempted Processor (SPEPP)
presented in [121] introduces a practical way of reducing the cost of
remote preemptions when accessing global resources in partitioned
systems. Commonly, this issue has been addressed by different pro-
tocols by accessing the resources non-preemptively, or with a boosted
priority. Furthermore, in many protocols, waiting is also performed
non-preemptively to avoid the situation in which a task is granted a
lock, but is not scheduled in its own processor, due to different factors.
SPEPP avoids these situations with a novel helping approach.

When a task requires a globally shared resource, it adds itself to a
FIFO queue ruling the access to the resource. This process not only
adds the identity of the task willing to access the resource, but also
the action to be performed inside the resource. Then it spin-waits
(preemptively) until access is granted (the critical section is executed
non-preemptively). If during the waiting it is preempted, and not
rescheduled before it becomes the head of the queue, any other task
in the system also spin waiting for the resource can complete on its
behalf the requested operation. As such, the execution time spent
to access the resource (time occupying the processor) is bounded to n
times the resource access time. Then, when the helped task is resumed,
it finds its access request satisfied and result, if any, ready to be used.

This protocol shows how a mechanism can be implemented to en-
sure that whenever a task is actively waiting for access to a resource,
progress is done in such resource. However, the overheads posed by
the need of fully specifying the action to be performed and the need
of checking the result of the operation has kept SPEPP to be just an
academic exercise.
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M-BWI

The Multiprocessor Bandwidth Inheritance (M-BWI) protocol [56]
also addresses the issue of locks held by tasks that, for some reason,
are not able to keep progressing. In particular, M-BWI is aimed for
systems scheduled within execution time servers, limiting the proces-
sor time a task can consume. In case a resource holding task runs out
of budget or it is preempted, it can be helped by a waiting task by
consuming part of the helper budget. This is implemented in practice
by migrating the task to the helper server in order to complete its
access and release the lock.

3.2.2 Global Systems

Along with fully partitioned systems, another main multiprocessor
system design trend appeared in the advent of multiprocessor plat-
forms: globally scheduled systems. In contrast to fully partitioned
systems, the approach of globally scheduled systems is to consider the
scheduling problem of the system as a whole. In this way, there is
a single ready-queue and tasks are dispatched to any of the available
processors. This presents a set of benefits when compared to fully
partitioned systems:

• The computing capacity (processors) is seen and managed as a
whole. In this way, the inherent spare capacity left when allocat-
ing tasks in fully partitioned systems is avoided. Furthermore,
the system as a whole is benefited by any task completing be-
fore its WCET, and not only those tasks allocated to the same
processor.

• In case of time failure, globally scheduled systems tend to be safer,
as all the system resources can be used to mitigate the effects of
the failure.
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• In general, globally scheduled systems are work conserving, since
tasks are allowed to execute on any idle processor, i.e. there can
be no ready task not dispatched and idle processors at the same
time.

• Related to the previous point, globally scheduled systems suf-
fer typically less context switches and preemptions, as tasks are
dispatched to idle processors first [7].

• Globally scheduled systems do not require load balancers, since
the global ready queue and dispatching policy does inherently
balance the load among the system processors.

Scheduling systems globally also encounters drawbacks, mostly re-
lated with task migrations. While being able to dispatch a task on
any available processor gives higher flexibility and composability to
the system, it also produces migration overheads. Tasks do always
have related data structures, that are to be transferred from one pro-
cessor to another when migrating the task. Furthermore, in systems
with cache memories, affinities are lost upon migration affecting ex-
ecution times. To reduce this effect, some approaches do not permit
jobs to migrate: jobs of a task can be dispatched on any processor in
the system, but once a job has started its execution, it is allocated to
the processor where it has been released for the rest of the activation.
This is known as task-level migration, in contrast to job-level migra-
tion systems, where jobs are allowed to migrate at any time. The
latter approach is the most common and thus assumed in this section
unless explicitly stated.

Initial approaches to globally scheduled systems gave unsuccessful
results. In particular, the results in [54] showed how global EDF can
lead to very poor schedulability, down to 1 + ε for arbitrary small
ε. The so called Dhall effect [50] shows how a globally EDF sched-
uled system is infeasible when m or more tasks with short periods (and
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deadlines) and infinitesimal utilizations are to be scheduled along with
a task with a longer period and utilization close to 1. As a result, in-
terest in globally scheduled systems decreased for up to two decades,
until research in [101] and [61] demonstrated that a very high utiliza-
tion task is required for the Dhall effect to occur, along with other
task set characteristics.

Not surprisingly, approaches then tended to provide solutions to
support those high utilization tasks. For periodic task sets with im-
plicit deadlines and fixed priorities, Andersson et al. [6] bounded the
theoretical maximum (optimal) utilization to:

UOPT = (m+ 1)/2 (3.10)

Then, an approach named EDF-US[ς] was proposed in [119], where
tasks with a higher utilization than a threshold ς are given the highest
priority, setting the threshold to m/(2m− 1) the utilization bound is:

UEDF−US[m/(2m−1)] = m2/(2m− 1) (3.11)

Later, two different works [73, 19] found out a tighter bound than
equation 3.10, not requiring any artificial priority assignation as EDF-
US in which a maximum utilization target (other than 1) umax can be
defined and proven:

UEDF = m− (m− 1)umax (3.12)

New results on EDF-US [16] proved that letting ς to be 1/2 results
in the utilization bound identified by Anderson [6]:

UEDF−US[1/2] = (m+ 1)/2 (3.13)
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Finally, EDF(k) proposed by Goossens et al. [73] slightly modifies
the EDF-US approach. Instead on giving the highest priority to tasks
above a threshold, EDF(k) gives the highest priority to the k tasks
with the highest utilizations. Letting usum to be the task set overall
utilization and uk the utilization of the kth highest utilization task,
EDF(k) schedulability is proven if:

m ≥ (k − 1) +

⌈
usum − uk

1− uk

⌉
(3.14)

In [16] a variant of EDF(k), called EDF(kmin), is shown to achieve
the optimal utilization if k is chosen to be the lowest value satisfying
equation 3.14.

UEDF [kmin] = (m+ 1)/2 (3.15)

For more general task models, as those with constrained or arbi-
trary deadlines, similar results can be achieved. In these cases, how-
ever, the evaluated parameter is density (δ) rather than utilization
(u) . First, equivalent results as of equation 3.12 were presented for
constrained deadlines [24] and for arbitrary deadlines [17]:

δsum ≤ m− (m− 1)δmax (3.16)

Furthermore, Bertogna [23] proved that the approach of EDF-US
could also be applied to sporadic task sets with constrained or arbi-
trary deadlines. This new approach, called EDF-DS[ς] uses a density
threshold to grant the highest priority in the system. As in EDF-US,
setting the threshold to be 1/2, optimality is achieved:

δsum ≤ (m+ 1)/2 (3.17)
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Regarding globally scheduled systems with dynamic priorities, they
are known to dominate all other global approaches [50]. However,
they are in practice less exercised, as they tend to produce frequent
preemptions and migrations, causing relevant overheads.

Optimality has been proven for different algorithms scheduling pe-
riodic task sets, such as PFair, LLREF or EDZL families. However,
optimality cannot be achieved for sporadic task sets without clairvoy-
ance [57].

The Proportionate Fair (PFair) [20] algorithm is based on a concept
known as quanta scheduling: scheduling decisions are only taken at
fixed intervals of time, being the slots in between known as quantas.
Execution rights are given to tasks according to the processor time
already allocated and the task utilization. Without considering over-
heads, PFair is optimal (UPFAIR = m). However, overheads due to
rescheduling at each quanta makes the realistic utilization far below
that value. PFair was implemented by Holman and Anderson [76] and
found out that in practice the main overheads come from the con-
tention for the communication bus at the rescheduling time between
quantas. To address this issue they proposed a staggered version of
the algorithm, by which each processor would have its quanta slightly
delayed from the previous one, thus reducing the bus contention at the
cost of also reducing the schedulability. Other approaches to PFair in-
clude PD [21], PD2 [5], ERFair [4] and BF [141]. More notable is
the Earliest Pseudodeadline First algorithm (EPDF) [4] that applies
PFair to sporadic task sets giving different support to light and heavy
tasks. EPDF was shown to be optimal for sporadic tasks sets with
implicit deadlines on systems comprising two processors, but not on
systems with more processors.

Another algorithm considering time fractions is the Largest Local
Remaining Execution Time First (LLREF) [43]. In the case of LLREF
these fractions are not equal in length but ruled by normal scheduling
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events, e.g. task releases, deadlines, and so on. At the beginning of
each section, the m tasks chosen to execute are those with largest ex-
ecution times remaining according to their utilization and the length
of the section. This work was later extended in [60] considering task
completing before their deadline, providing a work-conserving algo-
rithm with reduced overheads compared to the original LLREF in
systems with utilizations below 100%. Another derivative of LLREF
is the LRE-TL [62] algorithm, in which it is found out that there is no
need to choose the largest local task with remaining execution time,
but any task with remaining execution would give the same results
in terms of schedulability. Furthermore, this approach is proven to
generate less migrations, being optimal for sporadic task sets with
implicit deadlines and also applicable to sporadic task sets.

Finally, the Earliest Deadline until Zero Laxity (EDZL) [91] dom-
inates EDF global scheduling. EDZL follows EDF rules until a task
would require to execute for the remaining amount of time until its
deadline. Then, this task executes at the highest priority until com-
pletion. A utilization bound is presented in [42], for task sets with
implicit deadlines, being e Euler’s number:

UEDZL ≤ m(1− 1/e) ≈ 0.63m (3.18)

An interesting EDZL derivative, Earliest Deadline until Critical
Laxity (EDCL) [83] applies a critical laxity criteria to increase job
priorities only upon release or completion of a job. While this slightly
reduces the schedulability compared to EDZL, it also reduces the max-
imum number of context switches to two per job, being then in practice
superior to EDZL.

A number of protocols support task models including shared re-
sources for globally scheduled systems. In fact, most of such protocols
are versions or derivatives of partitioned protocols modified for global
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scheduling. Of those described in section 3.2.1, OMLP, RNLP, M-
BWI and MSRP have such variants for globally scheduled systems.
Due to its special relevance and interest, the MSRP version for glob-
ally scheduled systems is specifically addressed.

Global MSRP

In [53], a pair of analysis for global EDF systems is presented. These
analysis consider task synchronization under two different mechanisms,
queue locks and lock-free synchronization. Here we will focus on queue
locks.

The system model comprises a sporadic task model, with task ac-
cesses to shared resources being synchronized using queue locks. These
queue locks are implemented as FIFO spinning queues, being the spin-
ning and access to the resource non-preemptive. Tasks are scheduled
globally following EDF algorithm.

Under this configuration, tasks can be blocked under two scenar-
ios: spin-waiting for accessing an already locked resource, or when
it cannot preempt later deadline tasks due to those being accessing
shared resources. The spin-waiting blocking is easily accounted for by
bounding the worst-case access cost to a resource to be m times the
access time.

The blocking due to non-preemptive execution of later deadline
tasks is bounded to happen just once and before the task executes,
as in SRP. Then, worst case for this blocking (Bi) is equal to the
maximum access cost to a shared resource by a longer relative deadline
task. Then for any system where ∀τi, pi −Bi ≥ ei i.e. where all tasks
the period/deadline (p) minus the arriving blocking (B) is greater
than the minimum inter-arrival time, the system is schedulable if it is
deemed schedulable according to equation 3.12.
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FMLP

The Flexible Multiprocessor Locking Protocol (FMLP) [26] is a lock-
ing protocol applicable to partitioned and global EDF, and thus its
”flexible” denomination. While the protocol itself is applicable to both
paradigms, its mains contributions are only aimed for global EDF, and
thus reviewed in this work as a global approach.

For both versions, FMLP distinguishes between short and long
resources (at developer designation). Resources are grouped under
FMLP and groups can only contain short or long resources. Nested
resources are grouped together under the same group lock, and non-
nested resources are grouped individually. While short resources can
be accessed by long resources, long resources cannot be accessed from
short resources.

Requests for short resources are serviced in FIFO order, in a non-
preemptable fashion. Tasks in the FIFO queue do busy-wait until
they are granted the lock. Once the lock is held, tasks keep execut-
ing non-preemptably and all requests to resources in the same group
are serviced immediately. The lock is released when completing the
outermost request within the group.

Requests for long resources are also serviced in FIFO order. How-
ever, long resource groups are guarded by semaphores. Tasks not
granted the group lock are suspended. The task holding the re-
source inherits the priority of the highest-priority task blocked in the
group lock. As mentioned before, long resources can request short re-
sources, performing those request following short resources rules (non-
preemptably).

As tasks can suspend or be non-preemptable, the authors name
as GSN-EDF (G-EDF algorithm for suspendable and non-preemptive
jobs) the application of FMLP to global EDF. This dual resource
access paradigm is aimed to improve the efficiency of the common
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non-nested short resources accesses while maintaining low overheads
for higher-priority tasks. The blocking calculation under GSN-EDF is
defined as:

B(τi) = BW (τi) +NPB(τi) +DB(τi) (3.19)

where B(τi) is the total blocking suffered by a task τi per activation
calculated as the sum of the following three sources of blocking:

• Busy-waiting blocking BW (τi): is the time spent busy-waiting for
access to a short resource. As short resources are accessed non-
preemptably and requests are serviced in FIFO order, assuming a
system with m processors, only m−1 other requests can be satisfy
before a given request is given the lock. Thus, each request of τi
to resource R can suffer at most spin(τi, R) = Msum(m − 1, S)
which is the sum of the m−1 longer access request to resource R.
Then, the total busy-wait blocking suffered by τi per activation
can be denoted as:

BW (τi) ≤
∑
R∈Q

spin(τi, R) (3.20)

where Q is the set of resources accessed by τi.

• Non-preemptive blocking NPB(τi): is the time spent blocked
when all m processors are occupied and τi has a higher prior-
ity than at least one executing task, but cannot preempt it as
a result of the lower priority task being accessing a short re-
source (non-preemptively). This, under GSN-EDF can only hap-
pen when the task is first released and after each suspension
due to being block on a long resource lock. As shown before,
spin(τa, R) is the time a task can spin wait for accessing a resource
R and thus its access cost (time non-preemptive) is bounded by
np(τa) = max{spin(τa, R) + |R|} being R the longest short re-
source accessed by τa. Then the total non-preemptive blocking
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can be computed as:

NPB(τi) ≤ max{np(τa) : τa ∈ B(τi)} +

L(τi) ·max{np(τa) : τa ∈ A(τi)}
(3.21)

where B(τi) is the set of jobs of tasks other than τi with periods
longer than τi (for the arrival blocking) and A(τi) is the set of all
other jobs, and L(τi) is the number of access request per activa-
tion of τi to long resources (number of times it can suspend).

• Direct blocking DB(τi): to define the direct blocking, first the
holding time of a job has to be defined. A job holding time
waiting for a lock belonging to a long resource group (ht(τi, Rx))
is the time consumed accessing resources in the group Rx plus
all the non-preemptive requests to short resources: ht(τi, Rx) =
|Rx| +

∑
R′∈I(spin(τi, R

′)) where I is the set of short resources
accesses from Rx. Then, a job of τi is considered to be directly
blocked when it is one of the m higher-priority tasks in the sys-
tem and tries to access a group of long resources Rx but its lock
is held by another task. This other task can be, in turn, non-
preemptively blocked by a third task (due to be released after
being suspended) or making progress inside the resource group
(consuming its holding time). As any task can be queued before
τi for Rx lock, the direct blocking per outermost access to a Rx

group lock is:

db(τi, Rx) =
∑
Ta∈Z

(max{np(τx) : τx ∈ A(τa)}+

max{ht(τa, Ra) : Ra ∈ G(τa)})
(3.22)

where Z is the set of other tasks that can access the group Rx,
and G(τa) is the set of outermost requests from τa to Rx resource
group. So, the total direct blocking suffered per a job of task τi
per activation is calculated as:

DB(τi) =
∑
Rx inL

db(τi, Rx) (3.23)
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where L is the set of all outermost request to long resources groups
performed by a τi job.

The relative easy way of calculating the blocking, along with the
nested resources grouping and different locking proposals for short and
long resources are the main traits of the FMLP proposal.

However, the different access policies for long and short resources,
which is the most innovative proposal does not hold for partitioned
EDF (P-EDF). This is due to two main factors: first, while in a glob-
ally scheduled system all resources are global, in a partitioned one,
some resources are only accessed by jobs allocated to a single pro-
cessor, and are considered local resources. Second, there is no point
in comparing priorities from different processors, and so the priority
inheritance in long resources accesses is pointless. As such, the FMLP
application of P-EDF, named PSN-EDF (again SN for suspendable
non-preemptive) rules all global resource accesses in a non-preemptive
way, regardless of whether they are long or short, undermining the
most innovative characteristic of FMLP.

3.2.3 Semi-Partitioned Systems

Both fully partitioned and globally scheduled systems present a num-
ber of pros and cons to be considered. Semi-partitioned approaches
aim to exploit benefits from both approaches by, from a base of a
partitioned system, letting a subset of the system tasks migrate or
be split among the processors. These tasks are also known as shared
tasks. In this way, system utilization can be increased as compared to
fully partitioned systems, while scheduling overheads can be reduced,
as compared to those from globally scheduled systems.
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DM-PM

The Deadline Monotonic with Priority Migration (DM-PM) proto-
col [84] is aimed to provide a deterministic way of scheduling shared
tasks within a fixed-priority scheduled system. In this protocol, tasks
are allocated to processors filling their utilization until no other task
can fit into that processor. Then, when no processor can fully allocate
any of the remaining tasks, these are split among processors filling the
remaining CPU time.

In DM-PM, shared tasks are split into consecutive processors, i.e.,
the first shared task uses the remaining capacity on P1, then the re-
maining capacity on P2, etc. until it is completely allocated. As it
would probably not exactly fill the second processor, the next shared
task would also share the processor with that first shared task. As a
result, on each processor, there can be: no shared task if higher index
processors are not required to allocate shared tasks; one shared task
if it allocates the last task to share; or two shared task if the end of
one task overlaps with the beginning of the next one.

DM-PM assigns priorities following a Deadline Monotonic [94] pol-
icy, with the exception of the shared tasks, which are given the highest
priorities on each processor. In case of processors with more than one
shared task, ties are broken in favor of the latest task assigned to
that processor, i.e. the task that has those processors as the lowest
index among the ones to which it has been allocated to. As a result,
the system is optimized when the assignation of tasks to processors is
done in decreasing order of relative deadline. As a result, shared tasks
are those that naturally should have been given the highest priorities
regardless of being shared tasks.

During execution, each shared task starts its execution on the low-
est index processor on which it has been allocated to. Then, when
its execution capacity is consumed it is migrated to the next proces-
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sor until its execution is finished. This means that on each release,
the task only executes once on each processor, always migrating in
the same order. The implementation of this behaviour is identified
in [84] as one of the simplest among all the previously proposed semi-
partitioned approaches, as only one timer for shared tasks on each
processor is required in order to determine when it is to be migrated.

The schedulability analysis of DM-PM is performed by Response
Time Analysis. Since tasks have a fixed priority on each processor,
and fractions of shared tasks are modelled as independent tasks, this
analysis does not essentially differ from that of fully partitioned sys-
tems. It has to be noted, however, that the approach presented in [84]
does not include the notion of nested resources, and so only the inter-
ference of higher-priority tasks and the execution time of the analysed
task are considered in such RTA analysis.

A version of DM-PM protocol for Earliest Deadline First schedulers
is presented in [85] using a window concept to determine whether tasks
are allowed to migrate to the next processor. This protocol, named
EDF with Window-constraint Migration (EDF-WM) presents a more
complex schedulability test and its implementation is identified by the
authors as notably more complex than the fixed priority approach.

C=D

Another semi-partitioned scheme designed for Earliest Deadline First
schedulers is described in [33]. On it, a set of optimization strategies
are defined to solve the allocation and task splitting policy, but the
authors consider also a ’first-fit’ bin packing algorithm as acceptable
and ’next-fit’ for the tasks to be split or shared. This, in practice
means that tasks are assigned to one processor until no further task
can be allocated. Then the next non-allocated task is split to fill
the remaining capacity. The remaining fraction of the task is sent
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to the following processor and the process is repeated until all tasks
have been allocated (schedulable system) or all processor are filled
(unschedulable system).

As a result of the splitting scheme presented, if the system is schedu-
lable, there can be as many as m− 1 shared tasks in the system, and
each task is only split into two fractions executing on consecutive pro-
cessors.

The split tasks are scheduled on each processor so that the first
fraction is given a deadline equal to the execution time that can be
allocated. As such, the split task has the highest priority in its first
processor. The second fraction of the task is then given a deadline and
computation time equal to its original values minus those allocated
on the first processor. As a result, its priority will be lower than
the next split task. Its priority against all other allocated tasks in
its second processors depends on each specific task set following this
simple approach.

At runtime, each split task has the affinity of its first processor.
When it is executed and its deadline is elapsed, the task affinity is
changed to the second processor. As such, it does not require any spe-
cial feature that should not be already present on any EDF scheduler
allowing migrations.

The schedulability of the system is determined following regular
EDF methods. However, a relevant difference of the C=D partition-
ing scheme is how to determine the computation time that can be
allocated to a task on its first processor (and thus its deadline). This
is done using a sensitivity analysis in which an initial computation
time that makes the overall utilisation of the processor equal to 1 is
assigned (and its deadline equal to that value). Then the maximum
test interval is computed and evaluated using QPA (Quick conver-
gence Processor-demand Analysis) [136, 137]. If there is a failure, the
execution time value is reduced until the test is passed or the execu-
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tion time is 0, meaning that no fraction of the task can be allocated to
that processor. The system is schedulable if all tasks have been fully
allocated to a processor at the end of this splitting algorithm.

PDMS HPTS

Splitting the highest-priority tasks is also one of the main strategies
followed by the Partitioned Deadline Monotonic Scheduling Highest-
Priority Task Splitting (PDMS HPTS) [87] family of algorithms. As
its name suggests, PDMS HPTS considers a set of m processors sched-
uled with fixed priorities assigned following the deadline monotonic
algorithm.

The discussion in [87] about task splitting is conducted by two
main concepts: the utilization bound (UB) as it has been used in this
document, meaning the maximum utilization an algorithm can ensure
schedulability of any valid task set; and the size bound (SB) which is
the highest size (CD) allowed for a task in the task set.

This splitting algorithm is as follows: tasks are allocated to proces-
sors following an arbitrary order. When a processor Pj first fails to be
schedulable after allocating a new task to it, the highest-priority task
τh according to Deadline Monotonic is chosen to be split. A maximiz-
ing algorithm is then used to find the highest-computation time C ′

that can be allocated to Pj maintaining its schedulability. From the
original τh two split tasks are generated:

τh : (C, T,D) =⇒

{
τ ′ : (C ′, T,D)

τ ′′ : (C − C ′, T,D − C ′)
(3.24)

where τ ′ remains allocated in Pj and τ ′′ is added to the set of tasks
to be allocated. Pj is then marked as not available and thus no new
task will be tried to be allocated in such processor.
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As the highest-priority task is chosen to be split, τ ′ worst-case re-
sponse time is equal to its worst-case execution time, i.e. R′ = C ′, as
PDMS HPTS does not consider shared resources and thus blocking.
To prevent τ ′ and τ ′′ to execute in parallel, τ ′′ release is set C ′ units
of time after τ ′ release.

When a task is split following the previous algorithm, there is a
penalty, denoted as δ which is function of the original task size S(τ):

δ = S(τ ′) + S(τ ′′)− S(τ) ≤ 2(1−
√

1− S(τ))− S(τ) (3.25)

For systems with a size bound (SB ≤ 0.25) this penalty is lower
than 2% [87].

Regarding the utilization bound, for task sets with implicit dead-
lines, the bound is identified to be above 60%, which improves the
50% utilization bound for fully partitioned fixed priority task sets.

UBm(PDMS HPTS) =
0.6003 ∗ (m− 1) + 0.6931

m
= 0.6003 +

0.0928

m
(3.26)

For task sets with a size bound (SB ≤ 0.414) the utilization bound
grows to a 69%.

Furthermore, if tasks are allocated in decreasing order, the resulting
algorithm, called PDMS HPTS DS yields a utilization bound equal to
its size bound:

UB(PDMS HPTS DS) = SB(PDMS HPTS DS) = 0.6547 (3.27)
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Semi-partitioned Mixed Criticality Systems

As stated in the introduction, multiprocessor systems are motivated
by the will of increasing the overall computing power of the system.
This can be used to execute more processes, heavier processes, or a
combination of both. When more than one process is executed on a
system, it is possible to have processes of different importance. In real-
time scheduling theory the importance of a process or task is denoted
by its criticality, i.e. the resulting effect of a task time failure.

Different levels of criticality require different levels of assurance.
For higher-criticality levels a complete assurance is required, while for
lower levels a certain degree of uncertainty is allowed. One common
way to increase the assurance level is to inflate the WCET of a task.
As it has been already highlighted, this goes against the schedulability
of the system, as pessimism on WCET generates idle processor times
that cannot be allocated to other tasks.

One common way to address mixed-criticality systems is to give
tasks different WCET values, one for each level of criticality [123].
For higher levels, the WCET value is the safest considered, and it is
decremented as the criticality level also decrements. Then, the schedu-
lability of each criticality level is evaluated using the task assigned
WCET value for that level.

A relevant approach is proposed by Mollison et al. in [98]. In
this work, a system with 5 levels of criticality, as in the RCTA stan-
dard DO-178C [112] is considered. This approach proposes different
scheduling algorithms for each level, managed via containers. In par-
ticular, levels A and B, the two highest levels in the system, are par-
tition scheduled: level A is scheduled on each processor using a cyclic
executive, while level B is scheduled using EDF. The remaining levels
C, D and E are scheduled using global schedulers: levels C and D are
scheduled using global EDF while E level is considered for non-real
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time tasks and can thus be scheduled as required.

The schedulability of level A is straightforward, as any feasible
cyclic executive for each processor is valid. Level B is schedulable by
construction by imposing two requirements: level-B utilization values
for tasks belonging to A and B levels must not be over 1; and level-B
periods must be integer values of level-A hyperperiod. For levels C
and D, a modified version of G-EDF analysis proposed by Leontyev
and Anderson in [93] is presented. The remaining utilization available
for each level C and D can be then calculated considering the relevant
WCET values for each level. Level E tasks are considered ”best effort”
so no schedulability analysis is required, but its expected utilization
bound can also be calculated using the same approach as for levels C
and D.

Another interesting approach to mixed-criticality semi-partitioned
systems is presented in [32] where a dual criticality system is consid-
ered. Jobs and tasks are given a criticality which can be high (HI)
or low (LO). A platform of m identical processors is considered where
tasks are scheduled by a cyclic scheduler, which is common scheduling
industrial practice. A particularity of the approach proposed in [32] is
that, at any given point, only tasks of the same criticality are executed,
as first suggested in [72]. This means that, on each minor cycle, there
has to be a scheduling switching point S, where HI tasks do not longer
execute and LO tasks do. S value is calculated as follows: a minimum
value is considered as the minimum time required for HI criticality
tasks under LO scheduling, i.e. the most optimist condition, which is
calculated as:

Smin = max

(∑
Xi=HICi(LO)

m
, max
Xi=HI

Ci(LO)

)
(3.28)

where Xi indicates the criticality of the task τi and Ci(Xi) the WCET
value of τi under Xi criticality level. Equation 3.28 considers the
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optimist WCET value for HI tasks. However, it has to be proven that
HI tasks are schedulable also with their HI WCET values. To do so,
a new term for HI tasks is introduced: Ci(EX) represents the excess
time for a HI task as the difference between its Ci(Xi) values.

Ci(EX) = Ci(HI)− Ci(LO) (3.29)

With this value, the maximum extra time that HI tasks would need
after S if they all execute their HI WCET value is:

∆HI = max

(∑
Xi=HICi(EX)

m
, max
Xi=HI

Ci(EX)

)
(3.30)

Then, it can be stated that HI tasks are schedulable if Smin+∆HI ≤
D. Regarding LO tasks, its schedulability has to be proven against
Ci(LO) values for both HI and LO tasks. Again, the minimum time
required by all LO tasks to complete is:

∆LO = max

(∑
Xi=LOCi(LO)

m
, max
Xi=LO

Ci(LO)

)
(3.31)

And again schedulability is demonstrated if after S there is at least
∆LO time for LO tasks to complete before the end of the frame: Smin+
∆LO ≤ D. As a result, a frame is schedulable for HI and LO jobs if HI
jobs are schedulable even extending longer than their C(LO) values
and HI and LO jobs are schedulable if all HI jobs complete at their
C(LO) value:

Smin + max(∆LO,∆HI) ≤ D (3.32)

When the entities to be scheduled are tasks instead of individual
jobs, a strategy is required to determine which tasks are to execute
on each of the minor frames to meet their time requirements. In [32]
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the number of minor cycles k is assumed to be an integer power of
2, being tasks periods harmonic to that k. Tasks with periods equal
to k are allocated first following the previously presented mechanism
to ensure schedulability. Then, tasks with periods multiple of k are
allocated. It may happen that a task cannot be fully allocated to a
single frame. Instead, it needs to be split among different frames.
For example, consider a task with period 2k and C(HI) = 6 and
C(LO) = 4. The proposal in [32] is to divide the computation time

in pairs of (Ci(LO), Ci(EX)). Initially Ci(HI)
p of (Ci(LO) is assigned

to each frame until there is the total Ci(LO) is allocated. Then the
excess is allocated until the sum of Ci(LO) +Ci(EX) equals the total
Ci(HI) task value. On the example the pairs would be: (3,0),(1,2)
so Ci(LO) + Ci(EX) = C(HI) = 6. If this makes the first frame
not schedulable, Ci(LO) work can be transferred to the second frame:
(2,0),(2,2). This process is repeated until the task is fully allocated,
otherwise the system is unschedulable.

As jobs in general are added to each processor until its frame is full,
some tasks are required to migrate. As a value of S cannot be smaller
than the biggest CHI(LO) value, fragments of a job cannot overlap.

3.2.4 Virtualized Multicore Systems

In the previous section, a way to build systems with applications of
different criticality levels has been presented. While in some of the
proposals there is a specific effort to provide some isolation among
criticality levels, as suggested in [72], this isolation cannot be consid-
ered complete. In terms of isolation, it can be distinguished:

• Temporal isolation: a time fault on one isolated part does not af-
fect other isolated parts. For example, a deadline miss in Isolated
Part 1 does not cause Isolated Part 2 to begin its execution later.
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• Spatial isolation: isolated parts cannot access (neither read or
write) memory addresses of other isolated parts. This can be
achieved using the memory management unit (MMU) or mixed
software and hardware procedures [99].

• Fault isolation: any kind of fault state should not propagate
among isolated parts.

A successful approach addressing both isolation requirements is pre-
sented in [113], where a separation kernel is proposed. This kernel is
again a combination of hardware and software procedures to provide
a set of security properties to resulting systems.

Systems complying with this kind of isolation requirements are
known as partitioned systems. Similarly to partitioned scheduling,
partitioned systems consist on a set of isolated parts known as parti-
tions. However, while in partitioned scheduling partitions were mainly
used to allocate tasks to one specific processor, the notion of partitions
in partitioned systems is used for one or more task that can execute
in one or more processors with isolation of other partitions.

Current industrial practice in partitioned systems is to use virtu-
alization technology [47] to achieve the mentioned isolation. With
this technology, the behaviour a of a machine can be simulated using
software techniques, with optional hardware support. While from the
point of view of a partition it executes on its own machine, several
virtual machines (partitions) can be run into a single physical device.
Thus, different partitions of different criticality levels can be run on a
single platform. Furthermore, virtual machines can execute different
operating systems, thus allowing to use a proper one for each parti-
tion. For example, an industrial appliance could use a partition with a
real-time kernel for controlling its operation and a Windows or Linux
partition to provide a human interface.
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Apart from virtual machines, two other pieces of software are needed
to support a virtualized system. The virtualization layer is a piece of
software in charge of the computer resources virtualization, i.e. to pro-
vide a set of resources to each virtual machine. A hypervisor, or virtual
machine monitor (VMM), is a software or a mixture of hardware and
software layers that enable the execution of different partitions on the
same physical machine. It is in charge of the creation, destruction and
management of virtual machines and their resource usage.

Hypervisors can be classified into two main categories or types:
type 1 hypervisors, or bare-metal hypervisors that run directly on the
platform hardware, and type 2 hypervisors or hosted hypervisors that
run above an underlying operating system e.g. VMware or VirtualBox
are type 2 hypervisors. With regard to real-time systems, type 1
hypervisors are the most promising approach, as they can provide
better performances and control over the system platform (it would
not be safe to execute a high-criticality partition over a general purpose
OS, as the latter cannot provide real-time properties by default).

The most experienced way to schedule partitioned systems is to
use hierarchical scheduling techniques [47]. This approach uses a di-
vide and conquer strategy: the schedulability problem is divided into
hypervisor level (or higher level) scheduling and kernel, partition or
lower level scheduling. Both levels can be interrelated depending on
the approach followed:

• Flat scheduling: in this approach, the interrelation between tasks
in the system is analysed first. Then an appropriate partitioning
is generated aiming to maintain in the same partition interrelated
tasks in order to reduce context switches and bus load. This ap-
proach is, however, limited when the aim is to isolate partitions of
different criticality. A good example of this approach is proposed
by Salazar [114] which uses coloured graphs to find an appro-
priate partitioning of tasks considering different non-functional
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requirements (including timing or security among others).

• Served-based scheduling: partitions are considered to be server-
based schedulers, with each partition being allocated an executing
capacity and replenishment period. While with this approach the
know-how from non-virtual scheduling can be reused, it is not ap-
propriate for higher levels of criticality. An approach providing
a response time analysis to fixed-priority application servers exe-
cuting above a cyclic executive hypervisor is presented in [1] and
improved by using end to end flow analysis in [100].

• Compositional scheduling: each partition requests an amount of
computation (normally as a pair of length and period) and the
level 1 scheduler tries to accommodate all partition requirements.
This in practice means to generate a cyclic executive of parti-
tions. While this approach may be less efficient (as all partitions
will require their pessimistic amount of computation to increase
assurance), it can provide a higher amount of predictability, spe-
cially when cyclic executives are used for level 1 scheduling. A
representative approach is presented in [130].

3.2.5 Manycore Systems - Clustered Systems

As it has been shown in previous sections, different approaches have
been proposed trying to overcome the intrinsic drawbacks of the tra-
ditional fully partitioned and global approaches. While finding an
efficient allocation (solution to the bin-packing problem) is the main
issue with fully partitioned systems, the excessive overhead of migra-
tions and long ready queues are the main challenges when considering
globally scheduled systems. Semi-partitioned systems address this by
allowing certain tasks to be split and migrated among processors, eas-
ing the allocation problem with a bounded effect on the length of ready
queues and migrations. Virtualized systems apply a divide and con-
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quer strategy providing isolation among subsets of the system tasks
at the cost of requiring extra hardware and software solutions.

Another possible approach is to create subsets of the available
resources (essentially processors) to generate more efficient systems.
These subsets are known as clusters. As stated during the introduc-
tion, the hardware design trend is to reduce processor frequencies but
provide more than one computing unit on the same chip. While for
general purpose equipment the trend followed by the main manufac-
turers has been to slightly reduce the frequency, adding 2, 4 or 8
processing units per chip [78, 3], there are some other approaches
with highly reduced frequencies, but notably more processing units.
This kind of designs are known as manycore systems and are generally
characterized by the close coupling of sets of processors. These sets
or clusters share different resources as accesses to general I/O buses,
cache memories, or faster communications within them. The size of a
cluster in terms of processors is denoted by c. It is common practice
to design systems where m and c are powers of 2, with a number of
clusters dmc e also being a power of 2, e.g. a 64 processors system (m)
with 4 clusters of 16 processors (c).

These architectures can be used to build real-time systems with
specific properties. The common practice is to statically partition
the system offline by allocating tasks to clusters and schedule them
globally at runtime. In this way the allocation problem is eased (as the
size of the bins is greater) while the drawbacks of globally scheduled
systems are alleviated (ready queues length are divided by the number
of different clusters in the system as well as migration costs are reduced
thanks to shared cache memories) [37].

From the point of view of the system schedulability, clusters can
be abstracted as independent systems. In that sense, schedulabil-
ity tests of non-clustered systems are still valid: once a system has
been partitioned, each cluster can be tested using the methods re-
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viewed above. In particular global EDF schedulers are used in clus-
tered systems [117, 92]. Clustered scheduling has been implemented
over LITMUSRT [38], with C-EDF (clustered EDF) and C-PD2 sched-
ulers [27].

3.3 Summary

In this chapter a revision of the most relevant scheduling methods for
multicore real-time systems has been presented. All these proposals
contributed up to some extent to advance the state of the art by
introducing novel concepts and techniques or reusing the existent to
obtain better schedulability results.

Unfortunately none of the presented approaches has successfully
overcome all the challenges outlined in the introduction and described
in this chapter. Most of the presented protocols impose some restric-
tions to the task or shared resources models. In particular, only a sub-
set of them support intertask communication using nested resources.
This limits the complexity of the systems that can be addressed with
those protocols undermining their practical interest.

Another factor that diminishes the interest of some of the men-
tioned protocols is the uneven timing properties that can be demon-
strated for the different kind of tasks present in the system. Some pro-
tocols have excessively long upper bounds on access costs to globally
shared resources. Others, such as those in which the access to globally
shared resources is done non-preemptively, present long periods of pri-
ority inversion, negatively affecting the behaviour of latency-sensitive
tasks.

Finally some protocols, while being sound from the point of view
of the task model supported and scheduling capabilities in theory, are
not of practical use. This can be due to the excessive high overheads
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at runtime, such as in global systems, or due to their complex imple-
mentation and cost of undergoing validation and verification activities,
thus reducing their interest to be industrially adopted.

In the next chapter another multiprocessor protocol enabling the
sharing of resources among processors, MrsP, will be presented. This
protocol, presents a balanced compromise between access costs to
those resources and the priority inversion generated by those accesses.
The protocol adopts well-known techniques of monocore practice in-
heriting some relevant properties that give MrsP an outstanding schedul-
ing performance while allowing an implementation of moderate com-
plexity.
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Chapter 4

Introduction to the Multiprocessor
Resource Sharing Protocol

4.1 Protocol Definition

Among the proposed protocols for resource sharing in multiprocessor
environments, the Multiprocessor Resource Sharing Protocol (or MrsP
for short) proposed in [36], has acquired prominent relevance. The
similarities between MrsP and the Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP), in
both theoretical approach and scheduling test in the form of Response-
Time Analysis [10], have granted MrsP a general acceptance among
the Real-Time community.

The intuition behind MrsP is also similar to PCP: resources are
given a local ceiling priority, which is equal to the highest priority
of a task accessing a resource from a given processor. At run-time,
tasks acquire the priority (as active priority) of the ceiling priority
of the resource on the processor while accessing it. This, as in PCP,
effectively bounds to one the number of tasks that can access the re-
source concurrently from each processor. In a single processor system,
this directly implies that the resource is free and can be directly ac-
cessed. However, the same does not hold for multiprocessor systems.
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In multiprocessor systems, tasks may be trying to access the resource
from more than one processor at a time. This means that: a) the be-
haviour of waiting tasks has to be defined and b) the accessing order
for concurrent requests has to be arbitrated.

Regarding the waiting task behaviour, MrsP is a spin-waiting pro-
tocol, i.e. tasks waiting for accessing a resource keep executing in their
host processor. This spin-waiting is done at the local ceiling priority of
the accessed resource, to maintain the previously mentioned property
of only one task accessing a resource at a time from a given processor.

Regarding the access arbitration, under MrsP, tasks are granted
access to a contended resource in FIFO order. As a result, the resource
access cost can be bounded. If only one task per processor can be
accessing a resource at a time and access requests are serviced in FIFO
order, then the cost of accessing a resource is equal to the maximum
execution time of the resource multiplied by the number of processors
from which at least one task accesses that resource.

This access cost bound assumes that the access to a resource is
always completed without interruption, i.e. no task is prevented from
making progress in the resource when it holds the associated lock.
However, this is not realistic: under MrsP, tasks are preemptable when
accessing shared resources. As they execute at the local ceiling priority
of the resource, any release of a higher-priority task would preempt
the accessing task. As a result, not only its access cost but also those
from queued tasks might be compromised if progress is stopped on the
resource. To prevent this situation, Burns and Wellings [36] introduce
a helping mechanism, by which tasks being locally preempted while
holding a shared resource lock can be helped by tasks spin-waiting for
access to the resource.

The authors define the protocol by the following rules [36]:

1. All resources are assigned a set of ceiling priorities, one per pro-
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cessor in which a task using the resource is allocated. The ceiling
priority is equal to the highest priority of the task using the re-
source in each given processor:

Pri(rj, pk) = max
τi:τi∈G(rj)and map(τi)={pk}

{Pri(τi)} (4.1)

2. Access request on any shared resource results in the priority of
the task being immediately raised to the local ceiling priority of
the resource.

3. Pending access request to a resource are serviced in FIFO order.

4. Tasks waiting for gaining access to a resource continue to be active
and executing (possibly spinning) with priority equal to the local
ceiling of the resource.

5. Any tasks waiting for gain access to a resource must be capable
of undertaking the associated computation on behalf of any other
task attempting to access the same resource.

6. This cooperating task must undertake the outstanding requests
in the original FIFO order.

This definition of the MrsP protocol implies that the PCP proto-
col is implemented locally on each processor, thus holding its main
properties:

• Only one task per processor can be accessing any specific resource.

This is one of the main properties of PCP, and it is provided by
the priority raising when accessing the resource. As the accessing
task acquires the ceiling priority of the resource, no task with
higher priority using the resource can preempt it.
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• The maximum length of the FIFO queue for a resource is equal
to the number of processors from which it can be accessed. That
is map(G(rj)).

This property is derived from the ”serialization” obtained from
the previous property. Then, if only one task per processor can
be accessing the resource, it follows directly that the queue length
cannot be longer than the number of processors from which the
resource is accessed.

• The accessing cost of a resource is equal to the executing time of
the resource multiplied by the number of processors from which
it can be accessed. That is ej = |map(G(rj))|cj.
As requests are serviced in FIFO order, and the length of the
queue cannot be longer than map(G(rj)), a task τi accessing the
resource rj may have to wait up to |map(G(rj))| − 1 execution
times to gain access to the resource and then spend its own re-
source execution time accessing it.

• Each job can be blocked at most once, before it starts its execu-
tion.

As MrsP implements a local PCP, this PCP property is also inher-
ited. Under the ceiling protocol, it can be proven by construction
that, once a task τi starts its execution, no newly released job can
preempt it and then access any resource that τi may need.

4.2 MrsP Helping Mechanism

As mentioned before, the presented access cost bound only holds if the
task holding the resource lock never stops its execution until releasing
the lock. This, in some protocols is achieved by just making the ac-
cess to a shared resource non-preemptable (e.g. MSRP). However, this
leads to a suboptimal solution, as it implies unnecessary blocking time
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for higher-priority tasks (in the form of priority inversion). Instead,
Burns and Wellings propose in [36] a helping approach, as stated by
rules 5 and 6. Following this approach, in case a task inside a shared
resource is locally preemted, two possibilities arise:

1. No other task is waiting (actively) for access to the resource in
other processor. The task cannot continue the execution locally,
and no other task can help it to continue. This is a classic case of
interference, and it should be accounted as such in the Response
Time Analysis.

2. At least one task is active and waiting for access to the resource.
The task cannot continue the execution locally, but can be helped
in other processor to continue the execution. Then, the task exe-
cution is resumed in the processor waiting for access, only during
the resource execution. For the locally preempted task analysis,
it is interfered by the higher-priority task outside the resource.
For tasks waiting for resource access, their timing behaviour is
not affected by the τi preemption, as it frees the resource within
the expected time thanks to the helping mechanism.

This helping mechanism is identified as implementable [36] follow-
ing two different approaches:

• Symbolic execution: if the resource access result is independent
from the task accessing (i.e. does not use any local data if the
executing task), then the helping task can continue executing the
remaining instructions of the preempted access.

• Task migration: if the resource access is not independent of the
task accessing the resource, then the preempted task needs to be
migrated to processor where it can execute to complete the access
and release the resource. This is, in practice, the only feasible
approach and will be assumed for the rest of the document.
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Figure 4.1: Task state diagram of helping mechanism without nested resources.
Taken from [71]

Figure 4.1 represents the different logical states in which a task can
be with regard to MrsP controlled resources:

• Executing : A task that does not require any resource to make
progress.

• Help not needed : A task is making progress with a locked resource
while being dispatched on its host processor by means of its active
priority.

• Requiring help: A task holding a global resource that is unable
to make progress (as it has been locally preempted) from its host
processor.

• Being helped : A task that holds a global resource and has mi-
grated to another processor in order to make progress.

• Potential helper : A task that requests an already allocated re-
source, and is spin-waiting for it.

• Helping : A task that was spin-waiting and pulled a requiring-help
task to make progress on its host processor in order to help it to
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release the requested resource.

Every task initially holds no resource, so its in the executing state.
At a certain point, a task can request access to a global shared re-
source. As part of the process of this request, it increases its active
priority to the Local Ceiling Priority of the resource. If the resource
is free, it will lock the resource (transition, or tran, 1). Otherwise it
will be spin-waiting blocked by this resource until access is granted to
the resource (tran 8).

Transition 1, locking the resource, moves the task to the help not
needed state. While in this state, the task can: finish the access to
the resource and release its associated lock (tran 2), or be locally
preempted while accessing the resource (tran 3).

If a task is locally preempted while holding a lock, it is considered
to be requiring help to make progress on the resource. While it remains
in the requiring help state, no progress is possible. If no other task
requires the locked resource while being preempted, then this preemp-
tion time is just local interference, and the requiring help task will, at
some point (when the preempting job terminates), be re-dispatched
at its host processor due to its active priority (tran 4).

However, if at some point while being preempted, another task
requests access (or was already spin-waiting) to the resource, this task
will help the preempted one (tran 5 for the preempted task). This
transition, in practice, implies a migration to the helper host processor,
with the active priority updated to the Local Ceiling Priority of the
held resource on that processor. Then, the task will make progress
(being helped) until it releases the resource, migrating back to its host
processor with its base priority (tran 7), or until it is preempted again
on the helping processor, requiring help (tran 6) again until it is re-
dispatched on its own processor or is helped again.
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Tasks blocked by a locked resource are potential helpers. Their
request is added to a FIFO queue and will be served when all requests
in front have been satisfied. This can happen when the task is actually
spin-waiting for the resource (tran 9), immediately making progress on
the resource, or when the task is locally preempted. As it would hold
a resource without making progress due to being locally preempted on
its host processor, it would be considered to be requiring help (tran
12).

If, while being a potential helper due to being blocked by a locked
resource, the holder of that resource is locally preempted and thus
requires help, the helping mechanism is fired. This, in practice means
that the potential helper task pulls the requiring help task to its host
processor and lends it its active priority, to execute on its behalf (tran
10). The helping procedure ends when the helped task releases the
held resource or it is preempted on the helping processor (tran 11).

Thus, for a task to be helped, there should be both a task requir-
ing help and a potential helper for the same resource. The helping
mechanism begins with transition 5 for the requiring help and transi-
tion 10 for the potential helper. Equivalently, the helping mechanism
ends with a helped task transitioning by 6 or 7, and a helper doing
transition 11.

4.3 MrsP Scheduling

As mentioned before, one of the main outcomes of MrsP is its sim-
ple Response Time Analysis based on the resource access cost bound
presented before. Formally, for any resource rj and task τi, let G(rj)
be a function returning the set of tasks that access the resource rj

and F (τi) be a function returning the set of resources accessed by τi.
Finally, let the function map be defined by taking a set of tasks and
returning the set of processors where the tasks have been allocated.
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The number of processors in which tasks using the resource rj execute
is defined as:

|map(G(rj))| (4.2)

Then, being cj the maximum execution time for a resource, the cost
of accessing a resource (ej) is bounded by:

ej = |map(G(rj))|cj (4.3)

As MrsP inherits the fundamental properties of PCP protocol, in-
cluding that once a task starts executing, it has all its resources (lo-
cally) available, the response time analysis equation for a task τi in
multiprocessors systems implementing MrsP is:

Ri = Ci + max{ê, b̂}+
∑

τj∈hpl(i)

⌈
Ri

Tj

⌉
Cj (4.4)

where ê is the maximum execution time of a resource used by a lo-
cal task with a priority lower than τi and a task of equal or higher
priority, b̂ is the maximum non-preemptive execution time induced
by the RTOS, and Ci is the execution time of τi itself, that can be
decomposed as:

Ci = WCETi +
∑

rj∈F(τi)

nie
j (4.5)

where WCETi is the worst-case execution time spent executing code
outside shared resources. Then the cost of accessing shared resources
is added, where ni is the number of times the resource rj is accessed
by τi per activation.
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Migrations Analysis

The previously described response time analysis is based on MrsP
helping mechanism. This mechanism ensures that progress is done on
a resource as long as some task is executing and attempting to access
that resource or set of resources. This is achieved by the task actively
waiting for access undertaking the execution of any preempted task
blocking its access request. Although in [36] two different mechanisms
are suggested, in practice, the helping mechanism is implemented by
migrating the preempted task to the processor where the helping task
is allocated.

In any architecture, such a migration implies a cost, as certain
amount of task specific information has to be transferred from the host
processor to the migration target processor. Furthermore, systems
using cache memories have an extra overhead, as the task migration
implies a lost of cache affinity for both the migrating and helping
tasks. Any timing analysis of a system ruled by a protocol allowing
migrations should consider such a cost.

In MrsP systems, migrations are triggered by a task holding a re-
source lock being preempted, i.e. a task with a higher priority than
the resource ceiling priority is released. Then, if there is any task spin-
waiting in another processor for the held resource, the preempted task
is to be migrated to complete its access being helped.

As defined in [36], the active priority of the preempted task is the
ceiling priority of the resource held on that processor. Knowing that,
the number of preemptions on each processor can be bounded to the
number of tasks releases with higher base priority than the local ceiling
priority of the resource during the access time:
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∑
τk∈hpl(rj)

⌈
ej

Tk

⌉
(4.6)

A task, when migrated, can be also preempted on the migration
target processor. As a result, the migration cost analysis has to con-
sider the possible migrations due to being preempted on all processors
where it can migrate to (processors where the resource is accessed by
at least one task, which are known as migration targets). A safe upper
bound for the total number of migrations while accessing a resource
rj can be then calculated as:

M j =
∑

m∈map(G(rj))

∑
τk∈hpt(m,rjm)

⌈
ej

Tk

⌉
+ 1 (4.7)

where hpt(m, rjm) is a function returning all the tasks in processor
m with a base priority higher than the ceiling priority of resource rj

on that processor. When a task is migrated, it has, at some point,
to migrate back to its host processor, due to being redispatched or
releasing the shared resource. In any case, this extra last migration
has also to be considered.

As equations 4.6 and 4.7 suggests, theoretically, resources being
accessed on processors with many higher-priority tasks may suffer a
non-negligible number of preemptions. Moreover, in practice it may
happen that a task being migrated to a processor is immediately pre-
empted on that processor, not making any real progress. As a result,
it is possible that the resource holder spends a significant amount of
time migrating rather than making progress, greatly undermining the
usability of the protocol [39].

To avoid this frequent migration problem and improve the efficiency
of the helping mechanism, a non preemptive section is introduced
in MrsP (MrsP-NP, NP standing for non-preemptive). During this
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period of time upon a migration, the holder executes non-preemptively
before inheriting the ceiling priority of the accessed resource. This
offers a trade off between the maximum number of migrations a holder
can suffer and the arrival blocking suffered by higher-priority tasks.
This new arrival blocking (n̂p) is included in the updated equation 4.8.
Introducing this non-preemptive section, the number of migrations can
be upper-bounded by d cjCnp

e.

The length of the non-preemptive (Cnp) section can be tuned as long
as the high-priority tasks are able to meet their deadlines. However,
different optimizations can be done to reduce the effect of this non-
preemptive section for high-priority tasks. As shown in equation 4.8,
the arrival blocking is now the maximum between the access of lower-
priority tasks to shared resources (ê), and the lengths of the non-
preemptive sections imposed by the operating system (b̂) and the MrsP
non-preemptive sections (n̂p). As a result, it can be deduced that if
the non-preemptive section of MrsP resources is defined so that it is
equal to the non-preemptive section of the operating system, it would
have no negative effect on any task analysis. Furthermore, in systems
where all non-lowest priority tasks suffer any resource-driven arrival
blocking (ê), the lowest of this value (normally greater than b̂) can be
used as a Cnp value without affecting the timing analysis. Finally, as
the worst-case number of preemptions is calculated as a ceiling of the
execution time of the resource divided by non-preemptable section,
the Cnp value is optimized when this division is exact.

Ri = Ci + max{ê, n̂p, b̂}+
∑

τj∈hpl(i)

⌈
Ri

Tj

⌉
Cj (4.8)

Depending on the task set and length of Cnp the number of migra-
tions can be significantly lower than the bound given by equation 4.7.
Since both approaches give a safe upper bound, the minimum of those
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values is to be used when calculating the maximum number of migra-
tions per resource access:

M j = min{
∑

m∈map(G(rj))

∑
τk∈hpt(m,rjm)

⌈
ej

Tk

⌉
,

⌈
cj

Cnp

⌉
}+ 1 (4.9)

It is worth nothing pointing out that the added cost of migrations
for each resource access is then the number of migrations multiplied by
the migration cost, mig. We consider mig to be a constant value for
the worst case of a single migration cost. This value will highly depend
on the system architecture, and should include all direct (information
transfer and tasks re-queueing) and indirect (cache invalidation among
others) costs for the given platform.

The total access cost to a resource is then its access cost plus the
cost of the migrations, as shown in equation 4.10.

MCj = M j ∗mig (4.10)

This value should be finally added to the pure execution time of
the resource accessed to compute the final cost of the resource access:

ej = |map(G(rj))| ∗ (MCj + cj) (4.11)

4.4 Summary

The protocol, as presented in this chapter, presents a set of characteris-
tics making it a promising approach for multiprocessor hard real-time
systems: it is based on the well known PCP and SRP protocols, its
schedulability analysis is simple and it has a well defined approach
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to upper bound the associated costs of executing in a multiprocessor
platform. The cost of sharing a resource among processors is function
of the number of processors sharing the resource and the overhead of
migrating tasks across processors can be analysed as described.

The protocol presents, however, a number of areas where it can
be improved. One of the main improvements to be addressed is the
support for nested resources. While the protocol supports the flexible
sporadic task model, the protocol definition in [36] vaguely addressed
the support for nested resources, undermining the usability of the
protocol.

In addition, the protocol also suffers from two common sources of
pessimism in the scheduling analysis of multiprocessors systems. One
is to consider uniform access times across processors to globally shared
resources. Under FIFO spin-locking protocols it is common that access
costs to shared resources are obtained by multiplying the worst case
access time to the resource by the number of processors from where
the resource can be accessed. In systems where the worst case access
time is highly differentiated among processors this induces an unnec-
essary source of pessimism. The other notable source of pessimism is
to inflate tasks WCET with the spin-delay result of accessing globally
shared resources. In this way, the analysis is oblivious to the probably
uneven frequency in shared resources access requests among proces-
sors, thus considering unnecessary long FIFO queues and longer spin
delays.

The main contributions of this thesis are different extensions to the
MrsP protocol that address the mentioned areas of improvement in
order to fully unlock the protocol potential.
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Chapter 5

Extensions to MrsP

5.1 Heterogeneous Resource Access Analysis

In the previous chapter, MrsP response time analysis equations were
derived considering that the access to shared resources is uniform or
homogeneous among the tasks using the resource. However, this as-
sumption is far from realistic in many cases: accesses to shared re-
sources are different depending on the internal state of the resource
and the interface used to access it. A typical example of this difference
is a common shared resource of multiprocessor systems: non-volatile
memories. While accessing a memory address for a read operation can
be of a similar cost as the main memory depending on the technology
used, writing operations are normally of different order of magnitude.
For such cases, this difference should not be disregarded.

For a task model considering heterogeneous or non-uniform access
times to a shared resource, we can define the access cost of a resource
rj as:

ej =
∑
pk

ĉjk (5.1)
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where ĉjk is the maximum access time to a resource by a task executing
on processor pk. This approach keeps the interpretation of ej as the
worst-case access cost for a resource, where the task having the longer
access time on each processor is queued for accessing it. However,
any system having different higher-access times on each processor will
benefit from this new analysis.

With this approach, access costs would still be considered equal
for all tasks accessing the resource from a given processor. However,
the ej analysis can be tightened even more, up to task level. This
is achieved by considering the specific access time to rj of the task
under analysis. Then, the worst-case access cost is sum of the worst-
case costs on other processors, plus the access time of the task itself.
Thus, the cost of accessing a resource ej for a task τi is:

eji = cji +
∑

pk\P(τi)

ĉjk (5.2)

where P(τi) returns the processor pk where task τi executes.

The value of eji can be computed for each access of τi to rj. There-
fore, equation 5.3 can also be valid for task models considering tasks
accessing shared resources from different interfaces. In this way, each
access to the resource may have a different cost within the same task,
represented as cji,n, where n represents the n− th access of τi to rj.

eji,n = cji,n +
∑

pk\P(τi)

ĉjk (5.3)

As the only change to the equations in [36] is the way ej is calcu-
lated, the rest of the equations remain valid, including the calculation
of Ri (eq. 4.4), which is still extremely similar to the original equation
for PCP.

Given the notion of cj in [36] as the maximum execution time for
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Table 5.1: Non-volatile memory accesses per task activation.
Task Writes Reads

C
or

e
0

Task 1 1 0
Task 2 0 0
Task 3 1 0
Task 4 2 0

C
or

e
1

Task 5 0 1

a resource, when considering heterogeneous access times for a given
resource, other accesses to the same resource have to be equal or lower
than cj. Formally, it means that ĉjk ≤ cj. As this is the only factor
altered in the response time analysis for MrsP, it directly implies that
this analysis strictly dominates the one presented in [36].

Example 1

Consider as an example a set of tasks that share a resource that has
to be accessed in mutual exclusion and that presents highly differen-
tiated access times depending on the action requested, as can be a
non-volatile memory. Table 5.1 presents the task allocation and re-
source accesses per activation to such resource for the present example.
Consider an upper bound of 16 ms for a write operation access. Lets
also consider the upper bound of a read operation of 1 ms.

As Task 5 executes alone on Core 1, only read accesses are per-
formed from that processor. Consequently, all write accesses are in-
voked from Core 0. The system analysis has been conducted following
the uniform response time analysis presented at section 4.3, with re-
sults presented in table 5.2. The system analysis has also been carried
out with the heterogeneous, less pessimistic analysis presented in this
section, with the results presented in table 5.3.

Regarding the original analysis, tasks Task 1 to Task 3 suffer 32 ms
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Table 5.2: Example response times with original analysis. Tasks are ordered by
decreasing priority. All times in ms.

Task T D C Write Read B R

C
or

e
0

Task 1 100 100 10 16 32 72
Task 2 200 200 20 32 94
Task 3 400 400 20 16 32 188
Task 4 1000 1000 30 2 x 16 354

C
or

e
1

Task 5 1000 1000 100 16 132

Table 5.3: Example response times with heterogeneous analysis. Tasks are ordered
by decreasing priority. All times in ms.

Task T D C Write Read B R

C
or

e
0

Task 1 100 100 10 16 17 44
Task 2 200 200 20 17 64
Task 3 400 400 20 16 17 128
Task 4 1000 1000 30 2 x 16 175

C
or

e
1

Task 5 1000 1000 100 1 117

of arrival blocking, that is the worst-case access cost of one write access
from Task 4 (its write access cost plus the pessimist equal write access
cost of the Core 1 access). All tasks on both cores present this worst-
case access cost for their own accesses.

For the heterogeneous analysis, the pessimism on Core 1 access is
removed by considering its real access time of 1 ms. As a result, now
the access cost of each access is, in the worst case, the sum of a write
operation form Core 0 plus a read operation from Core 1, i.e. 17 ms.

The improvements obtained from the heterogeneous analysis are
summarized in table 5.4. These results show an average response
time reduction of a 37.14 %, where higher-priority tasks are the most
benefited ones with respect to their response times, and lower-priority
tasks are the most benefited in net time values, with the exception of
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Table 5.4: Example analysis improvement summary.
Task Homogeneous Heterogeneous Reduction
Task 1 72 ms 44 ms 38.89 %
Task 2 94 ms 64 ms 31.91 %
Task 3 188 ms 128 ms 31.91 %
Task 4 354 ms 175 ms 50.56 %
Task 5 132 ms 117 ms 11.36 %

Task 4 which has the highest resource usage and is thus more benefited
in both percentage and net values.

5.2 Nested Resources Support

As was introduced in section 2.2.6, shared resources are a common
mechanism used in real-time systems for task synchronization. This
synchronization enables the implementation of complex systems that
could not be otherwise developed without a proper cooperation among
different executing entities. Sometimes, the required synchronization
cannot be achieved using only one shared resource, or the solution
achieved is suboptimal.

The nesting of shared resources, i.e. accessing a shared resource
(critical section) from inside another shared resource supports the use
of a wider range of solutions. Consider for example a subprogram,
requesting an OS operation that has to be executed in mutual exclu-
sion. It should be valid for the subprogram to do so by also ensuring
its internal mutual exclusion. In that case, the OS critical section
would be nested inside the critical section of the calling subprogram
as depicted in listing 5.1.

Allowing nested resource accesses not only improves the task model
expressiveness, but also increases its complexity. The specific side ef-
fects of nested resource accesses differ from one task model to another,
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Listing 5.1: Nested shared resource access.

protected body Shared Resource i s
procedure Protected Act ion i s
begin

. . .
A c c e s s O S C r i t i c a l S e c t i o n ;
. . .

end Protected Act ion ;
end Shared Resource ;

but generic issues can be identified:

• Deadlocks: a common issue with nested resources is the occur-
rence of deadlock situations, in which two or more tasks are circu-
larly waiting in a hold-an-wait situation. Coffman [44] identifies
four necessary conditions for deadlock situations to happen: 1)
there is mutual exclusion in the use of the shared resources, 2)
tasks holding a resource may have to wait for locking a further
resource, 3) resource locks cannot be removed from the task hold-
ing them until the access to the resource is complete, and 4) there
is a circular chain of requests, as depicted in figure 5.1.

• Livelocks: when deadlocks are prevented using a ”not lock and
wait” approach (addressing condition number 2 for deadlocks)
but trying to acquire all required locks in a non atomic way, live-
locks [12] may occur. In livelocks, affected tasks are not waiting
for the required lock to be released but actively and concurrently
trying to acquire the required locks without reaching a state in
which a task can lock all required resource and make progress.

• Starvation: if requests are not satisfied following a fair policy,
starvation situations, in which a task is never granted access to
the required resource, might arise. For example, if deadlocks and
livelocks are avoided by giving higher priority to specific requests
based on the resource usage, some other requests may be never
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τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
p1 p2 p3 p4

r1 r2

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
p1 p2 p3 p4

r1 r2

r3

Figure 5.1: Nesting of resources that could lead to deadlocks.

satisfied. Consider a system with 3 tasks and 2 resources. All
tasks require both resources in a nested fashion to complete their
duties. Task 1 and 2 require the resources for a short period
of time, but very frequently. On the contrary, task 3 uses the
resources for a long time, but not so frequently. One approach
to this problem would be to give priority to requests from tasks
1 and 2 over task 3. However, it may happen that the requests
from task 1 and 2 are so frequent that they would never allow
task 3 to access the resources.

In order to deal with the mentioned issues, and to generate an
analysable task model, two main approaches have been attempted.

Grouping nested resources has been the most common way to ad-
dress the issues caused by resource nesting. Under this approach,
nested resources are locked and released as a whole, i.e. locking a re-
source locks all resources in the nest. In this way, the task acquiring
the lock to enter the nesting of resources has all the inner resources
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τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
p1 p2 p3 p4

r1 r2

r3

Figure 5.2: Example of resource nesting respecting partial order.

also locked so, if the priority assignment is correct, the task, at some
point will finish its access, as no deadlock or livelock situation can
arise. However, this approach highly undermines the concurrency of
the system, as the resources are locked for a longer time than required.
In fact, this solution makes in essence the lock groups equivalent to
having one big resource encompassing all of them. Nevertheless, this
approach has been the most experienced over the literature, with the
Flexible Multiprocessor Locking Protocol (FMLP) [26] being its main
representative.

On the other side, fine-grained approach to nested resources is rec-
ognized as the most efficient way to support complex concurrency in
real-time systems. Proposals following this approach commonly avoid
the mentioned nested resources risks by forcing a strict order on locks
and releases. The seminal work [120] forced that no lock could be
done after a release has been done on the nesting. An extension of
this work is the Real-time Nested Locking Protocol (RNLP) [125, 127]
which limits the concurrency on nested resource accesses by means of
a token mechanism and provides a set of request satisfaction mecha-
nisms aiming for optimality under different system configurations.

Recent work has provided a fully fine-grained blocking bound for
nested non-preemptive FIFO spin locks under partitioned fixed-priority
scheduling [25]. This is achieved using a novel graph abstraction of the
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blocking interaction among tasks and resources for which, given a set
of invariants stating graph properties, an Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) approach is used to find a subgraph yielding a safe worst-case
blocking value.

A fined-grained nested resource task model provides better schedu-
lability, since the involved resources are only locked during the effective
access time of calling tasks. This improvement is achieved at the cost
of more complex synchronization algorithms, which have to ensure
deadlock and livelock free definitions, as well as bounded access costs.
In the next subsection an extended shared resource model for MrsP
supporting a fined-grain analysis for nested resources is presented.

5.2.1 Extended Shared Resource Model

Help not needed

Requiring help

Executing

Being helped Potential helper

Helping

1 2

3 4
5

Helper preempted or
releases inner resource

6

7
Releases outermost

resource

8
Requires locked

outermost resource

9

10 11

Preempted holding a resource
or obtains resource
while preepmpted

12

Requires locked
inner resourece 16

13
Locks/releases
inner resource

14
Locks/releases inner
resource or requires
a locked resource

15
Helped task requires

inner resource

Figure 5.3: Task state diagram of helping mechanism with nested resources.

Figure 5.3 depicts the different logic states of tasks under MrsP,
when considering nested resources. While the states remain the same,
new transitions arise and some existing ones are now triggered by new
events.
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Tasks still begin executing without any shared resource, and tran-
sitions 1 and 8 are triggered when the task requires the outermost
resource of a nested call, raising the active priority to the ceiling of
that outermost resource. If the access request is satisfied immediately,
the task executes without requiring any help. While executing in the
help not needed state all locks and releases update the active priority
of the task (tran 13) as in PCP. If a lock request finds a resource al-
ready locked, the task updates its priority to the local Ceiling Priority
of the resource and becomes a potential helper for that resource (tran
16).

As with the non nested case, the task can, while executing not being
helped, be locally preempted and thus require help to make progress
(tran 3). If at some point while requiring help, another task is spin-
waiting for one of the resources locked by this preempted task, it will
be helped by the spinning task. However, in the nested case, the helper
may be helping not due to requesting the inner-most locked resource,
but due to requesting any of the resources held by the preempted task.

A task, when migrated to be helped (tran 5), is granted the priority
of the helper task. While being helped, a task is allowed to lock and
release further resources (tran 14), but these actions do not change
the priority of the helper, and thus the priority at which the helped
task is executing while being helped.

As with the non nested case, a task can, while being helped, release
its outermost locked shared resource and migrate back to its host
processor with its base priority (tran 7). Similarly, a task can leave
the being helped state to requiring help (tran 6). In the nested case,
this transition can be triggered by both the task being preempted on
the helping processor, or releasing the required nested resource by the
helping task. In this latter case, the task being helped still holds other
resources, and still requires help to make progress.

Any task finding a required resource already remotely locked while
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executing or in help not needed state becomes a potential helper for
that resource (trans 8 and 16). While being a potential helper a task
can be preempted. In this case, if the task holds a resource, it requires
help to make progress on that resource (tran 12).

Potential helpers are ready to help tasks requiring help, holding
their required resource (tran 10). A task while being helped may re-
quire a locked inner resource. In this situation, the task is still con-
sidered to be helped (tran 14) and spin-waits for the locked resource.
If the third task holding that inner resource is also requiring help,
the helping task is ultimately blocked by this third task not making
progress. As such, the helper task will also help the third task migrat-
ing it to its host processor, and giving it its active priority, executing
instead of the task that was being helped before (tran 15). This transi-
tive help is maintained until the third task releases the inner resource
required by the original helped task.

The helping mechanism can end (tran 11) due to the same two
reasons as in the non nested case: the resource required being released
or the helper task being locally preempted, with the same implications
as in the non nested case.

Formal definition

The detailed approach for MrsP systems supporting nested resources
is now presented as a set of rules, lemmas, properties and theorems.
Those from PCP and non nested MrsP are assumed and hold unless
overridden by those presented here.

Rule 1. Resources under MrsP nest following a strict irreflexive par-
tial order.

Rule 2. A task being helped executes on the helper processor with
the helper active priority.
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Rule 3. The helping mechanism can be initiated due to the helper
task requesting access to any of the resources held by the helped task.

Rule 4. The helping mechanism is transitive, i.e. a helper task shall
help the locally preempted task that is ultimately preventing it from
making progress.

Property 1. A task holding one or more resources, that is not
being blocked accessing another resource, will make progress if there
is a task spin-waiting due to being blocked by any of the resources
held.

This is the fundamental novel property from MrsP that we wanted
to extend to nested resources, as it provides the safe upper bound
expressed by equation 5.4.

Rule 5. Tasks only modify their active priority when they are dis-
patched in their own host processor, not being helped.

Tasks can lock and release resources whenever they are executing.
If they do so while not being helped, the active priority of the task is
modified according to PCP rules. If they do so while being helped,
there is no modification of active priorities of the helping or the helped
task. The helped task will update its active priority according to the
resources held when it is dispatched again on its host processor when
its leaving priority is the highest among the tasks eligible to execute.

Rule 6. The helping mechanism shall also be conducted between
tasks allocated to the same host processor.

Rule 7. Tasks remain notionally eligible to be dispatched (at their
leaving priority) on their host processor while being helped.

By considering tasks being helped and executing on another pro-
cessor as eligible for dispatching on their host processor, lower-priority
tasks are prevented from executing when a higher-priority task would
be executing instead.
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Lemma 1. A task is only allowed to begin its execution if all
higher base priority tasks allocated on that processor are completed.

Proof. If no task is migrated, then all uncompleted tasks are ready
to execute on that processor. Following PCP rules, the task dispatched
is the one with higher active priority. For a task that has not locked
any resource, all tasks with a higher base priority do also have a higher
effective priority. As a task cannot have locked any resource before
actually executing, it is proven. If a higher base priority has migrated,
its leaving priority is at least equal to its base priority. Then, following
Rule 7 the higher-priority task would be eligible to execute rather than
any lower base priority task not holding any resource. �.

Lemma 2. A task can only make progress by being helped if there
is a pending task on the same host processor with higher base priority
than its active priority.

Proof. A task having a lower priority than the base priority of an-
other task, will keep having a lower priority unless it locks a resource.
Given PCP rules and Rule 7, the lower-priority task cannot be dis-
patched on its host processor with that lower priority until the higher
base priority task is completed. Until then, it can only lock another
resource while making progress because of helping. Due to Rule 5,
this will not increase its active priority, this will keep it below the
higher base priority of the pending task. As a result, a task cannot
be executed if not being helped while there are higher base priorities
pending tasks. �.

Corollary. Tasks with lower active priorities than pending tasks
with higher base priorities cannot increase their active priority.

Proof. Proven during proof of Lemma 2. �.

Lemma 3. Each task can suffer at most a single local block per
activation, and this blocking occurs before the task actually executes.
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Proof. Lemma 3 in [36] proves this property for MrsP without
nested resources, based on the properties of PCP. For nested resources,
as tasks are not allowed to increase their priority while migrated, no
task can preempt an already higher base priority task.

A higher-priority task may require more than one resource already
locked by lower-priority tasks. However, due to PCP rules, only one
task could have locked at least one of those resources on its host pro-
cessor and increase its priority preventing the higher-priority task from
executing (arrival blocking). The other tasks only could have locked
resources required by the higher-priority task while migrated. As tasks
are dispatched on their host processor by their leaving priority, no fur-
ther arrival blocking owing to lower-priority tasks is possible. �.

Lemma 4. Nested MrsP does not suffer from deadlocks.

Proof. The source of deadlock in nested resources systems is when
two or more locked resources are required to complete an operation,
being at least two of them already locked by different tasks. By Rule 1
forcing irreflexive partial order, circular dependencies and thus dead-
locks due to them are avoided. �.

Lemma 5. A safe upper bound to the number of concurrent access
attempts to a resource rj is given by |V (rj)|+ |map(G(rj))|.

Proof. The number of direct accesses is safely upper bounded by
|map(G(rj))| as all direct accesses from tasks are outermost accesses,
and thus are all serviced while not being helped (and migrated), so
this directly inherits all PCP properties. As only one request can be
generated at a time from each processor, there is an upper bound on
the number of processors from where the resource can be accessed. As
shared resources have mutual exclusion, only one task can be request-
ing its inner resource at a time. The number of concurrent requests
from outer resources is thus bounded to the number of such resources,
i.e. |V (rj)|. �.
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Lemma 6. The cost of each individual access (e′) to a resource rj

is bounded by e′j = cj +
∑

rk∈U(rj)
nkje

k.

Proof. As a consequence of Rule 1, there is at least one terminal
resource rt in the system not accessing any inner resource, i.e. U(rt) =
∅. For such a resource, its individual access cost is:

e′t = ct

From Lemma 5, if we simplify the queue of a resource as qj =
|V (rj)|+ |map(G(rj))| then the total access cost to et is:

et = qtct ⇒ et = qte′t

For the set of resources accessing the terminal resource, V(rt), the
individual access cost can be expressed as the execution time of the
resource plus the access cost to its inner resource rt as:

e′t+1 = ct+1 + ntt+1(q
t ∗ ct)

then substituting et:

e′t+1 = ct+1 + ntt+1e
t

And its total access cost can be again expressed as the queue for
accessing the resource times the cost of accessing it.

et+1 = qt+1(ct+1 + ntt+1e
t)

For the 2nd iteration of t outer resources:

e′t+2 = ct+2 + nt+1
t+2(q

t+1(ct+1 + ntt+1(q
t ∗ ct)))
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e′t+2 = ct+2 + nt+1
t+2(q

t+1(ct+1 + ntt+1e
t))

e′t+2 = ct+2 + nt+1
t+2(e

t+1)

Then, for the level k of nesting:

e′k = ck + nk−1
k (qk−1(ck−1 + nk−2

k−1(...q
t+1(ct+1 + ntt+1(q

t ∗ ct)))))

e′k = ck + nk−1
k (qk−1(ck−1 + nk−2

k−1(...q
t+1(ct+1 + ntt+1(e

t)))))

e′k = ck + nk−1
k (qk−1(ck−1 + nk−2

k−1(...e
t+1)))

...

e′k = ck + nk−1
k (qk−1(ck−1 + nk−2

k−1e
k+2))

e′k = ck + nk−1
k ek−1

This can be directly applied to resources sequentially requiring
more than one different independent inner resources:

e′k = ck +
∑

rk−1∈U(rk)

nk−1
k ek−1

Theorem 1. Equation 5.4 is a safe upper bound to the cost of
accessing a MrsP shared resource and its required inner resources.
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Proof. By construction, if Lemma 5 gives a safe upper bound on the
number of possible concurrent accesses to a resource rj and Lemma
6 reflects a safe upper bound on the cost of each individual access to
rj and its required inner resources, then equation 5.4 is a safe upper
bound to the cost of accessing rj. �.

5.2.2 Scheduling Analysis

In this subsection an analysis is proposed in which a safe upper bound
can be obtained for the access cost to a resource including any of the
inner resources required to complete the access to that resource. To
provide such analysis, a strict irreflexive partial order on the resource
nesting is required. This not only prevents deadlocks, but also provides
an end to the recursion in the analysis, as at least there has to be one
resource in the system not requiring any other resource to complete
its execution. Given this, the access cost for a nested resource is now
defined as follows:

ej = (|V (rj)|+ |map(G(rj))|) ∗ (cj +
∑

rk∈U(rj)

nkje
k) (5.4)

where U(rj) is the set of inner resources directly accessed by rj and nkj
is the number of times an inner resource rk is accessed on each access
to rj.

In equation 5.4, the length of the queue is as initially suggested
in [36], where PCP limits the number of concurrent access attempts
to a resource to one at a time per processor (|map(G(rj))|) and the
mutual exclusion nature of shared resources under MrsP ensures that
only one access attempt can be performed at a time from any outer
resource, giving the total number |V (rj)|. Note that this queue length
may be pessimistic, but the objective here is to provide sufficient anal-
ysis.
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The resource access cost does not only include its own access cost
but its cost plus the cost of accessing all the required inner resources.
So ej now represents the full cost for a task accessing nested resources
via rj as an outermost resource (those identified by function F (τi) in
equation 4.5), or the cost for outer resources accessing ej and all its
inner resources.

This way of calculating the e value for nested resources now includes
the possible transitive blocking on each access. As each access is not
considered isolated, but includes the cost of inner resources queues
(which are the source of transitive blocking), now equation 5.4 provides
a safe upper bound.

Considering the extra blocking a task may suffer due to the helping
mechanism, tasks are not allowed to update (increase or decrease)
their active priority on their host processor while being helped. This
way, lower-priority tasks cannot benefit from the helping mechanism
to increase their priority while migrated, with the undesired side effect
of causing extra blocking to local higher-priority tasks. In turn, tasks
are dispatched on their host processor with the priority they had when
they were locally preempted. This priority will be referred to as the
Leaving Priority for the rest of the document. Migrated tasks do
update their active priorities when they are re-dispatched on their
host processor.

Example 2

To illustrate the approach, the example for nested resources analysis
presented in [36] is revisited. Consider a system with four tasks, τ1, ...
, τ4, executing on four different processors p1, ..., p4, and two resources,
r1 and r2, with execution times c1 and c2 respectively. Tasks τ1 and
τ2 access r1 directly, and τ3 and τ4 access r2 directly. In addition r1

accesses r2, so, for example, when τ1 accesses r1 it will, while holding
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Table 5.5: Task allocation and resource usage of example 2.
Task Processor F (τi)
τ1 p1 r1, r2

τ2 p2 r1, r2

τ3 p3 r2

τ4 p4 r2

Resource G(ri) V (ri) map(G(ri))
r1 τ1, τ2 ∅ p1, p2
r2 τ3, τ4 r1 p3, p4

r1 also access r2, as depicted in figure 5.4.

As mentioned above, the nested resource analysis proposed is solved
by iteration from inner to outer resources. In this example, there is
one inner resource, r2, and one outer resource, r1. The accessing cost
of the inner resource is (following equation 5.4):

e2 = (1 + 2) ∗ (c2) = 3c2

Then the cost of accessing the nesting of resources via r1 can be
now calculated, as the cost of accessing all its inner resources (r2) is
known:

e1 = (0 + 2) ∗ (c1 + e2) = 2(c1 + e2) = 2(c1 + 3c2)

Now e1 is a safe upper bound, including transitive blocking, for the
access to r1 and all its required inner resources. Note that an incorrect
answer is given for this example in [36].

Nested helping analysis specific cases

With the current definition of local and global resources and ceiling
priorities, there are situations in which the analysis can benefit from
other priority assignments. Specifically, resources accessed only by
tasks allocated to the same processor via outer global resources receive
a pessimistic analysis. This pessimism can be reduced and in some
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τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
p1 p2 p3 p4

r1

r2

Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of resource usage in example 2.

cases eliminated by a combination of a particular priority assignment
(giving global resources encapsulating a call to an inner local resource
the ceiling priority of this inner local resource) and the definition of
an equivalent task set reflecting the behaviour of the system with that
particular assignment of priorities.

Example 3

Consider a system comprising a specific processor P1 with a task set in-
cluding, among others (irrelevant for the example) the following tasks:
tasks τ1, τ2, τ3 with lowest priorities on P1, and τ10 with the highest
priority on P1. On this processor, there is a set of local resources r1

l ,
r2
l , r

3
l , which are only accessed by tasks τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ10. Task τ10

accesses the local resources directly, while τ1, τ2, and τ3 do so via a
global resource, different for each of them. These resources are ac-
cessed only from tasks from P1 and another processor, but accesses
from the other processor do not generate accesses to r1

l , r
2
l and r3

l .
The relevant information for the example is summarized in table 5.6.

Given the analysis presented in table 5.6, the access cost for the
highest-priority task τ10 of each local resource would be (considering
execution times of global resources cg and local resources cl): rl = 2cl,
that is, the total access cost for the three resources r1,2,3

l = 3 · 2cl.
This analysis assumes that the higher-priority task may have to wait
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Table 5.6: Task allocation and resource usage of example 3 without improvement.
Task Processor F (τi)
τ10 P1 r1l , r

2
l , r

3
l

τ3 P1 r3 → r3l
τ2 P1 r2 → r2l
τ1 P1 r1 → r1l

Resource G(ri) V (ri) map(G(ri))
r1 τ1, τ

′
1 ∅ P1, P2

r2 τ2, τ
′
2 ∅ P1, P3

r3 τ3, τ
′
3 ∅ P1, P4

r1l τ10 r1 P1

r2l τ10 r2 P1

r3l τ10 r3 P1

for the lower-priority tasks on each access to the local resources. This
is due to the access of the lower-priority tasks via a global resource.
If this was not the case, r1

l , r
2
l and r3

l would be pure local resources
and be completely ruled by PCP. As the lower-priority tasks can be
preempted while holding the global resources, and each of them can
migrate to a different processor to make progress, the three of them
can access their respective local resource concurrently with τ10 while
being helped remotely. In this case, the helping mechanism produces
a high-blocking time for a high-priority task accessing directly to local
shared resources. This clearly contradicts the aim and intuition behind
PCP and MrsP.

This problem can be addressed by reducing the concurrency of the
lower-priority tasks. If r1

l , r
2
l and r3

l are given the same local Ceiling
Priority then only one of the three tasks τ1, τ2, or τ3 can gain access
to their outer resource. As a result only one can be helped, and only
one can gain access to the inner resource while migrated. The impact
on τ10 is reduced to a single block.

5.2.3 Migrations Cost

Regarding migrations on the nested resource model, two main differ-
ences have to be considered. First, tasks accessing resources can be
helped due to the helper being blocked by any of the resources held
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by the helped task. This includes outer resources of the one actually
being accessed as stated by Rule 3. Following general PCP/SRP rules,
outer resources should have equal or lower priorities than the resource
under consideration. As a result, the safe upper bound needs to cover
the case when the task is always helped with the lowest possible pri-
ority on each processor. This is, the lowest of the ceiling priorities of
all the resources that have the resource rj as part of its nesting. As
such, we define function

lcp(rjm) = min
τi:map(τi)={pk} and τi∈G(rj)∨τi∈G(rq)|rq∈V k(rj)

{Pri(τi)} (5.5)

as a function returning the lowest ceiling priority of those resources
accessing, at any point of the nesting, rj from processor m. For a
resource with no outer resources on a processor, i.e. Vm(rj) = ∅,
lcp(rjm) returns the local ceiling priority of rj on that processor. Then,
the maximum number of migrations while being helped on processor
m is defined in by equation 5.6:

Mp′r
j
m =

∑
τk∈hpt(m,lcp(rjm))

⌈
ej

Tk

⌉
(5.6)

Note that this number is the number of times the task can be
preempted during its access to resource rk and all its inner resources.
As the proposed equation 5.4 for calculating the overall access time
for a resource er already includes the cost of accessing inner resources,
this would lead to accounting more than once each possible preemption
from each preemptor, on each processor. To prevent that, the number
of preemptions when considering the access to rk is the number of
preemptions that may happen during the access to rk minus those
already considered in the access to its inner resources:
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Mpr
j
m =

{
0, if

∑
rh∈U(rj) Mp′r

h
m ≥ Mp′r

j
m

Mp′r
j
m −

∑
rh∈U(rj) Mp′r

h
m, otherwise

(5.7)

Note that, as in equation 5.6 we are considering the lowest possible
priority for all resource accesses, i.e. the analysed resource and all
inner resources, for the analysis matters, the active priority remains
constant for the whole access. As such, preemptions are considered to
happen at the release time of the higher-priority task and not after
a resource lock release (as in the worst case the priority would not
change).

The second difference with the non-nested case is the number of
processors to where the task can migrate to. In the non-nested case, a
task can migrate only to those processors from where a task directly
accessed the resource. When considering nested resources, it can mi-
grate to any processor from where a task accesses the resource directly
or via any level of nesting. As such, the final equation to calculate a
safe upper bound for the number of times a task can migrate during
its access to a resource rj is:

Mpj =
∑

m∈map(G(rj))∪map(V (rj))

Mpr
j
m + 1 (5.8)

This number of migrations can be reduced if, again, a non-preemptive
section is considered after each migration. In this case, it has to be
clarified that the non-preemptive section is only granted after a mi-
gration, and not by the fact of accessing an inner resource. If the
non-preemptive section would be reset for each inner resource ac-
cessed, NP sections could overlap posing a greater arrival blocking
to higher-priority tasks. Again, possible preemptions included on in-
ner resources are to be subtracted from the analysis. The maximum
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number of migrations a task can suffer accessing a resource with nested
inner resources is:

Mnp′j =

⌈
ej

Cnp

⌉
(5.9)

Subtracting those already included on inner resources analysis:

Mnpj = Mnp′j −
∑

rh∈U(rj)

Mnp′h + 1 (5.10)

The value to be used in the analysis should be, again, the one from
the approach giving a lower number of migrations:

M j = min{Mpj,Mnpj} (5.11)

Same as for the non-nested case, the way of calculating the cost
of these migrations is by multiplying the number of migrations by
the cost of each one, as shown in 4.10. Including this analysis to
equation 5.4, the final equation to calculate a safe upper bound to the
cost of accessing a resource rk in nested MrsP is as follows:

ej = (|V (rj)|+ |map(G(rj))|) ∗ (cj + MCj +
∑

rk∈U(rj)

nkje
k) (5.12)

5.3 Improved Analysis

In the previous sections, the presented analysis was focused on pro-
viding a worst case access time to the resources, based on a limited
knowledge of the system. On the analysis presented in section 4.3
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task access times to shared resources were calculated considering only
a generic WCET value for the access and the number of processors
from where the resource can be accessed. As incrementally shown in
section 5.1, less pessimistic access cost values can be obtained using
extra knowledge of the system. In particular, in section 5.1 different
access times were considered for each access of the task under analysis.
This has been proven in [71] to provide better schedulability results.
In that case those different access times were always assumed to con-
tend for the resource against the worst access time to the resource
from the remote processors involved.

However, this assumption is far from real, when the analysis can be
performed with a full knowledge of the system. Consider a task access-
ing a shared resource once per activation, with a period of 1 second.
Then consider another task, on another processor, accessing the same
resource ten times per activation, with a period of 10 milliseconds. If
there are no more tasks in the system, it is clear that the second task
would only have to wait for the first one to release the resource once
of each 1,000 access requests as much. As such, considering that both
tasks would contend for the resource on each access induces a notable
pessimism.

In this section an improvement on the MrsP scheduling analysis
considering the access pattern of tasks to resources is presented, influ-
enced by a technique known as holistic blocking analysis [27].

Another source of improvement exploited in this section is based
on the differentiation between sources of blocking and how are those
calculated and included in the analysis. The previously presented
response time equations are based on inflating the task execution time
with its resource access costs (see equation 4.5). As shown in [128] this
is a remarkable source of pessimism, as, given the analysis equations,
the interference factor for lower-priority tasks already includes those
resource access costs and thus inflating the effects of blocking. In
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fact, it would increase the influence of impossible blocking situations
as those mentioned in the previous paragraphs. Thus, a new analysis
approach addressing these issues is required.

The study in [128] presents an analysis technique based on mixed-
integer linear-programming (ILP). This analysis, based on a previous
approach focused on suspension based locks [28], can be applied to
spin-lock based systems, reducing the number of times each shared
resource access is accounted to exactly one. The work in [128] exten-
sively analyses spin-lock based systems, considering up to four schedul-
ing algorithms, evaluated for their preemptive and non-preemptive
versions. To support such a wide range of implementations, the au-
thors first present a set of general considerations which are comple-
mented by a different number of restrictions to support each specific
case.

While the analysis presented in [128] highly improves the schedula-
bility of the analysed systems, it cannot be applied for MrsP, as none
of the mentioned cases studied in [128] considers any mechanism simi-
lar to MrsP helping procedures. In fact, in [128] only fully partitioned
systems, without any possible migration are addressed. Also, the ex-
isting ILP based analysis calculates all the blocking effects without
distinction, for example, between arrival blocking or spin delay. As
such, there is no support for the MrsP helping mechanism, for which
a set of conditions have to be defined and checked, in order to provide
variable processor time depending on other tasks behaviour.

As a result, and based on the successful application of holistic anal-
ysis to spin-locks and influenced by the ILP-based approach [128] a
new MrsP specific response time analysis has been developed.
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5.3.1 New Scheduling Analysis

As previously mentioned, tasks under MrsP can suffer from three types
of blocking, as identified in [128, 138]:

• Direct spin delay: a task is considered to be directly blocked
when requesting access to a shared resources the associated lock is
already acquired by a remote task. For MrsP tasks, as explained
in 4.2, tasks incurring in direct spin delay can execute on behalf
of the task holding the required lock in case it has been locally
preempted on its host processor (helping mechanism).

• Indirect spin delay: a task is considered to be indirectly blocked
when a higher-priority task on the same host processor is directly
blocked. This indirect spin delay is accounted in the previously
presented analysis as part of the Cj (executing time of a interfer-
ing task) in equation 4.4.

• Arrival blocking: a task suffers from arrival blocking when a
lower-priority task requests access to a resource with a local ceil-
ing priority higher than the base priority of the arriving (released)
task.

The new scheduling analysis is still based on response time anal-
ysis techniques and is similar to the one presented in 4.3. The new
general equation, however, better reflects the three different sources
of blocking:

Ri = Ci + Ei +Bi +
∑

τh∈hpl(i)

(

⌈
Ri

Th

⌉
·Ch + Ii,h) (5.13)

The response time Ri of a task τi is composed by: its pure Ci ex-
ecution time without accesses to shared resources, the cost of access-
ing shared resources Ei, which includes the direct blocking suffered,
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the arrival blocking suffered Bi and the interference of higher-priority
tasks, where the cost of each interference is now separated as the pure
computation time Ch of the higher-priority task τh and the indirect
blocking caused by τh to τi as Ii,h.

Direct and Indirect Spin Delay

These two factors, Ei and Ii,h show a similar rationale and form: they
do represent the cost of accessing shared resources by the analysed
task τi (Ei); and by tasks of higher priority than τi executing on
the same processor (Ii,h). This cost is analysed for a specific period
of time. In particular, for the analysed task, the cost is computed
for a period equal to its response time. As suggested before, the
analysis is focused on the specific maximum contention that τi can
encounter during its potential accesses to a shared resource, i.e. how
many requests other tasks can issue to the required resources during
its response time. Similarly, for interfering tasks, the analysis should
only account for the contention suffered by higher-priority tasks during
their real interference over τi.

Ei =
∑

rk∈F (τi)

eki (Ri, 0) (5.14)

Ii,h =
∑

rk∈F (τh)

ekh(Ri, Rh) (5.15)

For both direct (equation 5.14) and indirect (equation 5.15) spin
delays, the overall cost is nothing else but the sum of the costs of each
accessed resource in the mentioned periods (with Rh jitter in the case
of the indirect spin delay).

The cost of accessing each resource ek by a task τx during a pe-
riod of time l with jitter µ is calculated as the sum of the specific
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costs of each access. The rationale behind this is that each time the
task accesses again the same resource, it will potentially have less con-
tenders for the resource. In other words, the first time a task accesses
a resource, in the worst case it will have to contend with all possible
processors to access the resource. Then, the following accesses (during
the same activation) might not have to contend for the resource with
all the processors accessing it, because it might happen that all pos-
sible requests from those processors have been already accounted for.
Note that this does not mean that on every activation the first access
will be the one incurring the most spin delay, but that the worst case
is always included in the analysis.

ekx(l, µ) =

Nk
x (l,µ)∑
n=1

ekx(l)(n) (5.16)

In equation 5.16 the term Nk
x (l, µ) is introduced. It represents the

number of access requests to resource rk issued by task τx during the
period l with jitter µ. Formally, it is the number of access requests τx
can issue per activation multiplied by the number of potential activa-
tions during the analysed period, as shown in equation 5.17:

Nk
x (l, µ) =

⌈
l + µ

Tx

⌉
·Nk

x (5.17)

Term ekx(l)(n) reflects the cost of the n-th access of τx to resource
rk. It is calculated by computing the number of possible contenders
for the specific access to be performed. Based on the definition of N ,
let Npkm(l) be the number of requests to resource rk issued by tasks
executing on processor Pm, during the period l. Then let Nhkx(l) be
the number of requests to resource rk issued by local higher-priority
tasks during the period l. Then, the maximum number of requests on
a remote processor that may block directly τx is the number of requests
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τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
p1 p2

r1

Figure 5.5: Less pessimistic analysis example. If all tasks request the resource with
the same frequency, it would be pessimistic to assume that all p2 allocated tasks
would be blocked by a τ1 request.

from that processor, minus those already suffered by higher-priority
tasks during period l (with a minimum of 0):

Npkm(l) =
∑

τj∈τ(Pm)

Nk
j (l, Rj) (5.18)

Nhkx(l) =
∑

τh∈hpl(x)

Nk
h (l, Rh) (5.19)

NSkx,m(l) = (Npkm(l)−Nhkx(l))0 (5.20)

Then, for each specific access, the cost is the sum of accesses from
remote processors (with a cap of one per processor) multiplied by the
resource execution time plus the execution time of τx itself:

ekx(l)(n) =
∑

Pm 6=P (τx)

(NSkx,m(l)− n+ 1)1
0 · ck + ck (5.21)

Arrival Blocking

In the holistic analysis, the Bi factor still represents the maximum
arrival blocking a task τi can suffer, being the maximum between the
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worst access cost to a resource that can cause arrival blocking to τi
and the maximum non-preemptive section enforced by the kernel:

Bi = max{êi, b̂} (5.22)

However, the way the êi value is calculated differs from the sufficient
analysis, following a similar mechanism as for the direct and indirect
spin delay. First, the set of resources that can cause arrival blocking
to a task τi is identified:

FA(τi) , {rk|Nk
ll > 0 ∧ Pri(rk, P (τi)) ≥ Pri(τi)} (5.23)

This set of resources is composed by the resources to which local
lower-priority tasks can issue requests (Nk

ll > 0) and whose ceiling
priority is equal or greater than the priority of τi.

Then, the arrival blocking is the maximum value of access costs of
those resources identified as potentially blocking:

êi = max{(|αki |+ 1) · ck|rk ∈ FA(τi)} (5.24)

where |αki | is the set of remote processors that can cause direct blocking
to the local lower-priority task performing the arrival blocking access.
An extra access is to be added for the access of the local task itself
and multiplied for the executing time of the resource. The way |αki | is
calculated is as follows:

αki , {Pm|NSkx,m(l)−Nk
i > 0 ∧ Pm 6= P (τi)} ∪ P (τi) (5.25)

As shown in equation 5.25, a remote processor is considered as a
potential arrival blocker if there are accesses to that processor not
already accounted as direct or indirect blocking in the τi analysis.
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This analysis shows the required convergence as its values are iter-
atively calculated. As in the original RTA for single core systems, an
initial value of Ci is used as Ri and over each iteration Ri is updated
to recalculate the interference and blocking until all of them remain
unmodified and thus the response time after further iterations.

5.3.2 Migrations

The task model and behaviour of MrsP is not altered due to the use
of this improved analysis approach. As such, tasks are able to migrate
to remote processors when they are locally preempted while holding a
shared resource lock. The improved analysis previously presented also
provides better mechanisms to analyse the migration costs.

With the current definition of the protocol and analysis, there is a
paradox with the helping mechanism: while it is supposed to ”help”
the task, from the response time analysis point of view, the response
time is not reduced as a result of the task making progress while being
interfered, but it is increased to reflect the cost of migrating. While
from the point of view of waiting tasks the helping mechanism provides
a great improvement, as it bounds the spin waiting time, both waiting
and holding tasks response times are benefited when the number of
migrations is reduced.

The number of migrations can be reduced if:

• the number of preemptions is reduced, as tasks need to migrate
a lower number of times.

• the number of migration targets is reduced to zero. If a task has
nowhere to migrate it just can wait to be redispatched on its host
processor.

While there is nothing that can be done, from the analysis point of
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τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
p1 p2 p3 p4

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4Resource queue Resource

Requests blocking τ2Potential τ2 helper

(p1 potential migration target)

Figure 5.6: Graphical representation of a resource queue, identifying blocking tasks
as potential helpers.

view, to reduce the number of preemptions apart from tightening re-
sponse times, the improved analysis approach can reduce the identified
migrations targets. Following a similar approach as for the blocking,
potential migration target processors can be discarded if all possible
access request to the resource have already been accounted for. In fact,
we can say that potential blocking processors are those whose requests
are placed before the analysed task in the FIFO queue to access the
resource, while potential migration target processors are those whose
requests are placed after the analysed task. Of course, a processor
can act as both: it can be ahead in the FIFO queue when τi request
is issued and, after releasing the resource, issue another request, be-
ing this time placed at the back of the FIFO queue (migration target
section on figure 5.6).

Equation 5.26 composes the set of migration targets for the n-th ac-
cess of τi to resource rk, as those processors from where access requests
can still be issued.

mtkx(l)(n) , {Pm|Pm 6= P (τx)∧NSkx,m(l)−n+ 1 > 0}∪P (τx) (5.26)

When a task is migrated, it continues its execution on the migration
target processor with the local ceiling priority of the resource tried
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to be accessed by the helper. This is, for non nested resources, the
same resource held by the analysed task. As such, we can define a
subset of the migration targets where the task may be preempted
again, mtp(mt, rk) as:

mtp(mt, rk) , {Pm|Pm ∈ mt ∧ hpt(rk, Pm) 6= ∅} (5.27)

Using both sets of processors, three specific cases are identified
in [138] where the number of possible migrations can be bounded for
requests issued from a task τi allocated at processor Pm:

• Nmig = 0 if Pm /∈ mtp(mt, rk)
There are no possible migrations if there are no potential pre-
emptors on τi host processor (the resource has the highest local
ceiling priority at Pm).

• Nmig = 0 if {Pm} = mt

There are no possible migrations if there is no migration target
to where the task can migrate to.

• Nmig = 2 if {Pm} = mtp(mt, rk) ∧ |mt| > 1
There can be only as much as two migrations if any possible
migration target apart from the host processor has no possible
preemptor. Then the access request would be completed on the
migrated processor and the task migrated back to Pm.

For any other case, the cost of migrations during an access can be
calculated as in equation 5.28. This equation calculates the maximum
number of potential preemptors on each possible migration target dur-
ing an access. This is a very pessimistic approach, as it accounts for
each possible release, and not for releases that would actually force
the task to migrate. Mainly, the pessimism is driven by the fact that
there is no way to ensure to which processor the task will migrate to
continue executing. This depends on the state of the migration target
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processors and who pulls the task when the migration situation arises.
Unfortunately, the current analysis techniques do not give means to
solve those issues.

Mhp(mt, rk) = mig ·
( ∑
Pm∈mtp(mt,rk)

( ∑
τh∈hpt(rk,Pm)

⌈
ck + Mhp(mt, rk)

Th

⌉ )
+1
)

(5.28)

A less pessimistic approach is to use a non-preemptive section after
a migration, as introduced in section 4.3. Again, using this approach
a safe upper bound (equation 5.29) can be obtained by allowing a
minimum amount of execution time to the migrated task to perform
progress before being preempted again. This, at the cost of poten-
tially increasing the blocking to higher-priority tasks, provides a less
pessimistic analysis under the circumstances explained in section 4.3.
Again, this approach is complementary to equation 5.28, so the lower
of both Mhp and Mnp values is to be used for the analysis.

Mnpk = mig · (
⌈
ck

Cnp

⌉
+ 1) (5.29)

Given the previous considerations, equation 5.30 summarizes all
possible and formulas to calculate the migration cost for each access.

Mig(mt, rk) =
∑
Pm∈mt

0, if Pm /∈ mtp(mt, rk) ∨ {Pm} = mt

2 ·mig, if {Pm} = mtp(mt, rk) ∧ |mt| > 1

min{Mhp(mt, rk),Mnpk}, otherwise

(5.30)

Finally, the migration cost has to be included in the overall access
cost calculation, that is equation 5.31.
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ekx(l, µ) =

Nk
x (l,µ)∑
n=1

(ekx(l)(n) +Mig(mtkx(l)(n), rk)) (5.31)

Regarding the arrival blocking, the migration cost is integrated in
êi analysis as follows:

êi = max{(|αki |+ 1) · ck +Mig(αmtki , r
k)|rk ∈ FA(τi)} (5.32)

where αmtki is the set of processors with tasks that can cause arrival
blocking to τi, calculated as αmtki , P (τi) ∪ αkx

To conclude the analysis of the Bi term, the non-preemptive section
has to be included in the analysis. As equation 5.33 shows, only tasks
with higher-priority than a local ceiling priority of a resource can be
affected (they would have to wait for preempting a lower-priority task
accessing such resource).

n̂pi =

{
Cnp, if Pri(τi) ≥ min{rk is global}Pri(r

k, P (τi))

0, otherwise
(5.33)

As in the sufficient analysis, the value to consider for the response
time is the maximum between the arrival blocking, the MrsP non-
preemptive section and the non-preemptive time impose by the un-
derlying kernel.

Bi = max{êi, n̂pi, b̂} (5.34)

5.3.3 Nested Resources

As discussed in section 5.2, support for nested resources is a basic re-
quirement nowadays for realistic high-integrity systems. The increas-
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ing complexity of the systems under control, and thus of the required
approaches for the correct synchronization of processes make nested
resources an unmissable tool.

In section 5.2 a reformulation of MrsP support for nested resources
was presented [71]. This included a set of rules to properly and de-
terministically define the behaviour of MrsP tasks accessing nested
shared resources.

In this work, a sufficient analysis for the mentioned behaviour was
also presented. In this section a new analysis based in the improved
analysis is explored.

It has to be borne in mind that an analysis approach is only a dif-
ferent way to evaluate the schedulability of a system using a different
method, but the system is not changed due to the analysis itself. As
such, this section will only cover how the improved analysis approach
can be applied to the protocol definition in section 5.2 but will not
change it in any way.

The sufficient analysis for MrsP nested resources (without consider-
ing the migration cost) differed from the non-nested resource analysis
in two main points:

• Resource contention: although we are not considering yet the
migration cost, in order to properly analyse the accessing cost to
nested resources, it is important to beard in mind that tasks can
migrate due to the helping mechanism. As demonstrated in sec-
tion 5.2, this can lead to a higher number of accesses to a shared
resource than just |map(G(rj))|. In the case of nested resources, it
was demonstrated that the number of possible concurrent accesses
to a shared resource can be as high as |V (rj)|+ |map(G(rj))|.

• Transitive blocking : as resources are accessed sequentially, and
progress on a resource can depend on third party task accesses,
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the problem of transitive blocking arises, as described in sec-
tion 5.2. This is accounted for by the recursive form of equa-
tion 5.4, where the cost of accessing a resource is defined as the
cost of accessing that resource itself plus the cost of accessing its
inner resources.

Regarding the resource contention, as demonstrated in [138], the
worst case happens when the higher-priority tasks suffer the maximum
possible contention. This is because, even with the improved analysis,
the contention suffered by higher-priority tasks is propagated to lower-
priority tasks (as indirect spin delay).

For the non-nested resources improved analysis, this is addressed by
considering that, for each access, there will be the maximum number
of possible tasks queued, i.e. one for each processor from where at least
one task can perform a task not already accounted for.

In the nested case, there are two issues with that:

• Maximum number of access requests : In the non nested case, an
access request can only be issued in the host processor of the
requesting task. In the nested case, this can potentially happen
from any processor in the system, as the task can issue the ac-
cess request from a processor where it is executing being helped
(calling from inside of another processor). This value has been
shown to be |V (rj)| + |map(G(rj))|. However, this can be pes-
simistic when this value is greater than the number of tasks that
can access the resource. It is clear that, no matter from where the
resource is accessed, there can be no more simultaneous requests
than the number of tasks that at any time during its execution
can request the resource. Then we can define Qk as the maximum
number of simultaneous access requests to a resource rk as:
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Qk =

{
|map(G(rk))| when |V (rk)| = 0

min{|G(rk)|, |V (rk)|+ |map(G(rk))|} otherwise

(5.35)
where the value of Qk is the number of processors from where it
has direct accesses if the resource is purely an outer one.

• Which requests are issued : in the non-nested case, the maximum
number of concurrent access requests to a resource was equal to
the number of processors that can issue requests to that resource.
One processor, one access request. As said before, this is not the
case for nested resources.

On the contrary, in nested resources, for each access request, all
possible contenders can be waiting for the resource, regardless of
their host processor.

As a result, we have to redefine equation 5.20, as it cannot longer
represent the contenders on a specific processor, but all con-
tenders in general. Then, Nhkx(l) still represents the requests
performed by local higher-priority tasks to resource rk, during
time l, as defined in equation 5.19. Let now Nrkx(l) be the num-
ber of requests performed by all other tasks in the mentioned l

period, calculated as in equation 5.36:

Nrkx(l) =
∑
τj 6=τx

Nk
j (l, Rj) (5.36)

Now, the maximum number of contenders for an access request
from task τx to resource rk is defined by equation 5.37:

NSkx(l) = (Nrkx(l)−Nhkx(l))0 (5.37)

With this reformulation of the possible contenders, the way the
actual cost of accessing the resource rk on each access n is:
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Qk
x(l)(n) = (NSkx(l)− ((n− 1) · (Qk − 1)))Q

k−1
0 (5.38)

where to the total number of remaining requests after account-
ing those suffered by higher-priority tasks (NSkx(l)) is subtracted
the number of already accounted in previous accesses of task τx.
As the specific access under analysis is the n-th, those already
performed are n − 1. For each previous accesses, the maximum
number of simultaneous access requests Qk − 1 are subtracted.
The minus one is because one of the simultaneous accesses is the
one of the analysed task itself (not included in NSkx(l)). Finally
the number of accesses that can cause spin delay has a minimum
value of 0 and maximum of Qk − 1 (all possible tasks that can
access the resource).

As equations 5.36 to 5.38 show, if the longest possible queue
is smaller than the number of tasks accessing the resource, it
does not matter which specific contender tasks are accounted on
each specific access when considering homogeneous access times
to resources. A desirable improvement to this analysis would
be to detect situations in which only one task can perform the
remaining accesses to the resource. Unfortunately this is not
trivial. If only one other task can ever access the resource then
there is no improvement, as it is already limited by Qk − 1. In
any other case (where all other tasks accesses have already been
accounted) finding the tighter, safe worst-case order of accesses
has the form of a np-hard problem.

Having considered the different access patterns to nested shared re-
sources resulting in equation 5.35 by calculating the worst-case queue
to be found on each specific access, a way to analyse the cost of ac-
cessing the resource is still required.

As shown in section 5.2, the accessing time of a nested resource is
the time required to execute the instructions belonging to that resource
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itself plus the accessing cost of the inner resources accessed:

e′kx (l)(n) = ck +
∑

rj∈U(rk)

N j
k∑

n=1

ejx(l)(n)) (5.39)

Equation 5.39 considers, for each resource, that the inner accesses
performed are the first done by the task to the resource. It is so be-
cause no assumption is made about the order the task accesses the
resources. In the nested case, this order matters, as the cost of ac-
cessing outer resources depends on inner resources, and the queues
they might have. As a consequence, assuming a certain order would
result in a variable, sum of net shared resources accesses. This could
be alleviated if:

• There is actually a knowledge of the resource accessing order of
each task in the system.

• All possible orders are calculated and the worst case of the sum
of all accesses is considered.

In any of these cases, e′k could be calculated as:

e′kx (l)(n) = ck +
∑

rj∈U(rk)

N j
k+N(τx,r

j)∑
n=N(τx,rj)+1

ejx(l)(n)) (5.40)

where function N(τx, r
j) returns the number of already performed ac-

cesses to rj by τx.

Regardless of the way e′kx is calculated, the resource accessing cost
is the maximum number of contenders for accessing the resource plus
one (the analysed task access) times e′kx , as shown by equation 5.41.

ekx(l)(n) = (Qk
x(l)(n) + 1) · e′kx (l)(n) (5.41)
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Equation 5.41 can now be integrated in equation 5.16 to calculate
the resource accessing cost and, as a result, the direct and indirect
blocking suffered by a task.

With regard to the arrival blocking, equation 5.23 still identifies the
resources that can cause arrival blocking to a task τi. These resources
are those used by local lower-priority tasks having a local ceiling pri-
ority equal or higher than τi.

However, the way the cost itself is calculated in equation 5.24 does
not hold for nested resources. As shown before, the accessing time of a
nested resource is not only the cost of executing its related instructions
but also the cost of accessing all the required inner resources. As well,
the way the length of the queue is calculated in equation 5.25 needs
to be reviewed as, as said before, the maximum number of concurrent
access requests is not limited by the number of processors from where
the resource can be directly accessed but also by the number of outer
resources accessing it and the total number of tasks that can issue
requests to that resource.

Then, identified the resources that can cause arrival blocking to τi,
and for those resources, êi can be defined as the maximum accessing
costs to potentially arrival blocking resources in FA(τi), considering
the next access to be accounted for after all those from τi have been
considered:

êi = max{eki (Ri)(N
k
i + 1)|rk ∈ FA(τi)} (5.42)

As it can be noted, there can be the case where τi does not access
the resource rk. In such a case Nk

i = 0 and only the accesses from
higher-priority tasks are deduced to the total number accesses to rk

to determine the maximum blocking suffered by an arrival blocking
request. In case τi does access rk the blocking to account for is that
of the next access to be performed to the resource.
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Migrations

As previously presented, the migration cost analysis is based on two
main identifications: the migration targets (where a task can migrate
to complete an access request to a resource), and the preemptor tasks
on those processors triggering the migrations, including those tasks on
the analysed task host processor.

With regard to the migration targets, a task can migrate to a pro-
cessor from where there is still at least one access request pending on
that resource to the analysed resource. Two important things are to
be borne in mind while considering the migration targets for nested
resources: first, for the improved analysis, we consider that each ac-
cess to outer resources comprises all the required accesses to its inner
resources. This means that if ro is an outer resource that has an inner
resource ri, all accesses to ro imply an access to ri. The second one
is, in part due to the previous fact, that no request can be performed
from a processor to a resource where all possible requests have been
already satisfied. This is because: a) all access requests from tasks
hosted at that processor have been satisfied, b) no task can be mi-
grated to that processor because there is no task that can be actively
waiting to access the resource or any other involved on a nesting where
the analysed resource is involved. As a result, the migration targets
of τx while accessing for the n-th time resource rk are still properly
identified as mtkx(l)(n) in equation 5.26.

In the same fashion, it is required to identify the potential preemp-
tors on those migration targets. In section 5.2.3 a specific approach
for analysing nested resources migrations is presented. In it, it is said
that, as a result of the nested accesses and migrations, the active pri-
ority of a task while accessing an inner resource at a remote processor
may not be the resource local ceiling priority, but in the worst case,
can be as low as the lowest ceiling priority of a resource on that proces-
sor that can be held to be a potential helper for the analysed resource.
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This lowest priority of a resource rk in processor Pm is denoted as
lcp(rkm) as defined in equation 5.5. As a result, a migration target has
preemptors if there are tasks with priorities higher than the mentioned
lcp(rkm).

mtp(mtkx(l)(n), rk) , {Pm|Pm ∈ mt ∧ hpt(lcpkm, Pm) 6= ∅} (5.43)

With the migrations targets and preemptors identified, the total
number of migrations a task can suffer can be identified. Firstly, the
exceptions for specific combinations ofmtkx(l)(n) andmtp(mtkx(l)(n), rk)
identified in section 5.3.2 hold for nested cases and can be applied.

For a general case, the number of migrations a task can suffer on
its access to a shared resource in a given processor is:

Mp′r
k
m(l)(n) =

∑
τh∈hpt(m,lcp(rkm))

⌈
ek

Th

⌉
(5.44)

Similarly to the sufficient analysis, Mp′r
k
m is the total number of

potential preemptions during the whole access to a resource. This
includes the possible preemptions that may happen also during the
access to inner resources of rk. As these are already included due to the
recursive way of calculating ek, the total number of possible migrations
to account on the specific access to ek are those that exceed the already
suffered in the accesses to inner resources, as in equation 5.45.

Mpr
k
m(l)(n) = Mp′r

k
m(l)(n)−

∑
rh∈U(rk)

Mp′r
h
m(l)(n) (5.45)

Then, the total number of migrations is the sum of those Mpr
j
m

to all possible migration targets plus the final migration to the host
processor:
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Mpk(l)(n) =
∑

m∈mtkx(l)(n)

Mpr
k
m(l)(n) + 1 (5.46)

As in the previous analysis, the number of migrations can also be
calculated based on a non-preemptive section. If it is implemented, a
certain amount of execution time is granted to a task when resumed
on another processor due to a migration. For the holistic nested case,
this is computed as:

Mnp′k(l)(n) =

⌈
ek(l)(n)

Cnp

⌉
(5.47)

and should again subtract those already accounted for in the inner
resources:

Mnpk(l)(n) = Mnp′k(l)(n)−
∑

rh∈U(rk)

Mnp′h(l)(n) + 1 (5.48)

As both Mpr
k
m and Mnp′k are safe upper bounds, the value that

should be considered for the number of migrations when calculating
the overall cost of the access to rk is the minimum between both values.

Mk(l)(n) = min{Mpk(l)(n),Mnpk(l)(n)} (5.49)

As in all previous analysis approaches, the way of calculating the
migrating cost per access to the resource MCk is by multiplying the
worst case of migrations by the cost of each migration as in 4.10.

MCk(l)(n) = mig ·Mk(l)(n) (5.50)
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Incorporating this analysis in equation 5.4, the final equation to
calculate a safe upper bound to the cost of accessing a resource rk in
nested MrsP with a holistic approach is as follows:

ekx(l)(n) = (Qk
x(l)(n) + 1) · (e′kx (l)(n) + MCk(l)(n)) (5.51)

This new way of calculating ekx(l)(n) shall also be used in equa-
tion 5.42 to calculate the arrival blocking value of êi.

5.4 Semi-Partitioned Systems

The previous sections have addressed a protocol definition for fully
partitioned systems, as defined in section 3.2.1. These systems have
been the most studied and implemented. This is because of their pre-
dictability and relative ease of validation and verification. However,
they present some disadvantages. One of such disadvantages is the un-
derutilization of the processors as a result of the need to fully allocate
tasks to a single processor.

On the contrary, in semi-partitioned systems 3.2.3, some tasks can
be set to execute on more than one processor, obtaining the required
execution time per activation from the sum of smaller processors uti-
lizations. As such, they can ”fill” the remaining execution times on
each processor, increasing the overall utilization.

Approaches of this kind have been disfavoured in the past mainly
due to the need of migrating tasks from one processor to another
during their execution. As this migration has a cost, the schedulability
analysis is affected. Moreover, the feature of migrating a task from
one processor to another needs to be implemented by the underlying
kernel, what is not normally the case for real-time kernels.
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MrsP systems, however, are in some sense semi-partitioned, as tasks
can execute (while being helped) in more processors than just their
host one. As such, the notion of migrating tasks is intrinsic to MrsP
systems and needs to be implemented. The proposed approaches in
this section further expand this notion of migration not only to tem-
porally migrate a task during a resource access but to change the host
processor of the task during an activation.

The set of tasks that can do this kind of migrations are considered
shared or split tasks as explained in section 3.2.3. A set of desired char-
acteristics for the scheduling of shared tasks has been identified [68]:

• Maximize the processor utilization: the main objective of Semi-
Partitioned systems is to maximize the utilization of available
processor time not used by statically allocated tasks. As such,
the scheduling algorithm should be aligned to this objective.

• Have an effective schedulability test.

• As far as possible, exploit the well-known and proven scheduling
algorithms and properties developed for single-processor real-time
systems. One of the main contributions of MrsP is its effective
translation of well understood properties of single-processor re-
source control policies to multiprocessor systems.

• Produce as few migrations as possible. Although the main benefit
of Semi-Partitioned systems arises from the possibility of execut-
ing specific tasks on more than one processor, migrations inher-
ently pose an overhead. Thus, a scheduling algorithm in which
shared tasks are more likely to complete each activation duty on
a single processor is preferred.

The identified benefits and desired properties have to cope with two
main problems when addressing semi-partitioned systems applied to
approaches like MrsP:
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• Task scheduling: as identified in section 3.2.3, there is a range
of possibilities on how to schedule the shared tasks and how do
they relate with the statically allocated tasks. MrsP on its stud-
ied version implements a FIFO within priorities scheduler with
priorities assigned using ceiling priorities. The way shared tasks
are scheduled should be one so that the impact on statically al-
located tasks is deterministic and analysable.

• Resource access origin: one basic characteristic of MrsP is that
the analysis is based on the knowledge of the system with regard
to the shared resource accesses. Sufficient analysis assumes a lim-
ited knowledge of just the task allocation and resources accessed.
The improved analysis bases its improvements on the knowledge
of the number of times shared resources can be accessed by both
local and remote tasks. In a semi-partitioned approach this posses
a challenge. Since shared tasks can be hosted not being helped
on different processors, the map(G(r)) function turns to provide
a dynamically changing result. How shared tasks are added to
MrsP systems should allow to know, at design time, the required
information to perform these analysis.

5.4.1 Global Scheduling with EDF

An initial approach to MrsP-like semi-partitioned systems is presented
in [68]. In this work, a set of different approaches to shared task
is explained, followed by scheduling considerations based on global
scheduling schemes. In particular, Global-EDF is suggested for the
shared task scheduling, allowing statically allocated task to maintain
the fixed-priority schedulers.

In these approaches, the Global-EDF scheduler is modelled as a
lowest-priority task on each processor with regard to the statically
allocated tasks. As such, the effects of shared task migrations and
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influence in the response time analysis are bounded. In fact, the sim-
plest approach to MrsP semi-partitioned systems is to share tasks not
accessing shared resources.

As shown before, one of the main advantages of MrsP is the upper
bounding of the number of concurrent accesses to a shared resource.
This upper bound is the number of processors from where the resource
can be accessed (we will not refer here to nested resources).

As a result, this safe upper bound is not affected if tasks not sharing
any resource are added to the system. Furthermore, if these tasks
are given lower priorities than tasks sharing resources, the response
time analysis of the latter ones is not affected, even if those tasks are
allocated to their same processor.

Lemma 7. Response time analysis of tasks under MrsP is not
affected by tasks with lower priorities not accessing shared resources.

Proposal 1. Tasks not sharing resources can be dynamically allo-
cated to the same processors as shared tasks within Semi-Partitioned
systems scheduled with MrsP without affecting the schedulability of
statically allocated tasks as long as the latter ones are assigned a
higher priority.

Even not affecting the higher-priority (statically allocated) tasks
response times is a desirable property, a much higher flexibility can be
acquired with a low overhead on these tasks.

Another approach, relaxing the restrictions of use of shared re-
sources, can have a bounded effect if the upper bound of parallel
accesses to shared resources, the |map(G(rj))| factor in the MrsP re-
sponse time analysis is maintained.

Lemma 8. The |map(G(rj))| factor for each resource is not affected
by the addition of tasks to a system as long as the added tasks do
not use different shared resources than the already allocated tasks to
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processors where added tasks can execute.

Lemma 9. The addition of tasks not incrementing the |map(G(rj))|
for any resource only affects the response time analysis of tasks exe-
cuting on the same processor as added tasks.

Lemma 10. The addition of lowest-priority tasks to a processor
only affects the response time analysis of the lowest-priority tasks
already allocated using the same shared resources as the added task,
assuming homogeneous resources access times as in [36].

Proposal 2: Shared tasks can be dynamically allocated to proces-
sors where all the resources used by the shared tasks are already used
by statically allocated tasks. Shared tasks must be assigned lower pri-
orities than any statically allocated task. Lowest priority-tasks stati-
cally allocated using the resources also used by shared tasks must add
the blocking time due to the shared tasks accesses to those resources.

With this proposal, only the lowest-priority tasks among the stat-
ically allocated tasks are affected by the shared tasks. However,
a greater flexibility is obtained, being possible to share tasks using
shared resources.

The scheduling approach suggested for both proposals is, as said
before, a Global-EDF scheduler [54] for the shared tasks. It has an
effective schedulability test for the task set restrictions previously ex-
plained, specially proposal 1, where no shared resources are involved in
shared tasks. The maximum processor utilization available for shared
tasks can be obtained by subtracting the processor utilization of allo-
cated tasks by the response time analysis proposed in [36] to the total
processor utilization available. Another possible way to calculate the
execution capacity of shared tasks under the proposed systems is pro-
posed in [84]. Finally, in general terms, the resulting system with
regard to shared tasks has similarities with levels C and D of the sys-
tem model presented in [98]. As such, the analysis given in [93] by
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using the service functions for each processor proposed in [41] is also
being considered.

Unfortunately, a set of facts make Global-EDF not the best choice
for a strict real-time system based on MrsP. First, the main draw-
backs of EDF in mono processor systems are also translated to multi
processor systems: there is not specific determinism on which tasks
will fail first to meet their timing requirements under EDF and once
tasks start missing deadlines, there can be a domino effect by which
the whole system can start missing deadlines in a waterfall fashion.

Moreover, an in-depth approach to an EDF-MrsP analysis is re-
quired to evaluate approach 2. While there are approaches to analyse
systems with shared resources and EDF systems, and while MrsP is
not necessarily restricted on task allocation (as demonstrated by the
viability of semi-partitioned approaches) or priority assignment, a val-
idated EDF MrsP analysis is required in order to provide a consistent
proposal based on Global-EDF as scheduler for shared tasks.

5.4.2 Deterministic Allocation

As explained before, due to the MrsP nature and its schedulability
analysis, a task assignment scheme in which the set of processors where
the task is going to be shared is as reduced as possible and known
at design time is preferred. Among those reviewed in section 3.2.3,
two protocols gather the required characteristics identified to be build
semi-partitioned MrsP systems based on them: DM-PM and C=D.

DM-PM, as reviewed in section 3.2.3 assigns tasks to processors
until the processor capacity is filled. Then, if there are remaining
tasks to be allocated that cannot fit on any processors without being
split, they are allocated to consecutive processors until they are fully
allocated. Two shared tasks can have part of their execution allocated
to the same processor as the last fraction of a shared would rarely
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exactly fill the remaining capacity of the last processor where it is
allocated.

Tasks are assigned priorities in Deadline Monotonic order being the
shared tasks the higher-priority tasks on each processor (tasks are as-
signed in decreasing relative deadline, so shared tasks are ones having
higher priority). When two shared tasks have fractions allocated to
the same processor, the later allocated task has greater priority.

During execution, shared tasks begin the execution on the processor
with lower index and execute until the assigned capacity is consumed.
Then, they are migrated to the next index processor to continue the
execution, and so until the execution is finished.

As a result, the execution of shared tasks is highly deterministic
under DM-PM: the execution starts always at the same processor,
and migrates after a controlled amount of time to the next processor,
which is also constant. As a result, the affinity of resource accesses
can be statically determined at design time.

Another interesting protocol to consider for building semi-partitioned
MrsP systems is the C=D partitioning scheme defined in section 3.2.3.
This partitioning scheme although developed for EDF scheduled sys-
tems has interesting properties for MrsP systems. Specifically, tasks
are only split in two processors, as the allocation process is slightly
different to DM-PM: while in DM-PM all processors are first filled
with fully allocated tasks and then the remaining task are split filling
the processors, in C=D each processor is filled before start allocating
tasks to the next one. Once no more tasks can be fully allocated to
a processor, the next one is split so that it completely fills that pro-
cessor and the rest of the task is the first to be allocated on the next
processor. As a result, a task is only split in two processors and only
m− 1 task can be split in total.

Under C=D partitioning, split tasks have the highest priority on
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their first processor, and then are migrated to the second one. The
priority on this second processor depends on the task set. This par-
titioning scheme has the benefit of reducing the number of processors
where split tasks execute and thus the potential cardinality of the
resources accessed by them.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter a number of extensions to the MrsP protocol have been
presented. First, a common source of pessimism in resource sharing
cost analysis in multiprocessors has been addressed. By considering
all operations on shared resources equal in the access time required to
complete a certain degree of pessimism is introduced in access costs
calculations. This is especially true for hardware resources common in
real-time systems, such as non-volatile memories. In this chapter the
problem nature has been analysed and the basis for a generics solution
for FIFO spin-waiting protocols have been provided.

Then, the support for nested resource accesses has been addressed.
Common approaches to nested resources policy accesses have been
reviewed and the need for supporting fine grained locking has been
identified. Then, the consequences of that support have been analysed,
with particular attention to the effects on MrsP helping mechanism.
A set of rules have been defined regulating the addressed support and
certain properties have been demonstrated for the resulting model.
Among these properties is an access cost calculation equation that has
a similar structure as that of non-nested shared resources and allows
the previously presented heterogeneous resource access cost analysis
to be applied.

With the complete task and resource model defined an improved
scheduling analysis is attempted. This new analysis maintains a sim-
ilar form to that of the sufficient MrsP response time analysis, but
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separating the spin delay from the task worst case execution time.
This, in combination with a method to calculate the maximum num-
ber of resource access requests a task can issue during a time frame,
enables the spin delay due to a given remote access request not to
be accounted for more than once on a task response time calculation.
Now, each possible remote access request can only cause to a task
either a direct spin delay (the task spin-waits for the resource), or
an indirect spin delay if it is a higher priority task which spin waits
for the resource (increasing the interference generated by that higher
priority task). This contrasts with the previous approach of consid-
ering that a remote processor can issue an infinite number of access
requests thus pessimistically assuming a full FIFO queue on each ac-
cess request. The efficiency of the analysis is further increased by
considering the specific access time for each resource access request
for both the analysed and remote tasks requests, as introduced in the
first contribution. This improved analysis is then extended to support
the analysis of nested resource accesses. This includes the means to
calculate a safe upper bound on the overhead of tasks migrations as
part of the helping mechanism.

Finally, two specific approaches to semi-partitioned systems using
MrsP are outlined. Although in the previous contributions a fully par-
titioned system is considered, tasks under MrsP are allowed to migrate
during resource accesses. As a consequence any MrsP implementation
has to support tasks migrations. In that case, semi-partitioned sys-
tems can be implemented, alleviating the allocation problem by split-
ting the computation time associated to a task among a number of
processors. A set of rules for the safe splitting of tasks under MrsP is
given, followed by two specific possible implementations.

The next chapter is devoted to the evaluation of the protocol by
applying it to a real space mission. The system will be first described
and then studied for a classic monocore implementation, and then for
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a triplecore platform, controlling the resource sharing with MSRP and
MrsP, respectively. How the proposed extensions are used is detailed
during the analysis, and then the results are compared and conclusions
drawn.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

In this section an evaluation of the MrsP protocol, with the improve-
ments proposed in this thesis, is presented. This evaluation consists in
the timing analysis study of an academic satellite, UPMSat-2. While
the already published MrsP work has mainly addressed the protocol
evaluation by comparing its performance against relevant protocols
using synthetic workloads [36, 69, 138, 116], in this document the
scheduling analysis of a real system will be addressed.

6.1 Case Study: UPMSat-2

6.1.1 Overview

UPMSat-2 [52] is a micro-satellite mission which is being developed
by several research groups within UPM together with some industrial
partners. Its main objective is to serve as a technology demonstrator,
and it is being widely used to evaluate research developments [122].
It will serve, as well, to achieve the highest qualification of different
industrial products being carried on-board as part of the satellite main
subsystems or experiments.
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The satellite is characterized by its 50 kg of mass, with an envelope
measuring 0.5×0.5×0.6 m (figure 6.1). It is envisaged to follow a low
Earth noon sun-synchronous polar orbit [59], at an altitude of 700 km
and 98 min period. This orbit presents an expected eclipse time of
36 min. With this orbit, the satellite will have two periods of visibility
per day of 10 min each from its main ground station at UPM facilities
in Madrid.

Figure 6.1: Overview of the satellite platform. Taken from [77]

During its two years of expected life span it will conduct differ-
ent active and passive experiments. These experiments encompass
the qualification of a set of devices from industrial partners, the vali-
dation of different techniques, methods and algorithms, as well as the
observation of relevant parameters of the low Earth orbit environment
and their effect on state of the art materials and parts for space use.

The data gathered during these experiments, along with house-
keeping telemetry and telecommand messages will be exchanged dur-
ing the mentioned periods of visibility using a dual radio link in
the VHF 400 MHz and 436 MHz bands with transfer rates ranging
from 1200 bauds to 9600 bauds depending on the frequency band and
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weather conditions. The packet format is based on the CCSDS/PUS
format adopted by the European Space Agency and defined in the
ECSS-E-70-41C [58] standard over an AX.25 data link layer[22].

6.1.2 Monocore Design

Hardware design

The UPMSat-2 platform design is depicted in figure 6.2. Power is
provided to the platform by a Saft 6S4P battery made up of four
sets of six VES16 Li-Ion cells connected in parallel. This battery has
a capacity of 18 Ah and provides a voltage between 17.4 and 24.3 V
depending on the charging state. The battery life span is expected
to be of up to 12 years, far longer than the mission expected life
span (time required to complete all the experiments carried on board).
Batteries are charged by means of solar panels, placed around the four
lateral sides of the satellite, as well as half of the upper side. These
solar panels are made up of arrays of SPVS X5 modules from Selex
Galileo, comprised of 3G-28% solar cells from Azur Space.

The Electronic BOX (EBOX) or On Board Data Handling (OBDH)
system is the main control system of the satellite. It is comprised of six
blade slots interconnected by means of a back panel. The master one
is the On Board Computer (OBC) which controls the other blades. On
it, a LEON3 processor is implemented on a radiation-hardened FPGA
with multiple interfaces to interact with other boards and devices:
3 UARTs, SPI and I2C ports as well as 112 digital I/O ports. It
also includes interval and watchdog timers, 4 MB of RAM and 2 MB
of EEPROM memory, all connected to the Central Processing Unit
(CPU) via an AMBA bus. The LEON3 processor clock runs at 20 MHz
and the processor chip includes 16 KB of instruction and data cache
respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Overview of the satellite hardware systems. Taken from [77]
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The LEON family of processors are based on the SPARC-V8 archi-
tecture with a RISC instruction set. With a 32-bit CPU the processor
was first developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) and then
continued by Cobham Gaisler from LEON3 model onwards. It is dis-
tributed as a synthesizable VHDL model to be used in System-on-Chip
(SoC) developments.

LEON3 processors have a seven-stage pipeline and symmetric mul-
tiprocessing (SMP) support that allows multiprocessor designs, as will
be discussed in section 6.1.3. As mentioned before, the OBC board
has a set of interfaces for which a number of GRLIB cores have been
also synthesized: 32-bit PROM and SRAM controllers, SPI and I2C
controllers, three UART cores (one used for programming and de-
bugging purposes), a modular timer unit and an interrupt controller.
Finally a set of four general purpose I/O port controllers have also
been synthesized handling up to 32 signals each.

The OBC board commands the other boards in the EBOX by means
of a back panel which is notionally the EBOX data bus. The OBC
can only interact with one of the boards at a time (except for the
Communications board). As a result and as will be detailed later,
access to the boards needs to be carefully synchronized.

The DAS (standing for Data Acquisition Subsystem) board is mainly
comprised of an analog to digital converters (ADC) and the required
wiring and multiplexing. As the converter only has 8 different input
channels, a 3-bit multiplexor has been implemented to support up to
64 analog signals. The sets of signals and their measured magnitude
are detailed in table 6.1. Each kind of signal is measured by a spe-
cific device converting the studied magnitude to a range between 0 V
and 5 V and the ADC outputs a 12-bits representation of this voltage
via SPI. Then the OBC converts back the measured voltage to each
engineering value applying a specific transfer function for each signal.

The PSU (standing for Power Supply Unit) board supplies power
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Table 6.1: Analog signal groups.
Magnitude Signal group

Temperature

Battery temperatures
PSU Temperatures
Solar Panel Temperatures
OBC Temperatures
Magnetometer temperatures
Magnetorquer temperatures
EBOX temperatures
RW temperatures
MTS temperatures

Voltage
Battery voltages
PSU voltages

Current
PSU currents
PDU currents
Solar Panel currents

Magnetic Field Magnetometer output
Solar radiation Solar sensor outputs

to the OBC and other boards. Directly connected to the batteries also
enables monitoring the battery charge by means of 3 digital signals
each of them standing for High, Low or Critical charge level. There
is an implicit Nominal charge level when no other level is signalised.
The board has a watchdog timer implemented by a capacitor, which
can reset the whole platform in case of a software or hardware error.
To avoid this, a digital signal is to be kept low by the OBC for at least
5 ms each 200 ms. Otherwise, a 24 s capacitor starts draining. When
the capacitor is completely drained, the satellite enters a hibernation
mode, in which all systems are powered off to allow the batteries to
be recharged. Finally, it also has a mission clock, which is started
at the separation from the launcher and is kept powered even during
hibernations. This clock is directly connected to the OBC via a SPI
bus (so it does not require the PSU board to be selected for operation
on the back panel).

The PDU (standing for Power Distribution Unit) board is in charge
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of controlling which devices are powered during the mission. Some
supplies are to be activated at start time, such as the radio board,
the Attitude Control System (ACS) devices or the temperature sen-
sors. Some others are used just eventually during the experiments
and powered specifically at that time. Finally, the ACS actuators are
manipulated twice every 2 s, once to set the actuation and once to
deactivate it (the actuation consists in powering the actuators with
positive or negative supply).

Finally, the communications board or HWComm has its own direct
link to the OBC via a UART serial line at 38400 bauds. Via this link
it can be configured or commanded to send telemetry messages. The
board also sends via this serial line the telecommand messages when
they are received. The radio equipment is half duplex, so a specific
protocol has been defined to synchronize the transmission windows
with the mission ground station (GS).

The satellite orientation with respect to the Earth is controlled by
a specific subsystem, the Attitude Control System (ACS). This sys-
tem has two kinds of sensors: a set of two magnetometers from SSBV
Aerospace (MGM) that determine the magnetic field around the satel-
lite on each of the three axis, and a set of solar cells from IES/UPM,
that quantify the amount of solar radiation received on each axis. The
former are used for the nominal control as well as for different exper-
iments, while the latter are only used for experimental procedures.
For the actuation, the ACS system also has two different devices: the
nominal attitude is controlled via a set of three magnetorquers (MGT)
from ZARM Technik AG that generate a magnetic field that, inter-
acting with the Earth magnetic field produce a torque; and a reaction
wheel (RW) from SSBV, which, by changing its rotational speed gen-
erates a counter reaction, rotating the satellite proportionally. As well
as the solar cells, the reaction wheel will only be used to conduct ACS
experiments.
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Figure 6.3: Overview of the Attitude Control System.
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Software design

The UPMSat-2 on-board software has been designed aiming to repli-
cate the defined subsystems from the mission perspective into software
packages encapsulating their related functionality. In this regard, the
requirements identified in the software system specification require-
ments baseline document [51] have been assigned to software subsys-
tems in the technical specification, according to the kind of mission
goal fulfilled. As depicted in figure 6.4, eight higher level software
packages have been identified.

Apart from the BasicTypes module, which only contains type spec-
ifications, all software subsystems follow the structure depicted in fig-
ure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Overview of the onboard software design.

Figure 6.5: Generic subsystem software design.
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Figure 6.6: UPMSat-2 operating modes. Taken from [51]
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The Manager subsystem is in charge of controlling the satellite
general behaviour, by means of the operating mode managing. The
satellite has eight operating modes defined for flight, as shown in fig-
ure 6.6. While the on-board computer is inactive in the Launch and
Latency modes, each software subsystem has a defined behaviour for
each of the remaining modes. The manager subsystem is in charge of
maintaining the appropriate operating mode according to the mission
definition based on the events detected on-board, as well as on the
telecommands received from the mission control on ground. It is also
in charge of the proper synchronization of the initialization and com-
missioning procedures, as well as logging any relevant event detected
on-board, to be later sent to ground.

Figure 6.7: Attitude Control System cycle. Taken from [135]
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The Attitude Control System (ACS) is in charge of maintaining
the proper satellite attitude with respect to the Earth. The struc-
ture is that of a traditional control loop: sense, control, actuate. The
control algorithm is based on an innovative modification of the B -dot
strategy [48] implemented on a Simulink model, from which the source
code of the ACS algorithms has been generated automatically [86, 67].
The implementation and timing analysis of this subsystem has been
thoroughly reviewed and published, including its overall design [135],
worst-case execution time measurement using dynamic [66] and static
methods [70], as well as the schedulability analysis of the involved
tasks [134]. These tasks must take 5 magnetic field measurements
for each axis and magnetometer during the first second of the control
loop (each measurement separated by 200 ms as shown in figure 6.7),
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calculate the control (green task in figure 6.7) and finally actuate on
the attitude by means of the magnetorquers. As explained in [134],
the magnetorquers are controlled using a Pulse-Width Modulation
(PWM) mechanism. Thus, it is required that the task controlling the
actuation is activated once following the control task completion to
start the pulse on each magnetorquer and then up to three times to
finish the actuation on each magnetorquer. As the control algorithm
only produces pulse widths of [0, 200, 300, 400, 500] ms, the longest ac-
tivation offset can be of 500 ms.

The Telemetry and Telecommand subsystem (TTC) is in charge of
handling the communications between the ground and flight segments.
As part of this duty the TTC controls the communication hardware
behaviour by means of the HWComm package interface, as shown in
figure 6.4. Following the protocol outlined in figure 6.8, the commu-
nication between both segments is initiated by the ground segment
sending an initial Openlink message periodically close to the expected
visibility start time on each pass. When the satellite first detects this
message, it answers with a Hello message carrying the most up-to-date
available data from the mission clock value, analog and digital signals,
as well as the current operating mode and battery status. Then, the
ground station transmits the programmed telecommands, signalling
its end of transmission by another Openlink message. When the satel-
lite receives this second Openlink message, it starts sending its stored
telemetry until all has been sent or the expected visibility time is con-
cluded. The received telecommands during the transmission window
can be sent to be executed at reception time or at a later time. When
the command is to be executed at a posterior time, the TTC is also re-
sponsible of holding the command until the envisaged execution time.
The delayed telecommands are backed up using the Storage subsystem
to prevent their lost upon an eventual reset of the OBC. Finally, the
TTC subsystem is also in charge of sending, each 30 s a Hello message
when not in coverage from the ground station. This message allows
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amateur radio operators to track the satellite and monitor its basic
status as well as serving as a backup communication method in case
of malfunction.

Figure 6.8: Communication protocol between ground and flight segments.

The HWComm subsystem is in charge of interfacing with the com-
munications board from Emxys. Via a UART serial line, the radio
board can receive commands as well as send the received telecom-
mands to the OBC. Among the commands the radio can receive are:
send a telemetry message, change frequency band, change the trans-
mission baud rate, start, stop and configure a beacon message or read
back the current configuration. When commanded, the radio equip-
ment automatically sends back an ACK message with optional re-
sponse values as for the configuration request. These ACK messages
are sent back to the OBC when the requested operation has been
performed. While a simple configuration message can be processed al-
most instantly by the radio, sending a long telemetry message at the
lowest transmission speed (including the synchronization head and
tail flags) can delay more than 1500 ms. In order to detect and min-
imize the effects of a malfunction of the radio board (in particular
not receiving any message back), as well as to avoid wasting proces-
sor time by polling the response, a self-suspension delay is performed
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Figure 6.9: Dynamic architecture of the Telemetry and Telecommand subsystem.

after sending a message. This delay depends on the kind of command
sent (configuration or telemetry) as well as on the transmission speed
set (1200 bauds or 9600 bauds). The HWComm also implements the
interpretation of the information received from the radio equipment
via the UART line. It can be of three types: an ACK message as
mentioned before (optionally carrying extra information), a NACK
message or a telecommand message. This interpretation can be done
thanks to the delimiters placed by the radio board as well as on the
data carried on each kind of messages.

The Platform subsystem is in charge of controlling the proper status
and behaviour of the satellite hardware (or platform). It is in charge
of periodically polling the analog and digital satellite signals to both
log them to be sent to ground as well as to check if the values are in
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the expected range or status. If not, an event message is produced and
sent to the manager, which is in control of the state transition logic
(e.g. go to Safe mode when the low battery signal is detected). Each
type of signal has its own polling period, but care has been taken in
setting them so as to yield a harmonic hyper-period, easing the timing
analysis. These periods can be changed by TC from ground. To do
so, a schedulability analysis must be carried out first to ensure that
the changes will not harm the system feasibility. It also provides an
interface for the Mission Clock to the rest of the subsystems.

The HWAccess subsystem, as its name suggests, offers a simple
interface to the platform hardware to the other subsystems. In par-
ticular, it encapsulates all accesses to the PDU, PSU and DAS boards
described in section 6.1.2. As mentioned in there, the access to these
boards is done by means of a set of digital signals that are reused for
each board. Accordingly, accesses to the auxiliary boards have to be
coordinated and made in mutual exclusion. To do so, apart from the
access to the mission clock, all access requests to the boards are done
via a protected object, as will be mentioned is section 6.1.2 where
the dynamic software architecture will be described. The HWAccess
module is also responsible for resetting the watchdog timers (WDT)
implemented on the PSU and OBC boards respectively.

Finally, the Storage subsystem provides a non-volatile storage ser-
vice to the system. On it, apart from the resident software, there
are stored the software configuration parameters of each subsystem,
the telemetry information to be sent to ground, the telecommands
pending to be executed as well as the experiments data. While the
telemetry, telecommands and experiments information are stored us-
ing classic circular buffers, the configuration parameters are stored
following a transactional model, in order to prevent data corruption.
In particular, two blocks containing the configuration data are kept,
one up to date and another ready to be updated by request. When
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Table 6.2: Non-volatile memory configuration.
Data Type Block Size Number of blocks
Configuration Parameters 512 B 8
Pending TCs 512 B 8
Events & Errors TM 128 B 485
Experiments TM 128 B 1,500
Housekeeping TM 128 B 2,047

an update is requested, the latter block is written. Upon a successful
write operation, a master block is written updating the up to date
block identification. As only one change is allowed at a time on that
block, an error writing the block (such as an OBC reset) would just
not update the updated block ID and keep the previous one, and a
new update request would be required. As mentioned before, the non-
volatile memory chip is a 2 MB EEPROM device. This device supports
byte addressing, as well as block-oriented write operations. As write
operations require a wait time of 15 ms after a successful write, writ-
ing by blocks highly improves the bandwidth and overall efficiency of
the system. Blocks can be defined of up to 1024 B by the user (in
fact, blocks are just an abstraction since they are not implemented in
any way in the hardware, i.e. a block is nothing more than a starting
address and length definition). Table 6.2 presents the block size and
number of blocks reserved for each kind of information.

Real-time architecture

The satellite and subsystem behaviour described above has been im-
plemented in Ada using the restricted Ravenscar profile described in
section 2.2.7. In it, a set of periodic and sporadic tasks concurrently
execute to perform the defined operations with a bounded response
time. Task dispatching is decided among available tasks using fixed
priorities, and coordination among tasks is obtained using shared re-
sources. These shared resources have a set of constraints to ensure
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timing predictability as well as to avoid concurrence issues such as
deadlocks or starvation. In particular, and relevant to the UPMSat-
2 software, shared resources under the Ravenscar profile can only be
guarded by one entry barrier, and only one task can be blocked at a
time on a given barrier, as mentioned in section 2.2.7.

The translation into tasks of the behaviour defined in section 6.1.2
is shown in table 6.3, where task names, release patterns (periodic or
sporadic), priorities and the related subsystems are listed.

Due to different constraints, as well as to better mimic the encapsu-
lating engineering system, the tasks listed in table 6.3, sometimes need
to self-suspend during an activation. In order to perform an appropri-
ate timing analysis following the Ravenscar profile, an equivalent task
set has to be defined, as shown in [134], where the ACS subsystem was
analysed. In this equivalent task set other three entities have to be
taken into account. The TTC subsystem includes three Ada timing
events, which are triggered at a specific processor clock value. Ada
timing events are a way to implement this behaviour without the need
of a full-fledged task. However, they have a downside, which is that
they are required to be executed at the highest priority in the system.
The events handled this way are:

• The expiration of the visibility time expected for each coverage
period. After this time the satellite must stop sending TM mes-
sages.

• An excessive time has elapsed since the last contact with the
ground station. This time has been set to be of two days. The
satellite must change to Beacon mode to ease its detection on
ground.

• A deferred TC is to be executed. TCs will be sent to be executed
with a minimum separation of 2500 ms. Since the required release
time is represented as a mission clock values, i.e. as a number of
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250 ms of resolution, the minimum inter-arrival time of two con-
secutive deferred TC events has been set to 2000 ms (intentionally
the same as the TCs sent to be executed immediately).

The resulting equivalent task set is listed in table 6.4.

As mentioned before, the Ravenscar model allows data-oriented
synchronization among tasks by means of shared resources. As identi-
fied in sections 2.2.6 and 4, shared resources have a heavy influence on
the scheduling analysis. Under the Ravenscar profile, shared resources
cause two main effects to tasks: they can increase the active priority
of a task, reducing the set of tasks that can preempt them (and poten-
tially causing arrival blocking to those tasks), and can block tasks on
entry barriers until the barrier condition is satisfied. Accordingly, the
study of the shared resources behaviour is as necessary as that of the
system tasks to perform a proper schedulability analysis. Table 6.5
identifies the UPMSat-2 software shared resources.
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6.1. Case Study: UPMSat-2

Table 6.3: UPMSat-2 task set.
Subsystem Task Pattern Priority Period / MIT Deadline
OBSW OBSW S First -

Manager
CM Handler S Last-10 -
TC Handler S Last-5 2000 ms
EV Handler S Last-6 2000 ms

Platform Housekeeping Task P Last-7 1000 ms 500 ms

Hwaccess
Wdt Fpga P First+1 5000 ms 2500 ms

Wdt Psu P First+2 250 ms 125 ms

TTC
TM Nominal Task S Last-9 1800 ms 15000 ms

TM Basic Task P Last-8 30000 ms
TC Receiver Task S Last-4 2000 ms

HWComm Radio Listener S Last-3 2000 ms

ADC
Sensor Task P Last 2000 ms 1000 ms

Control Task P Last-1 2000 ms 1000 ms
Actuator task P Last-2 2000 ms 1000 ms
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6.1. Case Study: UPMSat-2

Table 6.5: UPMSat-2 shared resources.
Subsystem Protected Object Priority

Manager

Commissioning 8
Event Buffer 14
Command Buffer 14
Mode 8

Platform

Configuration (Platform) 8
Table 8
Ebox Access 13
I2C Access 14
Buffer 14

ACS

MGM Data 13
MGM Signals 13
MGT 12
Parameters 13

TTC

Visibility Timer 14
Lost Communications Timer 14
Deferred Timers 14
Configuration (TTC) 14
Sync 10
TM Basic 9
TM Nominal 9
Receive Pool 10

Storage

Configuration Parameters 14
Storage Buffer 14
Backwards Storage Buffer 8
EEPROM 14
EEPROM Update 14
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6.1. Case Study: UPMSat-2

6.1.3 Multicore Design

During an early development phase, a prototype dual-core platform
was built for research purposes. In particular, this platform was used
to exercise different techniques and procedures for the development
of strict real-time systems over multi-processor platforms, based on
virtualization[2].

This platform was later expanded to a three core system, based on
a Virtex-5 FPGA. This board has been synthesized to mimic as close
as possible the UPMSat-2 real hardware performance (apart from the
number computing units).

While in previous work the dual-core design was suggested isolating
the TTC subsystem on one core and assigning the rest of the software
pieces to the other core, this approach later revealed to present relevant
drawbacks. The most notable one is that, while the system design
was aimed to provide better response times to the TTC related jobs
and thus improve the amount of data that could be transmitted to
ground, the TTC assigned core would be almost idle during the out-
of-coverage periods, which span more than the 98% of the time. Other
drawbacks include the relatively low CPU utilization by the TTC even
during coverage periods, as the transmission and propagation times
are orders of magnitude higher than the TTC computation times.
Finally, other subsystems proved to be more sensitive to the response
time behaviour and precision, but drawing no evident benefit from the
new multiprocessor platform. A paradigmatic example is the ACS,
which strictly depends on the timely data acquisition and actuation
but whose response times were only marginally improved by the extra
computation unit.

As a result, for the three core approach, a new task allocation has
been proposed. This new allocation reserves one core for the two
most CPU time demanding subsystems, the ACS and the Platform
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6.1. Case Study: UPMSat-2

subsystems. The remaining Manager, TTC, HWComm, and Storage
subsystems are allocated to the third CPU, as shown in figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10: UPMSat-2 3-core task allocation scheme.

This new allocation reduces both the processor contention for the
isolated subsystems and the interference suffered by the other tasks.
This, however comes with a cost as has been already discussed: now
accesses to shared resources have to be specifically coordinated among
cores. In particular, the access to the shared hardware devices becomes
a relevant issue. While the HWAccess module is required (during
nominal operation) by the ACS and Platform Subsystems, the Storage
module is required by almost all other subsystems, allocated among
the three cores. The effect of this sharing will be analysed in detail for
both MrsP and MSRP approaches in sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.

6.1.4 Timing Data Acquisition

The timing data used for this evaluation has been acquired using dif-
ferent tools of the Rapita Verification Suite (RVS)1 toolset.

The Rapita Verification Suite is a dynamic execution time analysis

1http://www.rapitasystems.com/products/rvs
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6.2. Analysis of a Mono Core Implementation

set of tools. The analysis is based on the execution trace acquisition
by executing the code to be analysed on the real platform and its post-
processing offline to compute worst-case execution values. Traces and
the analysis can be generated thanks to a previous static analysis
of the code structure, which generates a system model, that is used
to add instrumentation points at relevant points of the code. The
mentioned post-processing consists in analysing the trace (succession
of time-stamped instrumentation points) generated at execution time.
The result of the analysis is a WCET profile, with probabilistic data,
for each identified block during the static analysis.

In addition to performing measurement-based execution-time anal-
ysis, the RVS also includes other tools that have been used during the
evaluation. In particular the coverage tool reports provide information
on which blocks have been tested and which not, and for those that
have been tested, it reports the number of executions and statistics of
those executions.

Finally, the rapitask feature has been of great help to fully understand
the task interaction and concurrence on such a relatively complex sys-
tem.

6.2 Analysis of a Mono Core Implementation

Given the design and real-time architecture defined in section 6.1.2,
the monoprocessor schedulability analysis can be done using the re-
sponse time analysis techniques introduced in section 2.2.6. Since this
is a mature technique, and the reasoning on the system design leading
to these results has been already addressed, only relevant details will
be presented.
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6.2. Analysis of a Mono Core Implementation

Out-of-coverage phase analysis

As mentioned earlier, the satellite is most of the time out of coverage
from a ground station. During this phase, the satellite communica-
tions are reduced to sending a basic message every 30 s. However, it
cannot be excluded that the satellite might receive data from the TTC.
This data can be received as a result of a radio hardware malfunction,
or a malicious message reception, among others. In the worst case,
this data might be considered a TC by the first filter at the Radio Listener

and then discarded (as not being authenticated) by the TC Receiver Task.
The minimum inter-arrival time for such event will be considered to
be of 2 s since, among other considerations, this value is close to the
transmission time of the smallest amount of data that could be consid-
ered to be TC by the TTC board and Radio Listener filters. The response
time analysis for this phase is presented in table 6.6.

Telecommands phase analysis

The telecommands phase begins when the satellite receives an Openlink

message from ground. During this phase, no telemetry is sent, result-
ing on a lower blocking for high-priority tasks, as shown in table 6.7.

Telemetry phase analysis

After the successful transmission of the programmed telecommands,
the ground station sends a second Openlink message to signal the satel-
lite that it can start transmitting the stored TM. The response time
analysis is shown in table 6.8.
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Summary

The presented response time values show that, while the TTC active
tasks change for each phase, their influence in higher priority tasks is
low when compared with the execution time of those higher priority
tasks. However, considering implicit deadlines for every task in the
system, response time values of two tasks require specific attention.

One of them is the Housekeeping Task. Response times of this task
range between 862.459 ms and 967.649 ms, while its period if of 1000 ms.
Although below the implicit deadline, these values are too close to it,
specially when considering that the worst-case execution time of that
task is of 324.700 ms, roughly a third of the mentioned response time
values. This is mainly due to the high interference suffered from higher
priority tasks.

The other task to be mentioned is the Wdt Psu. In this case, if
an implicit deadline is considered, its response times ranging between
862.659 ms and 1370.812 ms would make the task unschedulable. How-
ever, due to hardware implementation details that are out of the scope
of this thesis this task can be considered as a soft real-time task, for
which the presented analysis yields a tolerable number and frequency
of deadline misses. It would be anyway desirable to reduce those re-
sponse times below the task period.

6.3 Analysis of a Triple Core Implementation Us-

ing MSRP

The scheduling analysis of a triple core implementation of the UPMSat-
2 implemented using MSRP will be presented in this section. The
analysis will address the telecommands phase of the satellite, as it
comprises all the relevant aspects to be addressed. The other two
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phases can be studied using the same approach and techniques that
will be used here.

To perform such analysis, a preliminary response time analysis has
been carried out. This analysis will serve for the first iteration calcu-
lations of the global contention for access to shared resources accesses,
as will be explained below. This analysis is shown in table 6.9.
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First iteration

Core 0

Core 0 analysis is relatively simple, since it only hosts one task, so no
interference or arrival blocking can occur. Since only one activation
per task is allowed at any given time, the only perturbation to the
Housekeeping Task is the shared resources synchronization. Table 6.10
summarizes the Housekeeping Task shared resource usage per worst-case
activation.

Then, for each shared resource, the usage from all other tasks has to
be analysed. During the TC phase, the Manager.Event Buffer is accessed as
described by table 6.11. As can be seen the resource is accessed from 2
different cores, i.e |map(G(Manager.Event Buffer))| = 2. This implies that,
in the worst case, each access can suffer at most 1 request spin delay (a
request coming from the other core). The general access cost is then
eManager.Event Buffer = 2 × 0.026 ms = 0.052 ms. However, given task
periods, consider this access cost for all Housekeeping Task requests would
be pessimistic, since tasks from Core 2 only issue up to 6 access re-
quests during a Housekeeping Task activation. As a result, the worst case
spin delay suffered by Housekeeping Task while accessing Manager.Event Buffer

under MSRP is 5× 0.026 ms + 1× 0.025 ms = 0.155 ms.

The Platform.Configuration shared resource usage is summarized in ta-
ble 6.12. In this case, the resource is accessed from two processors
(Core 0 and Core 2). The access from the TC Handler includes a nested
access to the EEPROM memory shared resource. The EEPROM resource
can be accessed via nested calls from Core 0 and Core 2. As a re-
sult, it might seem that each access could lead to spin delay. However
the only task that can cause spin delay to the TC Handler accessing the
EEPROM is the Housekeeping Task. Thus considering that transitive block-
ing for the Housekeeping Task is clearly pessimistic, as the Housekeeping Task

cannot be accessing the EEPROM and spinning to access the Platform.
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Table 6.10: Housekeeping Task resource usage.
Resource Interface n WCET
Manager.Event Buffer Put 23 0.026 ms
Platform.Configuration Is Enable 22 0.025 ms

Platform.Table
Save 1 31.498 ms
Set State 22 0.025 ms
Set Value 56 0.025 ms

Ebox.Ebox Access
Get 47 3.900 ms
Is Enabled 44 0.381 ms
Battery warnings 1 0.040 ms

I2C.I2C Access Mission Clock 1 0.831 ms
ACS.MGM Data Get 1 0.147 ms

Table 6.11: Manager.Event Buffer resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
Core 0 Housekeeping Task Put 23 0.026 ms ∅

Core 2

TC Handler Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
EV Handler Get 1 0.025 ms ∅
Manager.Mode Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
TC Receiver Task Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
Lost Communication TE Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
Deferred timers.Schedule Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
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Table 6.12: Platform.Configuration resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
Core 0 Housekeeping Task Is Enable 22 0.025 ms ∅
Core 2 TC Handler Enable/Disable 1 15.660 ms EEPROM

Table 6.13: Platform.Table resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources

Core 0 Housekeeping Task
Save 1 31.498 ms 2 ·EEPROM
Set State 22 0.025 ms ∅
Set Value 56 0.025 ms ∅

Core 2 Manager.Mode Set Op Mode 1 0.025 ms ∅

Configuration at the same time. As a result, the TC Handler can only delay
the Housekeeping Task as much as its own access time. In consequence,
the spin delay suffered due to accessing the Platform.Configuration resource
is 15.660 ms due to the TC Handler remote access.

Regarding the Platform.Table resource, it is only accessed by Housekeeping Task

and the Mode shared resources as described by table 6.13. The Mode

resource is, in turn, accessed by the TC Handler and EV Handler when a
satellite operating mode change is to be logged in the system state
table. As a result, the Set Operating Mode interface can be accessed twice
per Housekeeping Task activation, causing as much as 2 × 0.025 ms =
0.050 ms of spin delay. The access to the Platform.Table can also cause
spin delay to the Housekeeping Task due to its Save access, which triggers
two write accesses to the EEPROM memory. Since, as previously
described, the EEPROM memory is accessed also by Core 2 tasks,
each access can suffer a spin delay equal to a write access cost, i.e.
2 × 15.500 ms = 31.000 ms. As a result, the total spin delay due to
accessing the Platform.Table is 31.050 ms.

The Ebox.Ebox Access resource is, as can be seen in table 6.14, ac-
cessed from the three cores. The spin delay caused by Core 2 comes
only from task WDT PSU, but this task has a period smaller than the
Housekeeping Task response time. In this case, the number of times it
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can cause spin delay to Housekeeping Task is to be calculated using equa-
tion 5.17, where the period of study is the Housekeeping Task response
time, resulting:

NEbox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU (RHousekeeping Task) =

⌈
RHousekeeping Task

TWDT PSU

⌉
· 1 = 2

Thus, the maximum spin delay from Core 0 is 2 × 5.300 ms =
10.600 ms. Regarding spin delay due to Core 1, the ACS subsystem
behaviour has to be recalled. The ACS works in cycles of 2 s. Dur-
ing the first second the magnetic field measurements are taken by
Sensor Task (1 to 5). During the latter second the execution is calcu-
lated and performed (Control Task, PWM ON and PWM OFF (1 to 3)). As
the Housekeeping Task and ACS tasks do not have any offsets, to calcu-
late the worst possible case, the worst of the two ACS seconds is to
be taken in to account. As can be seen in table 6.14, the worst case is
clearly represented by the Sensor Tasks (first second of the ACS cycle).
Again, using equation 5.17 we can calculate the spin delay suffer ac-
cessing each interface. In this case, the periodicity of requests to be
considered is not the period of each equivalent Sensor Task but the off-
sets between them. Then, the Get interface causes spin delay as much
as:

N
Ebox.Ebox Access(Get)
Sensor Tasks (RHousekeeping Task) =

⌈
RHousekeeping Task

OffsetSensor Tasks

⌉
· 9

= 18

times per Housekeeping Task activation, yielding 18×3.900 ms = 70.200 ms.
In the same way, the spin delay caused by the Is Enabled interface is:

N
Ebox.Ebox Access(Is Enabled)
Sensor Tasks (RHousekeeping Task) =

⌈
RHousekeeping Task

OffsetSensor Tasks

⌉
· 4

= 8
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Table 6.14: Ebox.Ebox Access resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources

Core 0 Housekeeping Task
Get 47 3.900 ms ∅
Is Enabled 44 0.381 ms ∅
Battery Warnings 1 0.040 ms ∅

Core 1
Sensor Tasks (x5)

Get 9 3.900 ms ∅
Is Enabled 4 0.381 ms ∅

PWM ON Actuate MGT 3 0.414 ms ∅
PWM OFF (x3) Actuate MGT 3 0.414 ms ∅

Core 2 WDT PSU Reset WDT 1 5.300 ms ∅

Table 6.15: I2C.I2C Access resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
Core 0 Housekeeping Task Mission Clock 1 0.831 ms ∅

Core 2
TC Handler Mission Clock 1 0.831 ms ∅
EV Handler Mission Clock 1 0.831 ms ∅

times per activation or 8× 0.381 ms = 3.048 ms.

The access to the Mission Clock via the I2C bus is affected by the
usage of the resource from Core 0, as can be seen in table 6.15. As
|map(G(I2C.I2C Access))| = 2, each access can only suffer 1 spin delay
from the remote processor. As the Housekeeping Task only accesses the
Mission Clock once per activation, the spin delay suffered is 1×0.831 ms =
0.831 ms.

Finally, the spin delay due to accessing to the ACS.MGM Data is equal
to the access time of the ACS Sensor Task 5 as is the only remote task
accessing the resource, as can be seen in table 6.16, i.e. 0.147 ms.

With these results, the response time of the Housekeeping Task under

Table 6.16: ACS.MGM Data resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
Core 0 Housekeeping Task Get 1 0.147 ms ∅
Core 1 Sensor Task 5 Put 1 0.147 ms ∅
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Table 6.17: Housekeeping Task spin delay suffered under MSRP. First iteration.
Resource Spin Delay WCET Access Cost
Manager.Event Buffer 0.155 ms 0.598 ms 0.753 ms
Platform.Configuration 15.660 ms 0.550 ms 16.210 ms
Platform.Table 31.050 ms 33.448 ms 64.498 ms
Ebox.Ebox Access 83.848 ms 200.104 ms 283.652 ms
I2C.I2C Access 0.831 ms 0.831 ms 1.662 ms
ACS.MGM Data 0.147 ms 0.147 ms 0.294 ms

Total 131.691 ms 235.678 ms 367.369 ms

MSRP can be calculated as the sum of its WCET plus the spin delay
suffered summarized in table 6.17:

RHousekeeping Task = 324.700 ms + 131.391 ms = 456.091 ms

Core 1

The analysis of Core 1 is rather similar to Core 0. Although the
equivalent task set shown in table 6.4 shows up to 10 equivalent tasks
related with the ACS subsystem, in practice they can be analysed as
a whole for most regards. As explained in section 6.1.2, activations
of ACS tasks cannot overlap by construction and thus do not cause
themselves arrival blocking or interference. As a result, without con-
sidering accesses to globally shared resources, ACS response times are
equal to their WCET values.

The ACS shared resource usage is rather simple, as can be seen
in table 6.18. It only accesses the Ebox.Ebox Access resource to interact
with the external devices (magnetometer sensors and magnetorquers
for the actuation), the ACS.Parameters to consistently update its configu-
ration and ACS.MGM Data to share the magnetometer readings with the
Housekeeping Task. It has local shared resources to coordinate its inter-
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Table 6.18: ACS tasks resource usage.
Task Resource Interface n WCET

Sensor Tasks
Ebox.Ebox Access

Get 9 3.900 ms
Is Enabled 4 0.381 ms

ACS.Parameters Get Calibration 1 0.026 ms
Sensor Task 5 ACS.MGM Data Put 1 0.147 ms
Control Task ACS.Parameters Get Control 1 0.026 ms
Actuator Tasks Ebox.Ebox Access Actuate MGT 3 0.040 ms

nal execution and to pass the required data among tasks, but since all
execute on the same processor they do not affect the timing analysis.

All Sensor Tasks access the Ebox.Ebox Access resource 13 times per ac-
tivation (9 to the Get interface and 4 to the Is Enabled interface). As
was presented in table 6.14 the resource is accessed from the other two
cores. From Core 2 it is accessed by the WDT PSU once each 250 ms
only interfering once per Sensor Task activation. On Core 0 it is accessed
by the Housekeeping Task. From all it accesses, the most time consuming
one is the Get access performed up to 47 times per activation. As a
result, the worst-case spin delay caused by Core 0 is 13× 3.900 ms. In
total, the 13 accesses to the Ebox.Ebox Access can cause to Sensor Tasks up
to 1 × 5.300 ms + 13 × 3.900 ms = 56.000 ms of spin delay. Further-
more, task Sensor Task 5 also accesses the ACS.MGM Data resource also
shared with the Housekeeping Task. As shown previously in table 6.16,
this access can generate an extra spin delay of 0.147 ms to that specific
activation of the Sensor Task 5.

The Actuator Tasks access the Ebox.Ebox Access up to three times each
activation. Following the same reasoning as previously, the spin delay
suffered per activation is 1× 5.300 ms + 3× 3.900 ms = 17.000 ms.

Finally, both the Sensor Tasks and Control Task access the resource ACS

.Parameters, also shared with the TC Handler task, as shown in table 6.19.
As a result, each sensor and control task can suffer one spin delay of
0.026 ms due to accesses from Core 2.
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Table 6.19: ACS.Parameters resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources

Core 1
Sensor Tasks Get Calibration 1 0.026 ms ∅
Control Task Get Control 1 0.026 ms ∅

Core 2 TC Handler
Get Calibration 1 0.026 ms ∅
Get Control 1 0.026 ms ∅
Put 1 0.024 ms ∅

Table 6.20: ACS tasks spin delay suffered under MSRP.
Task Resource Spin Delay WCET Access Cost

Sensor Tasks
Ebox.Ebox Access 56.000 ms 36.624ms 92.624 ms
ACS.Parameters 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms

Total 56.026 ms 36.650 ms 92.676 ms

Sensor Task 5
ACS.MGM Data +0.147 ms +0.147 ms +0.294 ms

Total 56.173 ms 36.997 ms 92.970 ms
Control Task ACS.Parameters 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms
Actuator Tasks Ebox.Ebox Access 17.000 ms 0.120 ms 17.120 ms

The spin delay suffered by the ACS tasks is summarized in ta-
ble 6.20. These values do not push the response time of any task over
the 250 ms, what would increase the spin delay suffered due to the
WDT PSU task, so there is no need to reiterate on the calculations.

Core 2

The analysis of Core 2, which hosts the remaining tasks is somehow
more complex: as more than one task can be concurrently active, tasks
can suffer interference and arrival blocking. Furthermore, those values
can be modified due to the spin delay suffered by other tasks. A first
iteration response time analysis was presented in table6.9.

The highest-priority executing entities allocated to Core 2 are the
Timing Event handlers Visibility Timer, Lost Comm Timer and Deferred TC Timer.
As explained before, their response time is function of the sum of their
WCET values (since they can prevent each other from executing) plus
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Table 6.21: Deferred TC Timer resource usage.
Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
Manager.Command Buffer Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
TTC.Configuration Save 1 16.283 ms ∅
Storage.TC Storage Buffer Get 1 0.548 ms ∅

Table 6.22: Lost Comm Timer resource usage.
Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
Manager.Event Buffer Put 1 0.026 ms ∅

the priority inversion suffered by lower-priority tasks resource accesses.
This worst-case arrival blocking is caused, under MSRP, by the longest
shared resource access of any lower-priority task in the system. Ini-
tially, considering each access cost equal to the resource access time,
this highest-access cost is the TTC.Configuration.Save access performed by
the Deferred TC Timer and TC Handler, of 16.283 ms.

The Visibility Timer does not access any shared resource accessed from
any other core. The Deferred TC Timer, on the contrary, accesses the
three shared resources listed in table 6.21. The Manager.Command Buffer is
not globally shared and thus causes no spin delay. The TTC.Configuration

and Storage.TC Storage Buffer are not globally shared, either. They do,
however, perform a nested access to the EEPROM memory. This
memory is also accessed by the Housekeeping Task on Core 0. As can
be seen in table 6.10, the Housekeeping Task performs two nested write
accesses to the EEPROM memory per activation, causing 15.500 ms of
spin delay each (note that the Get access can also be delayed, as reading
is not acceptable either during the EEPROM memory stabilization
period). The total spin delay suffered by the Deferred TC Timer is then
31.000 ms.

The Lost Comm Timer only accesses a remotely accessed shared re-
source, the Manager.Event Buffer to notify that contact with the ground
station has been lost. As described in table 6.11 this resource is re-
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Table 6.23: Radio Listener resource usage.
Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
HWComm.Receive Pool TC/ACK Received 1 0.094 ms ∅
UART.Modem UART Read 4 0.268 ms ∅

Table 6.24: HWComm.Receive Pool resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources

Core 2
Radio Listener TC/ACK Received 1 0.094 ms ∅
TC Receiver Task Get TC 1 0.095 ms ∅

motely accessed by the Housekeeping Task. Given its usage, the Manager.

Event Buffer causes one access spin delay to all the accessing tasks from
Core 2, adding 0.026 ms to their response times.

Regarding regular tasks, the highest-priority one among them is the
Radio Listener task. As previously indicated, it is sporadically activated
as a result of data reception from the TTC radio via a UART serial
line. The data received, if correct, is passed to higher-level tasks by
means of the HWComm.Receive Pool. The task resource usage is depicted
in table 6.23. The UART.Modem UART used to communicate with the
radio is solely used by the Radio Listener task during the TC phase, and
thus does not cause any delay.

The HWComm.Receive Pool usage is shown in table 6.24. As can be
seen, the only other access is from the TC Receiver Task that waits for
TCs to be processed. As a result, the Radio Listener does no suffer any
spin delay from HWComm.Receive Pool.

The TC Receiver Task does access some other resources, apart from
HWComm.Receive Pool as can be seen in table 6.25. One of its main du-
ties is to control the coverage periods on board, by monitoring the
reception of Openlink messages. This includes coordinating with the
TM sending tasks by means of the TTC.TM Basic and TTC.TM Nominal

shared resources. These resources are only accessed by other tasks of
the TTC subsystem (allocated on the same processor) and thus do
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not cause any spin delay. The TC Receiver Task is also in charge of re-
seting the Visibility Timer and Lost Comm Timer, whose associated timing
events are also allocated to the same processor as detailed previously,
not causing any spin delay. In the same fashion, the TC Receiver Task

is in charge of programming the delayed execution of telecommands,
by scheduling a timing event associated to the Deferred Timer shared
resource. Again, this resource is only accessed from the same core,
not causing spin delay. This process, however, includes two accesses
to shared resources with nested accesses to the EEPROM memory.
These are the TTC.Configuration Save and the Storage.TC Storage Buffer Put ac-
cesses listed in table 6.25. These accesses, under a traditional MSRP
analysis approach, would be considered to cause spin delay to the
TC Receiver Task. However, applying the holistic analysis described in
section 3.2.1 can provide a tighter, less pessimistic analysis. The no-
tion behind this analysis approach is to consider all possible shared
resources access patterns in the system that can lead to spin delay
and consider the safest worst case one. This is somehow opposite to
the traditional approach of analysing each task in an isolated way and
consider that all tasks would suffer the worst-case spin delay. As pre-
viously shown in Core 0 analysis with the Ebox.Ebox Access analysis, the
number of times the Housekeeping Task can cause Core 2 tasks spin delay
during an activation of the TC Receiver Task is:

N
EEPROM(Write)
Housekeeping Task(RTC Receiver Task) =

⌈
RTC Receiver Task

THousekeeping Task

⌉
· 2 = 2

times. This is exactly the number of times it has caused spin delay
to the higher priority Deferred TC Timer, whose spin delay is part of the
TC Receiver Task response time calculation (as interference). As a re-
sult, considering spin delay on the TC Receiver Task accesses would be
unnecessarily pessimistic.

The telecommands received to be executed immediately are passed
to the TC Handler via the Manager.Command Buffer, which, once again, does
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Table 6.25: TC Receiver Task resource usage.
Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
HWComm.Receive Pool Get TC 1 0.095 ms ∅
Manager.Event Buffer Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
Manager.Command Buffer Put 1 0.025 ms ∅
TTC.TM Basic Put 1 0.025 ms ∅
TTC.TM Nominal Put 1 0.025 ms ∅
TTC.Visibility Timer Reset 1 0.077 ms ∅
TTC.Lost Comm Timer Reset 1 0.077 ms ∅
TTC.Deferred Timer Schedule 1 4.621 ms ∅
TTC.Configuration Save 1 16.283 ms EEPROM
Storage.TC Storage Buffer Put 1 15.608 ms EEPROM

not cause spin delay. Finally, if there is any issue with the process-
ing of a TC (such as not being properly authenticated, among other
eventualities), the event is to be propagated to the Event Handler via the
Manager.Event Buffer. This resource can cause spin delay, as an be derived
from table 6.11. As can be seen in that table, an access request from
Core 2 can suffer spin wait as being issued concurrently with a request
from the Housekeeping Task. This spin is bounded to the 0.026 ms of a
Put operation on such resource.

The next task in priority order is the TC Handler that executes the
received telecommands, regardless of whether they were scheduled to
be executed immediately or at a later time. The shared resource usage
of TC Handler is expressed in table 6.26. The TC Handler is activated as
a result of the reception a command via the Manager.Command Buffer Get

interface. Then, TC Handler, depending on the satellite operating mode
decides whether the command received is to be executed (potentially
accessing a plethora of shared resources) or discarded (generating an
event to be processed by the Event Handler). In the latter case, this
implies incorporating the event to the Manager.Event Buffer. This access,
as for the TC Receiver Task can cause up to 0.026 ms of spin delay.

Regarding the TC execution, only accesses causing spin delay will
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Table 6.26: TC Handler resource usage.
Resource Interface n WCET I. Resources
Manager.Command Buffer Get 1 0.095 ms ∅
Manager.Event Buffer Put 1 0.026 ms ∅
Manager.Mode Handle 1 35.121 ms 2 ·EEPROM
Platform.Configuration Enable/Disable 1 15.660 ms EEPROM
I2C.I2C Access Mission Clock 1 0.831 ms ∅

ACS.Parameters
Get Calibration 1 0.026 ms ∅
Get Control 1 0.026 ms ∅
Put 1 0.024 ms ∅

TTC.Configuration
Set Lost Comm 1 0.025 ms ∅
Save 1 16.283 ms EEPROM

Storage.Config Param

Update Platform Conf 1 15.553 ms EEPROM
Get Platform Conf 1 0.488 ms ∅
Update ACS Conf 1 15.653 ms EEPROM
Get ACS Config 2 0.476 ms ∅

Storage.Event Buffer Put 1 15.608 ms EEPROM

be detailed. Changing the platform configuration implies an access
to the Platform.Configuration shared resource, whose usage was outlined
in table 6.12. As can be seen in that table, accesses from Core 0 can
suffer at most 1 spin delay of 0.025 ms as a result of the Housekeeping Task

access. Similar case is that of the I2C.I2C Access accessing the Mission Clock

(table 6.15) which causes a spin delay equal to 1 access cost (0.831 ms).

The ACS.Parameters usage detailed in table 6.19 presents an interest-
ing case study from the TC Handler point of view. As has been previ-
ously explained, ACS Sensor Tasks and Control Task execute with an offset
of 200 ms. Thus, concurrence with more than one activation of those
tasks happens if the response time of the analysed task is greater than
those 200 ms minus the longest response time of the ACS tasks. For
the first iteration analysis, it is not the case. Thus, each activation,
the TC Handler can suffer at most 1 spin delay of 0.026 ms coming from
the ACS.Parameters resource.

The TC Handler can also trigger a mode change if the telecommand
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received indicates so. This implies accessing the Manager.Mode shared re-
source to process the change, including notifying the other subsystems.
This includes the platform subsystem, in which the value is updated
in the System State Table guarded in the Platform.Table shared resource, i.e.
the Manager.Mode includes a nested call to Platform.Table. This can cause
spin delay, as the resource might be in use by the Housekeeping Task, as
can be seen in table 6.13. In that table, the worst case access per-
formed from the remote Core 0 is of 31.498 ms. This access includes 2
write accesses to the EEPROM memory. Since, as explained before,
all the possible spin delay caused by those remote accesses has already
been accounted for, the only extra spin delay to include in the analysis
is the remaining Platform.Table access time.

spinPlatform.Table
TC Handler = cPlatform.Table

Housekeeping Task − 2× cEEPROM(Write)

= 31.498 ms− 2× 15.500 ms

= 0.498 ms

It is also relevant to note that the accesses listed in table 6.26
include all accesses that can be triggered by the TC Handler. However,
not all of them are to be done on each activation. On the contrary,
the specific access pattern is highly dependant on the telecommand to
be processed. The worst case is considered for the present analysis.

The Event Handler study is somehow similar to that of the TC Handler.
While able to access the relation of shared resources presented in ta-
ble 6.27, only a subset of them are accessed on each activation depend-
ing on the event to be processed. An access that is always performed
is the access to the Manager.Event Buffer to get the event to be processed.
Since, as shown in table 6.11 the resource can be accessed by the
Housekeeping Task on Core 0, it can cause 0.026 ms of spin delay. In the
same way, the Manager.Mode access includes the same nested call to the
Platform.Table as in the TC Handler case. In this case, since the worst-case
access by the Housekeeping Task has been accounted for, the second worst
is to be taken into account. As can be seen in table 6.13 regardless of
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Table 6.27: Event Handler resource usage.
Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources
Manager.Event Buffer Get 1 0.026 ms ∅
Manager.Mode Handle 1 35.121 ms 2 ·EEPROM
I2C.I2C Access Mission Clock 1 0.831 ms ∅
Storage.Event Buffer Put 1 15.608 ms EEPROM
Storage.Conf Param Update Storage Conf 1 15.585 ms EEPROM

the access considered this value is of 0.026 ms. Finally, also similar to
the TC Handler, the two extra nested accesses to the EEPROM memory
as part of the Storage.Event Buffer and Storage.Update Storage configuration are
not to be accounted for any extra delay, as it is limited to two accesses
as explained before.

The watchdog timer implemented in the EBOX board, updated by
the WDT PSU task can cause this spin delay due to its usage of the Ebox.

Ebox Access shown in table 6.14. The WDT PSU accesses once per activa-
tion to the resource, and thus its maximum spin delay is equal to the
worst case accesses from remote processors. The maximum spin delay
is then equal to two Get accesses, performed by the ACS Sensor Tasks

and Housekeeping Task respectively, i.e. 2× 3.900 ms = 7.800 ms.

Finally, the WDT FPGA task refreshes a watchdog timer implemented
on the computer board, directly accessible from software which does
not require any mutual exclusion and thus does not cause any spin
delay.

Table 6.28 summarizes the spin delay suffered by tasks allocated to
Core 2 based on the first analysis iteration.

Second iteration

The results presented in table 6.29 imply that some of the spin delays
calculated based on remote processors usage periods and local response
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Table 6.28: Core 2 tasks spin delay suffered under MSRP. First iteration.
Task Resource Spin Delay WCET Acces Cost
Visibility Timer - - - -
Lost Comm Timer Manager.Event Buffer 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms
Deferred TC Timer EEPROM 31.000 ms 16.831 ms 47.831ms
Radio Listener - - - -
TC Receiver Task Manager.Event Buffer 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms

TC Handler

ACS.Parameters 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms
I2C.I2C Access 0.831 ms 0.831 ms 1.662 ms
Platform.Table 31.121 ms 0.498 ms 35.619 ms

Total 31.147 ms 1.344 ms 37.333 ms

Event Handler

Manager.Event Buffer 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms
Manager.Mode 0.025 ms 35.121 ms 35.146 ms
Storage.Event Buffer 0.000 ms 15.608 ms 15.608 ms
Storage.Conf Param 0.000 ms 15.585 ms 15.585 ms

Total 0.051 ms 66.340 ms 66.391 ms
WDT PSU Ebox.Ebox Access 7.800 ms 5.300 ms 13.100 ms
WDT FPGA - 0.000 ms 0.000 ms 0.000 ms

times have to be reevaluated. In particular, the Ebox.Ebox Access spin
delay suffered by the Housekeeping Task in Core 0 and the ACS.Parameters

spin delay suffered by the TC Handler task in Core 2 have to be recal-
culated.

Core 0

With the worst-case response time obtained in the previous iteration,
the spin delay suffered accessing the Ebox.Ebox Access has to be recal-

culated. As
⌈
RHousekeeping Task

OffsetSensor Tasks

⌉
is now 3 instead of 2, the spin de-

lay caused by the Sensor Tasks is 3 × 9 × 3.900 ms = 105.300 ms and
3 × 4× = 4.572 ms being in total 109.872 ms. This, added to the
10.600 ms of spin delay due to the WDT PSU (not to be recalculated)
results in a total spin delay of 120.472 ms. Updating the values in
table 6.30, the second iteration of Housekeeping Task response time is:
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Table 6.30: Housekeeping Task spin delay suffered under MSRP. Second iteration.
Resource Spin Delay WCET Access Cost
Manager.Event Buffer 0.155 ms 0.598 ms 0.753 ms
Platform.Configuration 15.660 ms 0.550 ms 16.210 ms
Platform.Table 31.050 ms 33.448 ms 64.498 ms
Ebox.Ebox Access 120.472 ms 200.104 ms 320.576 ms
I2C.I2C Access 0.831 ms 0.831 ms 1.662 ms
ACS.MGM Data 0.147 ms 0.147 ms 0.294 ms

Total 168.315 ms 235.678 ms 403.993 ms

RHousekeeping Task = 324.700 ms + 168.315 ms = 493.015 ms

Core 2

The TC Handler spin delay suffered due to the ACS.Parameters has to be
recalculated as it can now collide with more than one activation of the
ACS tasks. In particular, it can collide with two of them (the end of
one plus the beginning of the following one). As a result ACS.Parameters

can cause now 2×0.026 ms = 0.052 ms spin delay to TC Handler, yielding
the final spin delay shown in table 6.31 and the response time analysis
of the second iteration presented in table 6.32. These values are final,
as a third iteration on the analysis yields exactly the same response
time values. This means that the response time equation, given the
temporal properties of the task set, have reached a fix-point at these
response time values, i.e. converges at these response time values.

Summary

The presented response times for the MSRP present a notable im-
provement for the tasks highlighted for the monocore implementa-
tion. The Housekeeping Task has reduced its response time value from
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Table 6.31: Core 2 tasks spin delay suffered under MSRP. Second iteration.
Task Resource Spin Delay WCET Acces Cost
Visibility Timer - - - -
Lost Comm Timer Manager.Event Buffer 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms
Deferred TC Timer EEPROM 31.000 ms 16.831 ms 47.831ms
Radio Listener - - - -
TC Receiver Task Manager.Event Buffer 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms

TC Handler

ACS.Parameters 0.052 ms 0.026 ms 0.078 ms
I2C.I2C Access 0.831 ms 0.831 ms 1.662 ms
Platform.Table 31.121 ms 0.498 ms 35.619 ms

Total 31.147 ms 1.344 ms 37.333 ms

Event Handler

Manager.Event Buffer 0.026 ms 0.026 ms 0.052 ms
Manager.Mode 0.025 ms 35.121 ms 35.146 ms
Storage.Event Buffer 0.000 ms 15.608 ms 15.608 ms
Storage.Conf Param 0.000 ms 15.585 ms 15.585 ms

Total 0.051 ms 66.340 ms 66.391 ms
WDT PSU Ebox.Ebox Access 7.800 ms 5.300 ms 13.100 ms
WDT FPGA - 0.000 ms 0.000 ms 0.000 ms

862.459 ms to 493.015 ms, leaving a clear margin with its implicit dead-
line of 1000 ms. This improvement is consequence of the chosen task
allocation, in which this task is executed alone on its host processor.
As a result, it no longer suffers from interference or arrival block-
ing, highly reducing its response time. The difference now between
its response time and its WCET value is solely due to the overhead
consequence of the resource sharing among processors.

The other highlighted task during the monocore analysis was the
Wdt Psu. This task response time has notably reduced its response time
to 207.631 ms, ensuring that its implicit deadline is always met.

It is worth nothing to mention that some tasks have now longer
response times. These tasks are, in general, the tasks assigned the
highest priorities in the monocore implementation. This is so due to
the increase of the priority inversion as a result of the non-preemptable
access policy to globally shared resources under MSRP. Examples of
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this effect are the Timing Events, that have increased their response time
from values below 50 ms in the monocore implementation for the TC
phase to values over 84 ms in the triple core implementation under
MSRP for the same phase.

6.4 Analysis of a Triple Core Implementation Us-

ing MrsP

In this section the analysis of the UPMSat-2 three core implementa-
tion during the telecommand phase, being the shared resource access
policy MrsP, will be presented. This analysis will be later compared
in section 6.5 with those of the monocore implementation and the
multicore implementation under MSRP.

The preliminary analysis of the system is similar to that of MSRP
presented in table 6.9, but with the notable difference of the blocking
presented by tasks on Core 2. As was discussed in previous sections,
the blocking under MrsP is ruled by the ceiling blocking policy rather
than the non-preemptive policy. This limits the effect of arrival block-
ing on higher-priority tasks, as can be seen in table 6.33.

In particular, it is important to note that the initial blocking and
thus response time of the higher-priority entities, the timing event
handlers, are equal to their respective values for the monocore imple-
mentation, shown in table 6.7. For any other task, the response time
is lower, since the interference has been reduced thanks to the allo-
cation of tasks on three different cores. It is also important to note
that, as a result of the new allocation, the shared resources get as-
signed a different ceiling priority on each core, depending on the tasks
allocated to each of them. The local ceiling priorities used for this
study are presented in table 6.34. Note that, as explained before, and
will be detailed later, Cores 0 and 1 can only have one active task at
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a time by construction. As a result, there is little benefit in assigning
any specific priority to those lone tasks. Hence, and for the sake of
simplicity and clarity, the same priority as in the monocore implemen-
tation has been maintained for this study. This does not affect the
response time analysis results. Furthermore, since resource priorities
do only affect one core (Core 2), ceiling priorities of that processor
can be assigned globally (some systems might require that shared re-
sources have a single ceiling priority, such as those implemented using
Ada).

The rest of this section will be devoted to the study of the resource
sharing among processors and its effect on the response times.
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Table 6.34: UPMSat-2 shared resources local priorities under MrsP.
Subsystem Protected Object Core 0 Core 1 Core 2

Manager

Commissioning - - 8
Event Buffer 6 - 14
Command Buffer - - 14
Mode - - 8

Platform

Configuration (Platform) 6 - 8
Table 6 - 8
Ebox Access 6 13 2
I2C Access 6 - 14
Buffer - - 14

ACS

MGM Data 6 13 -
MGM Signals - 13 -
MGT - 12 -
Parameters - 12 8

TTC

Visibility Timer - - 14
Lost Communications Timer - - 14
Deferred Timers - - 14
Configuration (TTC) - - 14
TM Basic - - 9
TM Nominal - - 9
Receive Pool - - 10

Storage

Configuration Parameters - - 14
Storage Buffers - - 14
EEPROM - - 14
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First iteration

Core 0

As previously presented, Core 0 only hosts the Housekeeping Task, whose
resource access pattern was depicted in table 6.10. The access cost for
each of the six globally shared resources will be now calculated.

The first resource to be analysed is the Manager.Event Buffer. Ta-
ble 6.11 summarized the relevant information to analyse the over-
head caused by this resource under MSRP. However, as thoroughly
reviewed in chapter 4, this information is not enough for MrsP. While
under MSRP accesses performed directly from tasks or under shared
resources were considered equal, under MrsP nested resources require
a specific analysis [71]. Table 6.35 presents such information. The
direct spin delay suffered during the first access to the resource is cal-
culated as follows: the resource is accessed from two processors, i.e.
|map(G(Manager.Event Buffer))| = 2 plus is an inner resource of other two
resources, i.e. |V (Manager.Event Buffer)| = 2. As discussed in section 4,
the resource FIFO queue under MrsP can be as long as |map(G)|+|V |.
Since it is the first access and Housekeeping Task has no higher-priority
tasks, all those accesses can potentially cause direct spin delay. Thus,
the first access cost is the sum of the Housekeeping Task access time, plus
the worst access time from Core 2 plus a nested call from resources
Manager.Mode and Deferred Timers.Schedule:
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Table 6.35: Manager.Event Buffer resource usage summary during TC phase under
MrsP.

map(G) Task Interface n WCET
Core 0 Housekeeping Task Put 23 0.026 ms

Core 2

TC Handler Put 1 0.026 ms
EV Handler Get 1 0.025 ms
TC Receiver Task Put 1 0.026 ms
Lost Communication TE Put 1 0.026 ms
Resource Interface n WCET
Manager.Mode Put 1 0.026 ms
Deferred Timers.Schedule Put 1 0.026 ms

map(G) |map(G)| |V (G)| Q
Core 0, Core 2 2 2 4

eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (1(Put)) = e′Manager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task (1(Put))

+ e′Manager.Event Buffer
TC Receiver Task (1(Put))

+ e′Manager.Event Buffer
Manager.Mode (1(Put))

+ e′Manager.Event Buffer
Deferred.Timers (1(Put))

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.104 ms

The second access, however, presents a different analysis for nested
resource calls. The Manager.Mode resource is accessed by two tasks,
TC Handler and Event Handler. Both can cause spin delay to Housekeeping Task

once, as discussed for the MSRP analysis. Resource Deferred Timers is,
on the contrary, accessed by only one task, the TC Handler. As

NDeferred Timers.Schedule
TC Handler (RHousekeeping Task) =

⌈
RHousekeeping Task

TTC Handler

⌉
= 1

the Deferred Timers resource can only cause one spin delay per activation
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due to accessing the Manager.Event Buffer as an inner resource, and it was
already included in the first access cost calculation. As a result, the
second access cost to the Manager.Event Buffer is of only:

eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (2(Put)) = e′Manager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task (2(Put))

+ e′Manager.Event Buffer
TC Handler (1(Put))

+ e′Manager.Event Buffer
Manager.Mode (1(Put))

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.078 ms

The third access can only suffer spin delay due to the remaining Put

access from Core 2, as all nested resource accesses have been accounted
for. The fourth access can also be delayed by Core 2, but due to a
Get access, which is slightly shorter. Finally, the remaining accesses
do not suffer any spin delay, and thus the access cost is equal to the
Housekeeping Task access time:

eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (3(Put)) = e′Manager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task (3(Put))

+ e′Manager.Event Buffer
Lost Comm (1(Put))

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.052 ms

eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (4(Put)) = e′Manager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task (4(Put))

+ e′Manager.Event Buffer
EV Handler (1(Get))

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.051 ms
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Table 6.36: Platform.Configuration resource usage summary during TC phase under
MrsP.

map(G) Task Interface n WCET
Core 0 Housekeeping Task Is Enable 22 0.025 ms
Core 2 TC Handler Enable/Disable 1 15.660 ms

map(G) |map(G)| |V (G)| Q
Core 0, Core 2 2 0 2

eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (5..23(Put)) = e′Manager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task (5..23(Put))

= 18× 0.026 ms

= 0.468 ms

being as a result the total access time to the resource during a Housekeeping Task

activation:

eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task = eManager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task (1(Put))

+ eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (2(Put))

+ eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (3(Put))

+ eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (4(Put))

+ eManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (5..23(Put))

= 0.104 ms + 0.078 ms + 0.052 ms

+ 0.051 ms + 0.468 ms

= 0.753 ms

The Platform.Configuration shared resource is only accessed directly by
tasks as shown in 6.36. As discussed for MSRP, each access to the
resource can be concurrent with one coming from Core 2, remaining
the rest unaffected due to remote calls. However, the calls from Core
2 include a nested call to Storage.Configuration Parameters resource. For-
tunately, that resource is only accessed from calls invoked by tasks
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Table 6.37: Shared resources accessing the EEPROM memory and local ceiling pri-
orities.

Resource Core 0 Core 1 Core 2
Platform.Table 14 - -
Platform.Configuration 14 - 8
TTC.Configuration 14 - 14
Manager.Mode - - 8
Storage.Configuration Parameters - - 14
Storage.Event Buffer - - 14
Storage.TC Buffer - - 14

allocated to Core 2 during TC phase. As a result, the access times
of remote tasks to Platform.Configuration is just the sum of the Platform.

Configuration.Enable/Disable interface and Storage.Update Platform Parameters in-
terface execution. The Storage.Update Platform Parameters interface, how-
ever, accesses the EEPROM memory, which is a globally shared re-
source, receiving the access summarized in table 6.37. This usage,
given the general analysis rules provided in section 4 could lead to a
very pessimistic analysis. As the EEPROM memory is accessed from
up to 7 shared resources, general analysis equations would indicate
that as many as 7 accesses could be queued at a time to access the
EEPROM memory. To yield such pessimistic result, a set of conditions
are required for the outer resources accessing it: the outer resources
have to be accessed from more than one processor and they cannot
have the highest priority in the processor (so they can be preempted
and migrations triggered). In any other case, they act as a regular
task accessing the resource: they effectively prevent any other access
to the resource from their host processor until they release the associ-
ated lock.

As can be seen in table 6.37, only three shared resources are ac-
cessed from more than one core (during the TC phase). From them,
only the Platform.Configuration is preemptable on its host processor. This
means that, up to two access request to the EEPROM memory could
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be issued at a time from Core 2: if an access to Platform.Configuration

is preempted (with priority) on Core 2 and migrated to Core 0, a
higher-priority task can request access to the EEPROM memory, before
or during the access requested by the Platform.Configuration accessing task.
This would present a worst-case spin delay of two accesses for tasks
on Core 0.

However, a wise modification of Core 2 local ceiling priorities to pre-
vent such a pessimistic analysis can be devised: as the arrival blocking
suffered for high-priority tasks on Core 2 is higher than the Platform.

Configuration access time, the response time analysis would not be af-
fected if the local ceiling priority of Platform.Configuration is artificially
increased to 14 (being non-preemptable in practice). As no EEPROM

outer resource can now be preempted, its access cost is now equal to
that of MSRP.

As now the access to the EEPROM by TC Handler cannot be delayed,
the maximum spin delay suffered by the Housekeeping Task accessing the
Platform.Configuration is just the access time of 15.660 ms previously iden-
tified. The access cost is then:

ePlatform.Configuration
Housekeeping Task (1) = 0.025 ms + 15.660 ms = 15.685 ms

ePlatform.Configuration
Housekeeping Task (2..22) = 0.025 ms

ePlatform.Configuration
Housekeeping Task = 15.685 ms + 21× 0.025 ms = 16.210 ms

The Platform.Table shared resource is only accessed directly by the
Housekeeping Task as shown in 6.36. It is also accessed as an inner resource
by the Manager.Mode resource. This resource is only accessed by tasks
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TC Handler and EV Handler allocated on Core 2, so it is not strictly a
globally shared resource, and thus behaves as a direct task access
with regard to spin delay. It can then generate one spin delay to be
accounted for during the worst-case Housekeeping Task access. This access
is to the Save interface of the resource, which includes two EEPROM

accesses. These accesses, as discussed above can suffer a spin delay
equal to the longest access to the EEPROM from Core 2.

ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1(Save)) = e′Platform.Table

Manager.Mode (1)

+ cPlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1(Save))

+ eEEPROM
Platform.Table(1)

+ eEEPROM
Platform.Table(2)

where:

eEEPROM
Platform.Table(1) = eEEPROM

Platform.Table(2) = 2× cEEPROM

= 2× 15.500 ms

= 31.000 ms

being thus the Save access cost:

ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1(Save)) = 0.025 ms + 31.498 ms + 31.000 ms

= 62.523 ms

Having considered one spin delay on the worst access to the resource,
there is one spin delay remaining to be considered. Following accesses
are executed without contention, and are their costs equal their access
times:

ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1(Set State)) = e′Platform.Table

Manager.Mode (2)

+ cPlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1(Set State))

= 0.025 ms + 0.025ms

= 0.050 ms
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ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(2..22(Set State)) = cPlatform.Table

Housekeeping Task(2..22(Set State))

= 21× 0.025 ms

= 0.525 ms

ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1..56(Set Value)) = cPlatform.Table

Housekeeping Task(1..56(Set Value))

= 56× 0.025 ms

= 1.400 ms

The total access cost of the Housekeeping Task to the is Platform.Table

resource is then:

ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task = ePlatform.Table

Housekeeping Task(1(Save))

+ ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1(Set State))

+ ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(2..22(Set State))

+ ePlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(1..56(Set Value))

= 62.523 ms + 0.050 ms + 0.525 ms + 1.400 ms

= 64.498 ms

The Ebox.Ebox Access shared resource usage was presented in table 6.14.
As can be seen in table 6.41, the resource is only accessed directly
by tasks, not being involved in nested calls. As was presented for
the MSRP analysis, the initial analysis presented in table 6.33 shows
that the worst-case concurrence from Core 1 is suffered when the
Housekeeping Task execution is executed in parallel with up to two Sensor Tasks.
These tasks, as shown in table 6.41 access 9 times the resource to mea-
sure an analog signal and 4 times to check whether its required devices
are enabled. The concurrence from Core 2 is reduced to two activation
of the WDT PSU task. Given the intensive use of the Ebox.Ebox Access via
the Get interface, all Housekeeping Task spin delay will be accounted for
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in those accesses, since are the longest. The first access also suffers
the spin delay from Core 2:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1, 2(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Sensor Tasks (1, 2(Get))

+ e′Ebox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU (1, 2(Reset WDT))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1, 2(Get))

= 2× (3.900 ms + 5.300 ms + 3.900 ms)

= 26.200 ms

while the next 16 accesses are concurrent with those of the remaining
Get accesses from Core 1:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(3..18(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Sensor Tasks (3..18(Get))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(3..18(Get))

= 16× (3.900 ms + 3.900 ms)

= 124.800 ms

and the following 8 accesses are concurrent with the Is Enabled accesses
from Core 1:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(19..26(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Sensor Tasks (1..8(Is Enabled))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(19..26(Get))

= 8× (0.381 ms + 3.900 ms)

= 34.248 ms

the remaining Housekeeping Task access to the resource do not suffer any
spin delay:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(27..47(Get)) = cEbox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(27..47(Get))

= 21× 3.900 ms

= 81.900 ms

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1..44(Is Enabled)) = cEbox.Ebox Access

WDT PSU (1..44(Is Enabled))

= 44× 0.381 ms

= 16.764 ms
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eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1(Battery Warnings)) = cEbox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(1(Battery Warnings))

= 0.040 ms

being the total Housekeeping Task access to the resource:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task = eEbox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(1, 2(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(3..18(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(19..26(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(27..47(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1..44(Is Enabled))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1(Battery Warnings))

= 26.200 ms + 124.800 ms + 34.248 ms

+ 81.900 ms + 16.764 ms + 0.040 ms

= 283.952 ms

Access to the Mission Clock via the I2C bus is, as under MSRP, affected
by the usage of the resource from Core 0, as can be seen in table 6.15.
As |map(G(I2C.I2C Access))| = 2, each access can only suffer 1 spin delay
from the remote processor. The access cost of the Housekeeping Task is
then:

eI2C.I2C Access
Housekeeping Task(1(Mission Clock)) = e′I2C.I2C Acces

TC Handler (1(Mission Clock))

+ cI2C.I2C Acces
Housekeeping Task(1(Mission Clock))

= 0.831 ms + 0.831 ms

= 1.662 ms

Finally, as explained previously, the ACS.MGM Data shared resource is
used to Get the MGM measurements to be logged in the housekeeping
data. It is thus accessed by an ACS task on Core 0. Since no nesting
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is involved, the spin delay is equal to that of MSRP, being the access
cost:

eACS.MGM Data
Housekeeping Task(1(Get)) = e′ACS.MGM Data

Sensor Task 5 (1(Put))

+ cACS.MGM Data
Housekeeping Task(1(Get))

= 0.147 ms + 0.147 ms

= 0.294 ms

The overall shared resources access cost (including direct spin de-
lay) incurred by the Housekeeping Task under MrsP is presented in ta-
ble 6.40. The resulting response time, according to equation 5.13,
given that the task executes alone on its host processor, is calculated
as:

RHousekeeping Task = CHousekeeping Task + EHousekeeping Task

= 89.022 ms + 367.369 ms

= 459.391 ms

Since the Housekeeping Task executes alone on its processor, it does not
suffer any indirect spin delay or interference due to higher-priority
tasks, as thus presents a fairly easy response time calculation.
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Table 6.38: UPMSat-2 shared resources local priorities under MrsP with optimized
Platform.Configuration priority.

Subsystem Protected Object Core 0 Core 1 Core 2

Manager

Commissioning - - 8
Event Buffer 6 - 14
Command Buffer - - 14
Mode - - 8

Platform

Configuration (Platform) 6 - 14
Table 6 - 8
Ebox Access 6 13 2
I2C Access 6 - 14
Buffer - - 14

ACS

MGM Data 6 13 -
MGM Signals - 13 -
MGT - 12 -
Parameters - 12 8

TTC

Visibility Timer - - 14
Lost Communications Timer - - 14
Deferred Timers - - 14
Configuration (TTC) - - 14
TM Basic - - 9
TM Nominal - - 9
Receive Pool - - 10

Storage

Configuration Parameters - - 14
Storage Buffers - - 14
EEPROM - - 14

Table 6.39: Platform.Table resource usage summary during TC phase under MrsP.
map(G) Task Interface n WCET I. Resources

Core 0 Housekeeping Task
Save 1 31.121 ms EEPROM
Set State 22 0.026 ms ∅
Set Value 56 0.025 ms ∅

Core 2 Manager.Mode Set Operating Mode 1 0.025 ms ∅

map(G) |map(G)| |V (G)| Q
Core 0, Core 2 2 0 2
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Table 6.40: Housekeeping Task resource access cost incurred under MrsP.
Resource Access Cost
Manager.Event Buffer 0.753 ms
Platform.Configuration 16.210 ms
Platform.Table 64.498 ms
Ebox.Ebox Access 283.952 ms
I2C.I2C Access 1.662 ms
ACS.MGM Data 0.294 ms

Total 367.369 ms
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Core 1

Core 1, as previously presented, hosts the ACS subsystem tasks, which
present the resource access pattern shown in table 6.18. As also previ-
ously stated, while several tasks are hosted on the same processor, by
construction, they do not overlap their activations. As a consequence,
they do not cause any interference or blocking to each other. Activa-
tions of the Sensor Tasks and Control are periodic, while the Actutor Tasks

are triggered by the Control completion as well as the length of the
PWM to be applied on each axis.

Sensor Tasks access the Ebox.Ebox Access resource the measure the mag-
netic field around the satellite, measuring each axis per MGM (result-
ing in a total of 9 accesses). Before requesting the measurements, the
correct configuration of the MGMs is checked (whether their power
supply Is Enabled or not). The Ebox.Ebox Access resource details was pre-
sented in table 6.41, where it was shown that the resource is not in-
volved in nested calls. The resource, as discussed previously for Core
0 is intensively accessed by the Housekeeping Task. This causes tasks on
Core 1 to have a possible worst-case delay of 13 Get accesses from Core
0 as NEbox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(Get)� NEbox.Ebox Access
ACS . Regarding Core 2, the

delay from WDT PSU is of just 1 Reset WDT as discussed previously:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Sensor Tasks (1(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(1(Get))

+ e′Ebox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU (1(Reset WDT))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Sensor Tasks (1(Get))

= 3.900 ms + 5.300 ms + 3.900 ms

= 13.100 ms
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Table 6.41: Ebox.Ebox Access resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources

Core 0 Housekeeping Task
Get 47 3.900 ms ∅
Is Enabled 44 0.381 ms ∅
Battery Warnings 1 0.040 ms ∅

Core 1
Sensor Tasks (x5)

Get 9 3.900 ms ∅
Is Enabled 4 0.381 ms ∅

PWM ON Actuate MGT 3 0.414 ms ∅
PWM OFF (x3) Actuate MGT 3 0.414 ms ∅

Core 2 WDT PSU Reset WDT 1 5.300 ms ∅

map(G) |map(G)| |V (G)| Q
Core 0, Core 1 2 0 2

eEbox.Ebox Access
Sensor Tasks (2..9(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(2..9(Get))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(2..9(Get))

= 8× (3.900 ms + 3.900 ms)

= 62.400 ms

and the Is Enabled accesses:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Sensor Tasks (1..4(Is Enabled)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(10..13(Get))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Sensor Tasks (1..4(Is Enabled)

= 4× (3.900 ms + 0.381 ms)

= 17.124 ms

All Sensor Tasks do also access the ACS.Parameters shared resource on
each activation. These accesses can suffer spin delay due to accesses
from Core 2 as can be seen in table 6.42:

eACS.Parameters
Sensor Tasks (1(Get Calibration)) = e′ACS.Parameters

TC Handler (1(Get Calibration))

+ cACS.Parameters
Sensor Tasks (1(Get Calibration))

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.052 ms
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Table 6.42: ACS.Parameters resource usage during TC phase.
map(G) Task / Resource Interface n WCET Inner Resources

Core 1
Sensor Tasks Get Calibration 1 0.026 ms ∅
Control Task Get Control 1 0.026 ms ∅

Core 2 TC Handler
Get Calibration 1 0.026 ms ∅
Get Control 1 0.026 ms ∅
Put 1 0.024 ms ∅

map(G) |map(G)| |V (G)| Q
Core 0, Core 2 2 0 2

Finally, as mentioned before, the 5th (and last) activation of the
sensor task passes, by means of the ACS.MGM Data, the last measure-
ments to the Housekeeping Task to be logged and stored to be later sent
to the ground station as part of the telemetry data.

eACS.MGM Data
Sensor Task 5 (1(Get)) = e′ACS.MGM Data

Housekeeping Task(1(Get))

+ cACS.MGM Data
Sensor Task 5 (1(Put))

= 0.147 ms + 0.147 ms

= 0.294 ms

The Control Task does also access the ACS.Parameters resource to ob-
tain the envisaged control behaviour and algorithm parameters. This
access can also be delayed by an access from Core 2:

eACS.Parameters
Control Task (1(Get Control)) = e′ACS.Parameters

TC Handler (1(Get Control))

+ cACS.Parameters
Control Task (1(Get Control))

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.052 ms

Finally, the Actuator Tasks do also access the Ebox.Ebox Access resource
to start and stop the PWM cycle on each access, being potentially
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Table 6.43: ACS tasks resource access costs incurred under MrsP.
Tasks Resource Access Cost

Sensor Tasks
Ebox.Ebox Access 92.624 ms
ACS.Parameters 0.052 ms

Total 92.676 ms

Sensor Task 5
ACS.MGM Data +0.294 ms

Total 92.970 ms
Control Task ACS.Parameters 0.052 ms
Actuator Tasks Ebox.Ebox Access 17.120 ms

delayed by the WDT PSU and Housekeeping Task worst-case accesses:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Actuator Tasks (1(Actuate MGT)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(1(Get))

+ e′Ebox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU (1(Reset WDT))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Actuator Tasks (1(Actuate MGT))

= 3.900 ms + 5.300 ms + 0.040 ms

= 9.240 ms

eEbox.Ebox Access
Actuator Tasks (2, 3(Actuate MGT)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(2, 3(Get))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Actuator Tasks (2, 3(Actuate MGT))

= 2× (3.900 ms + 0.040 ms)

= 7.880 ms

Table 6.43 summarizes the ACS tasks access costs to shared re-
sources under MrsP.

Core 2

As for MSRP, the analysis of Core 2 is the most complex one. As
it hosts a set of tasks that can be runnable at the same time, they
can cause interference and arrival blocking to each other. Further-
more, as presented in section 5.3.1, the new response time analysis
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equation 5.13 can be used to reduce the pessimism in the analysis by
limiting the effects in the indirect spin delay caused by higher-priority
tasks.

While the Visibility Timer handler does not access any shared re-
source, the Lost Comm Timer handler can access the Manager.Event Buffer,
as the loss of communications can trigger a mode change (later evalu-
ated by the EV Handler). This access can, as shown in table 6.35, cause
direct spin delay equal to one access cost:

eManager.Event Buffer
Lost Comm Timer (1(Put)) = e′Manager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task (1(Put))

+ cManager.Event Buffer
Lost Comm Timer (1(Put))

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.052 ms

The Deferred TC Timer handler presents a more complex analysis, as
was shown for MSRP. The handler accesses two shared resources
that include nested calls to a globally shared resource: the EEP-
ROM memory. As shown before, this resource is also accessed by
the Housekeeping Task on Core 0. The TTC.Configuration access cost can
calculated as follows:

eTTC.Configuration
Deferred TC Timer(1(Save)) = cTTC.Configuration

Deferred TC Timer(1(Save))

+ eEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(1(Write))

for what we need to calculate the EEPROM memory access cost, that
can suffer spin delay due to the Housekeeping Task. Since it is a terminal
resource (makes no other inner resource access) and the Housekeeping Task

cannot be locally preempted, the worst-case delay is equal to its worst
access time:

eEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(1(Write)) = c′EEPROM

Housekeeping Task(1(Write))

+ cEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(1(Write))

= 15.500 ms + 15.500 ms

= 31.000 ms
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then we can substitute to calculate eManager.Event Buffer
Lost Comm Timer (1(Put)):

eTTC.Configuration
Deferred TC Timer(1(Save)) = 0.783 ms + 31.000 ms = 31.783 ms

In the same way, the access to the Storage.TC Storage Buffer can suffer
spin delay on its access to the EEPROM memory is calculated as:

eTTC.Configuration
Deferred TC Timer(1(Save)) = cTTC.Configuration

Deferred TC Timer(1(Save))

+ eEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(1(Read))

eEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(1(Read)) = c′EEPROM

Housekeeping Task(2(Write))

+ cEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(1(Read))

= 15.500 ms + 0.035 ms

= 15.535 ms

eTTC.Configuration
Deferred TC Timer(1(Save)) = cTTC.Configuration

Deferred TC Timer(1(Save))

+ eEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(1(Read))

= 15.535 ms + 0.513 ms

= 16.048 ms

The Radio Listener only accesses local shared resources, which are not
of particular interest, since they follow the traditional monocore ceiling
priority analysis. The TC Receiver Task, on the contrary, does access a
globally shared resource, as can be seen in table 6.25. This shared
resource is, as in the Lost Comm Timer case, the Manager.Event Buffer. As a
higher-priority task has already accessed the resource, the mechanisms
presented in section 5.3.1 to reduce the pessimism in the analysis can
be attempted. According to equation 5.20, the direct spin delay to be
accounted for per processor (NSkx,m(l)) is the result of subtracting the

already accounted for accesses of local higher-priority tasks (Nhkx(l))
in equation 5.19) to the number of accesses that can be issued from the
analysed processor (Npkm(l)) in equation 5.18. The remote accesses in
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this case are from Core 0, due to Housekeeping Task accesses:

NpManager.Event Buffer
Core0 (RTC Receiver Task)

= NManager.Event Buffer
Housekeeping Task (RTC Receiver Task, RHousekeeping Task)

=

⌈
RTC Receiver Task +RHousekeeping Task

THousekeeping Task

⌉
·NManager.Event Buffer

Housekeeping Task

=

⌈
71.742 ms + 324.700 ms

1000 ms

⌉
· 23

= 23

Tasks with a higher priority than TC Receiver Task accessing the Manager

.Event Buffer only include the aforementioned Lost Comm Timer, for which
only one access has been accounted for:

NhManager.Event Buffer
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)

= NManager.Event Buffer
Lost Comm Timer (RTC Receiver Task, RLost Comm Timer)

=

⌈
RTC Receiver Task +RLost Comm Timer

TLost Comm Timer

⌉
·NManager.Event Buffer

Lost Comm Timer

=

⌈
71.742 ms + 33.693 ms

1.73E+08

⌉
· 1

= 1

The spin delay not already accounted for is then:

NSManager.Event Buffer
TC Receiver Task,Core 0(RTC Receiver Task)

= (NpManager.Event Buffer
Core 0 (RTC Receiver Task)

− NhManager.Event Buffer
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task))0

= 23− 1

= 22

As the number of potential remote accesses is bigger than those
already accounted for, there is still direct spin delay to be added to
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TC Receiver Task accesses to the Manager.Event Buffer. As can be seen in
table 6.25, it only accesses once the resource with the following cost:

eManager.Event Buffer
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)(1)

= (NSManager.Event Buffer
TC Receiver Task,Core 0(RTC Receiver Task)− 1 + 1)1

0 · 0.026 ms

+ 0.026 ms

= (22 + 1− 1)1
0 · 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 1 · 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.052 ms

The TC Receiver Task does also access a local shared resource that
performs a nested access to a globally shared resource: the TTC.

Deferred Timer Schedule interface accesses twice the EEPROM memory to
both store the TC to be later executed and to update the TTC con-
figuration. As a higher-priority task has already suffered spin delay
from the EEPROM memory we can apply again equations 5.18, 5.19
and 5.20:

NpEEPROM
Core 0 (RTC Receiver Task)

= NEEPROM
Housekeeping Task(RTC Receiver Task, RHousekeeping Task)

=

⌈
RTC Receiver Task +RHousekeeping Task

THousekeeping Task

⌉
·NEEPROM

Housekeeping Task

=

⌈
71.742 ms + 324.700 ms

1000 ms

⌉
· 2

= 2
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NhEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task)

= NEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(RTC Receiver Task, RDeferred TC Timer)

=

⌈
RTC Receiver Task +RDeferred TC Timer

TDeferred TC Timer

⌉
·NManager.Event Buffer

Lost Comm Timer

=

⌈
71.742 ms + 33.693 ms

1.73E + 08 ms

⌉
· 2

= 2

NSEEPROM
TC Receiver Task,Core0(RTC Receiver Task)

= (NpEEPROM
Core0 (RTC Receiver Task)

− NhEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task))0

= 2− 2

= 0

This means that all the potential spin delay suffered on Core 2
during TC Receiver Task execution due to accessing the EEPROM memory
has already been accounted for on higher-priority tasks. As a result,
the TC Receiver Task does not have to account for any extra direct spin
delay due to the EEPROM memory, i.e. the TTC.Deferred Timer Schedule

access cost is equal to its access time of 36.512 ms. The Housekeeping Task

induced spin delay will, however, be part of the indirect spin delay
(interference).

The indirect spin delay is the access costs of higher-priority tasks to
globally shared resources. This takes into account both the local and
remote accesses. Since lower-priority tasks tend to have longer periods
than higher-priority tasks, the indirect spin delay caused by a higher-
priority task does not need to be equal to its direct spin delay times
the number of activations during a lower-priority task activation. This
is because in such a longer period it might not have as much shared
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resource contention as in a worst-case activation. Highest-priority
tasks of TC Receiver Task accessing globally shared resource accesses are
the Lost Comm Timer and Deferred TC Timer.

As calculated before for the NhManager.Event Buffer
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task),

each activation can only overlap with at most one Lost Comm Timer ac-
tivation. The induced indirect spin delay from TC Receiver Task is:

ITC Receiver Task,Lost Comm Timer

= eManager.Event Buffer
Lost Comm Timer (RTC Receiver Task, RLost Comm Timer)

= eManager.Event Buffer
Lost Comm Timer (1(Put))

= 0.052 ms

that equals the task ETC Receiver Task, as both tasks only overlap once.

The Deferred TC Timer adds indirect spin delay due to its three glob-
ally shared resource accesses:

ITC Receiver Task,Deferred TC Timer

= eManager.Command Buffer
Deferred TC Timer (RTC Receiver Task, RDeferred TC Timer)

+ eTTC.Configuration
Deferred TC Timer(RTC Receiver Task, RDeferred TC Timer)

+ eStorage.TC Storage Buffer
Deferred TC Timer (RTC Receiver Task, RDeferred TC Timer)

= 0.026 ms + 31.783 ms + 16.048 ms

= 47.857 ms

Equation 5.13 is to be used to calculate the response time of TC Receiver Task

(recall that the TC Receiver Task is activated at the Radio Listener comple-
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tion):

RTC Receiver Task = Ci + Ei +Bi +
∑

τh∈hpl(i)

(

⌈
Ri

Th

⌉
·Ch + Ii,h)

= 1.187 ms + 36.888 ms + 15.585 ms

+

⌈
71.742 ms

5.82E+06 ms

⌉
· 0.400 ms + 0.000 ms

+

⌈
71.742 ms

1.73E+08 ms

⌉
· 0.200 ms + 0.052 ms

+

⌈
71.742 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 0.625 ms + 47.857 ms

= 1.187 ms + 36.888 ms + 15.585 ms + 0.400 ms

+ 0.252 ms + 48.482 ms

= 103.492 ms

The TC Handler resource accesses were presented in table 6.26 and
worst-case accesses discussed during the MSRP analysis. This includes
an access to the I2C.I2C Access, ACS.Parameters and Manager.Mode globally
shared resources.

The I2C.I2C Access shared resource is not accessed by a higher-priority
task and, as a result, can cause direct spin delay to the TC Handler.
Since it is not involved in any nesting, the access cost is:

eI2C.I2C Access
TC Handler (1(Mission Clock))

= cI2C.I2C Access
TC Handler (1(Mission Clock))

+ e′I2C.I2C Access
Housekeeping Task(1(Mission Clock))

= 0.831 ms + 0.831 ms

= 1.662 ms

The ACS.Parameters is not accessed by higher-priority task, either.
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Since for the fist iteration analysis

NEbox.Ebox Access
Sensor Tasks (RTC Handler) =

⌈
RACS.Parameters +RTC Handler

OffsetSensor Tasks

⌉
· 1 = 1

the first access suffers one spin delay due to Sensor Tasks:

eACS.Parameters
TC Handler (1) = cACS.Parameters

TC Handler (1) + +e′ACS.Parameters
Sensor Tasks (1)

= 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.052 ms

and accesses 2 and 3 are done contention free:

eACS.Parameters
TC Handler (2, 3) = cACS.Parameters

TC Handler (2, 3) = 2× 0.026 ms = 0.052 ms

The Manager.Mode, as was explained for the MSRP analysis, includes
2 nested accesses to the EEPROM memory via the Platform.Table access.
This resource has been already analysed for tasks allocated to Core
2. While for the Deferred TC Timer two accesses from the Housekeeping Task

were added to the direct spin delay, the TC Receiver Task was not added
this direct spin delay. In the same way, the TC Handler spin delay due to
the EEPROM memory access is also accounted as indirect spin delay
coming from the Deferred TC Timer, as NSTC Handler

EEPROM = 0:

NpEEPROM
Core0 (RTC Handler) = NEEPROM

Housekeeping Task(RTC Handler, RHousekeeping Task)

= 2

NhEEPROM
TC Handler(RTC Handler) = NEEPROM

Deferred TC Timer(RTC Handler, RDeferred TC Timer)

+ NEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Handler, RDeferred TC Timer)

= 2 + 2

= 4
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NSEEPROM
TC Handler,Core 0(RTC Handler) = (NpEEPROM

Core 0 (RTC Handler)

− NhEEPROM
TC Handler(RTC Handler))0

= (2− 4)0

= 0

The response time analysis of the TC Handler is then:

RTC Handler = Ci + Ei +Bi +
∑

τh∈hpl(i)

(

⌈
Ri

Th

⌉
·Ch + Ii,h)

= 0.582 ms + 37.333 ms + 35.121 ms

+

⌈
130.468 ms

5.82E+06 ms

⌉
· 0.400 ms + 0.000 ms

+

⌈
130.468 ms

1.73E+08 ms

⌉
· 0.200 ms + 0.052 ms

+

⌈
130.468 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 0.625 ms + 47.857 ms

+

⌈
130.468 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 1.464 ms + 1.166 ms

+

⌈
130.468 ms

1932 ms

⌉
· 1.187 ms + 36.888 ms

= 0.582 ms + 37.333 ms + 35.121 ms + 0.400 ms

+ 0.252 ms + 48.482 ms + 2.630 ms + 38.075 ms

= 162.875 ms

Regarding the Event Handler, the only two globally shared resources
that can cause any direct spin delay are the Manager.Event Buffer and the
Manager.Mode. Concerning the Manager.Event Buffer analysis, the number
of remote accesses by the Housekeeping Task is greater than that of the
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Event Handler higher-priority tasks:

eManager.Event Buffer
Event Handler (REvent Handler)(1)

= (NSManager.Event Buffer
Event Handler,Core0 (REvent Handler)− 1 + 1)1

0 · 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= (21 + 1− 1)1
0 · 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 1 · 0.026 ms + 0.026 ms

= 0.052 ms

The access to the Manager.Mode, as mentioned before, can cause direct
spin delay due to the access to the inner Platform.Table resource. Same
as in the MSRP case, the access from the Event Handler has to account
the second worst access from the Housekeeping Task as spin delay:

ePlatform.Table
Event Handler (1) = cPlatform.Table

Event Handler (1)

+ cPlatform.Table
Housekeeping Task(2)

= 35.121 ms + 0.025 ms

= 35.146 ms

The rest of the Event Handler shared resource accesses costs equal to
its access times (due to higher-priority tasks accesses), EEvent Handler =
66.391 ms. Its arrival blocking, however, becomes notably lower since
its own access to the Manager.Mode Handle is the one driving that of the
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higher-priority task TC Handler:

REvent Handler = Ci + Ei +Bi +
∑

τh∈hpl(i)

(

⌈
Ri

Th

⌉
·Ch + Ii,h)

= 0.160 ms + 66.391 ms + 5.300 ms

+

⌈
161.847 ms

5.82E+06 ms

⌉
· 0.400 ms + 0.000 ms

+

⌈
161.847 ms

1.73E+08 ms

⌉
· 0.200 ms + 0.052 ms

+

⌈
161.847 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 0.625 ms + 47.857 ms

+

⌈
161.847 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 1.464 ms + 1.166 ms

+

⌈
161.847 ms

1932 ms

⌉
· 1.187 ms + 36.888 ms

+

⌈
161.847 ms

1897 ms

⌉
· 0.582 ms + 37.333 ms

= 0.160 ms + 66.391 ms + 5.300 ms + 0.400 ms

+ 0.252 ms + 48.482 ms + 2.630 ms + 38.075 ms

+ 37.915 ms

= 194.305 ms

The WDT PSU watchdog timer accesses the Ebox.Ebox Access resource.
Its access cost is dependant of the remote accesses of the Houskeeping Task

and ACS Sensor Tasks:

eEbox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU (1(Reset WDT)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(1(Get))

+ e′Ebox.Ebox Access
Sensor Tasks (1(Get))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU (1(Reset WDT))

= 3.900 ms + 3.900 ms + 5.300 ms

= 13.100 ms
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Its response time follows a similar form as that of the previously
analysed tasks:

RWDT PSU = Ci + Ei +Bi +
∑

τh∈hpl(i)

(

⌈
Ri

Th

⌉
·Ch + Ii,h)

= 0.200 ms + 13.100 ms + 0.000 ms

+

⌈
167.347 ms

5.82E+06 ms

⌉
· 0.400 ms + 0.000 ms

+

⌈
167.347 ms

1.73E+08 ms

⌉
· 0.200 ms + 0.052 ms

+

⌈
167.347 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 0.625 ms + 47.857 ms

+

⌈
167.347 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 1.464 ms + 1.166 ms

+

⌈
167.347 ms

1932 ms

⌉
· 1.187 ms + 36.888 ms

+

⌈
167.347 ms

1897 ms

⌉
· 0.582 ms + 37.333 ms

+

⌈
167.347 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 0.160 ms + 66.391 ms

= 0.200 ms + 13.100 ms + 0.000 ms + 0.400 ms

+ 0.252 ms + 48.482 ms + 2.630 ms + 38.075 ms

+ 37.915 ms + 66.526 ms

= 207.605 ms

As the response time is not greater than any higher-priority task pe-
riod no reiteration is required.

Finally, the WDT FPGA analysis, while not accessing any shared re-
source, presents the particularity of requiring a reiteration on the re-
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sponse time calculation:

RWDT FPGA = Ci + Ei +Bi +
∑

τh∈hpl(i)

(

⌈
Ri

Th

⌉
·Ch + Ii,h)

= 0.018 ms + 0.000 ms + 0.000 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

5.82E+06 ms

⌉
· 0.400 ms + 0.000 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

1.73E+08 ms

⌉
· 0.200 ms + 0.052 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 0.625 ms + 47.857 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 1.464 ms + 1.166 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

1932 ms

⌉
· 1.187 ms + 36.888 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

1897 ms

⌉
· 0.582 ms + 37.333 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

2000 ms

⌉
· 0.160 ms + 66.391 ms

+

⌈
207.598 ms

250 ms

⌉
· 0.200 ms + 13.100 ms

= 0.018 ms + 0.000 ms + 0.000 ms + 0.400 ms

+ 0.252 ms + 48.482 ms + 2.630 ms + 38.075 ms

+ 37.915 ms + 66.526 ms + 13.300 ms

= 247.856 ms

Arrival blocking analysis

The difference in performance between MSRP and MrsP comes from
the higher arrival blocking under MSRP due to the non-preemptive
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access to shared resources. Under MrsP ceiling locking access applies
providing better results for higher-priority tasks.

For the case study concerns, the difference between MSRP and
MrsP analysis is in the 5 highest-priority entities executing on Core
2. Their arrival blocking is result of the TC Handler, with priority 8,
accessing TTC.Configuration Save with a ceiling priority of 14 and an access
time of 16.283 ms.

While the TTC.Configuration resource is only locally accessed by tasks
allocated on Core 2, it includes, under the Save interface, a nested
call to the Storage.Configuration Parameters, that also accesses the EEP-
ROM memory for a Write access. As has been explained along the
MrsP analysis, this access can potentially cause spin delay. However,
the arrival blocking accounted for is of just 16.283 ms, i.e. the TTC.

Configuration Save access time. Why does it not include any spin delay
then?

Lets us analyse the arrival blocking from the TC Receiver Task per-
spective, which is the first task whose worst-case arrival blocking is
that of the TTC.Configuration Save access. First, the set of shared re-
sources that can cause arrival blocking are to be identified as shown
in equation 5.23. On that equation, the set of resources that have a
local ceiling priority equal or higher than the analysed task and are
accessed by lower-priority tasks are identified. For the TC Receiver Task,
the FA set includes the resources listed in table 6.44. From them,
the access with a higher-access time is the mentioned TTC.Configuration

Save. Next step is to calculate the spin delay the blocker task can
suffer. This is done using equations 5.24 and 5.25 for non-nested
shared resources and equations 5.40 and 5.42 for shared resources in-
volved in nesting. Since the TTC.Configuration Save access is involved in
nested accesses, the latter equations are to be used. Then, the arrival
blocking of TC Receiver Task would be equal to its following access to
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Table 6.44: Set of resources that can cause TC Receiver Task arrival blocking.
Subsystem Protected Object Interface Access Cost
Manager Event Buffer Put 0.025 ms

Command Buffer Put 0.025 ms
Platform Configuration Enable/Disable/Set 15.660 ms

I2C Access Mission Clock 0.831 ms
TTC Visibility Timer Reset 0.077 ms

Lost Comm Timer Reset 0.077 ms
Deferred Timer Schedule 4.621 ms
Configuration Save 16.283 ms

Storage Config Parameters Update TTC Config 15.808 ms
Storage Buffers Put 15.608 ms
EEPROM Write 15.500 ms

TTC.Configuration Save:

BTC Receiver Task

= ̂eTC Receiver Task

= eTTC.Configuration
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)(NTTC.Configuration

TC Receiver Task + 1)

Since the TC Receiver Task was already accounted for one access,

NTC Receiver Task
TTC.Configuration + 1 = 2

As shown before, as the resource is not accessed by any other resource
or remotely, the access cost is calculated as follows:

eTTC.Configuration
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)(2(Save))

= cTTC.Configuration
TC Receiver Task (2(Save))

+ eStorage.Configuration Parameters
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)(2(Update))

Similarly, the Storage.Configuration Parameters is not either accessed re-
motely (during the TC phase) or from outer resources, so its access
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cost is:

eStorage.Configuration Parameters
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)(2(Update))

= cStorage.Configuration Parameters
TC Receiver Task (2(Update)

+ eEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task)(2(Write))

As the EEPROM memory is an inner resource and remotely ac-
cessed, the calculation of the access cost is also dependant of those
accesses. First, as in previous analysis, the remotely induced spin de-
lay is calculated, as function of the remote and local accesses already
accounted for (we use the recently calculated R values):

NpEEPROM
Core 0 (RTC Receiver Task)

= NEEPROM
Housekeeping Task(RTC Receiver Task, RHousekeeping Task)

=

⌈
RTC Receiver Task +RHousekeeping Task

THousekeeping Task

⌉
·NEEPROM

Housekeeping Task

=

⌈
103.492 ms + 456.391 ms

1000 ms

⌉
· 2

= 2

NhEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task)

= NEEPROM
Deferred TC Timer(RTC Receiver Task, RDeferred TC Timer)

=

⌈
RTC Receiver Task +RDeferred TC Timer

TDeferred TC Timer

⌉
·NManager.Event Buffer

Lost Comm Timer

=

⌈
103.492 ms + 65.417 ms

1.73E+08 ms

⌉
· 2

= 2
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NSEEPROM
TC Receiver Task,Core 0(RTC Receiver Task)

= (NpEEPROM
Core 0 (RTC Receiver Task)

− NhEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task))0

= 2− 2

= 0

As the number of access request potentially inducing spin delay not
already accounted for (NS) is 0, then no spin delay is to be added to
the arrival blocking calculation as:

QEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task)(2)

= (NSEEPROM
TC Receiver Task,Core 0(RTC Receiver Task)

− ((2− 1) · (QEEPROM − 1)))Q
EEPROM−1

0

= (0− ((2− 1) · (2− 1)))Q
EEPROM−1

0

= (0− 2)Q
EEPROM−1

0

= 0

As no spin delay is to be accounted for, then the access cost is equal
to the access time:

eEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task)(2(Write))

= cEEPROM
TC Receiver Task(RTC Receiver Task)(2(Write))

= 15.500 ms

then:

eStorage.Configuration Parameters
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)(2(Update))

= 0.308 ms + 15.500 ms

= 15.808 ms
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and:

eTTC.Configuration
TC Receiver Task (RTC Receiver Task)(2(Save)) = 0.475 ms + 15.808 ms

= 16.283 ms

so we can finally state the arrival blocking to be accounted for as:

BTC Receiver Task = ̂eTC Receiver Task = 16.283 ms

Note that this is reasonable: since it was previously demonstrated
that accesses from the TC Receiver Task (NEEPROM

TC Receiver Task) did not have
to be be accounted for any extra spin delay, subsequent accesses as
(NEEPROM

TC Receiver Task + 1) are not be accounted for that spin delay either.

It is important to bear in mind that accounting the possible spin
delay as indirect spin delay due to higher-priority tasks does not mean
that, for every task activation this spin delay will actually be suffered
as indirect spin delay: it could be suffered as direct spin delay or
arrival spin delay, or not suffer it at all. This is, however, the least
pessimistic safe upper bound analysis for that spin delay.
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Second iteration

The results presented in table 6.45, same as in the MSRP case, imply
that some of the spin delays calculated have to be reevaluated. As a
result of the new response time values presented in table 6.45, some
tasks can execute in parallel of more than one activation of tasks that
can induce them spin delay. In particular, the Ebox.Ebox Access spin de-
lay suffered by the Housekeeping Task in Core 0 and the ACS.Parameters spin
delay suffered by the TC Handler task in Core 2 have to be recalculated.

Core 0

The response time calculated for the Housekeeping Task is notably longer
than its initial value. Since it presents an intensive use of the Ebox.

Ebox Access, which allows interacting with most of the satellite physical
devices, the spin delay suffered is, in comparison with its computation
time, high.

In particular, this increase in its response time increases its poten-
tial parallel execution with ACS Sensor Tasks activations to three instead
of two. This has a notable effect on its spin delay and thus on its re-
sponse time analysis.

The first two accesses can be concurrent with two WDT PSU accesses
plus two Sensor Tasks. This has not changed, since the spin delay due
to the WDT PSU is not affected:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1, 2(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Sensor Tasks (1, 2(Get))

+ e′Ebox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU (1, 2(Reset WDT))

cEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1, 2(Get))

= 2× (3.900 ms + 5.300 ms + 3.900 ms)

= 26.200 ms

The next accesses, however, have to be analysed in a different way.
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As can be seen in table 6.14, every Sensor Task activation accesses 9
times the Get interface and 4 times the Is Enabled interface. As a result,
in three Sensor Task activations there are 27 Get accesses and 12 Is Enabled

accesses. As a result, the following 25 accesses are analysed with a
spin delay coming from Get accesses:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(3..27(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Sensor Tasks (3..27(Get))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(3..27(Get))

= 25× (3.900 ms + 3.900 ms)

= 195.000 ms

Accounted for all 27 Sensor Tasks Get accesses, spin delay due to the
12 Is Enabled accesses is to be analysed:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(28..39(Get)) = e′Ebox.Ebox Access

Sensor Tasks (1..12(Is Enabled))

+ cEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(28..39(Get))

= 12× (0.381 ms + 3.900 ms)

= 51.372 ms

Finally the remaining 8 Get accesses are not expected to experience
any spin delay, as well as the 44 Is Enabled accesses:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(40..47(Get)) = cEbox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(40..47(Get))

= 8× 3.900 ms

= 31.200 ms

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1..44(Is Enabled)) = cEbox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(1..44(Is Enabled))

= 44× 0.381 ms

= 16.764 ms
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The new access cost of the Ebox.Ebox Access resource:

eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task = eEbox.Ebox Access

Housekeeping Task(1, 2(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(3..27(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(28..39(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(40..47(Get))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1..44(Is Enabled))

+ eEbox.Ebox Access
Housekeeping Task(1(Battery Warnings))

= 26.200 ms + 195.000 ms + 51.372 ms

+ 31.200 ms + 16.764 ms + 0.040 ms

= 303.772 ms

Including all costs to access resources, the response time of the
Housekeeping Task under MrsP during the TC phase is:

RHousekeeping Task = 403.993 ms + 89.022 ms = 493.015 ms

Core 2

As well as in the MSRP case, Core 2 tasks spin delay is also affected
by the new response times. In particular, the TC Handler access to the
ACS.Parameters is to be reevaluated. Since⌈

RTC Handler +RSensor Tasks

OffsetSensor Tasks

⌉
= 2

the TC Handler can be executed in parallel of both the end of one
Sensor Task activation and the beginning of the following, the direct
spin delay is to be reevaluated.

Now, accesses 1 and 2 are considered to be concurrent with accesses
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from Core 1

eACS.Parameters
TC Handler (1, 2) = cACS.Parameters

TC Handler (1, 2)

+ e′ACS.Parameters
Sensor Tasks (1, 2)

= 2× (0.026 ms + 0.026 ms)

= 0.104 ms

and access 3 is done contention free:

eACS.Parameters
TC Handler (3) = cACS.Parameters

TC Handler (3) = 0.026 ms

The update of these values is presented is table 6.46. It is important
to highlight that this iteration results do not have any impact on
arrival blocking. The system analysis is to be completed with the
migrations overhead analysis presented in next subsection.
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Migrations analysis

The benefits on the arrival blocking analysis under MrsP come with
a cost: as the access to shared resources is preemptable, a mechanism
is required to bound the spin delay on remote waiting tasks. This
is achieved under MrsP by migrating locally preempted tasks to a
processor where they can execute replacing a task spin-waiting for the
locked resource.

The process of migrating a task implies certain costs, which will be
calculated first. Then, the possible migrations are identified, with an
upper bound on the number of those migrations. Finally the calculated
costs are added to the access costs times calculated in the previous
subsection to obtain the final response time analysis results.

Migration cost estimation

Under MrsP, migrating a task (only done as a result of the helping
mechanism) generates an execution time overhead due to two reasons:

• Ready-queues update: migrating a task from one processor to
another mainly requires moving the task information from the
original scheduler ready queue to the destination (migration tar-
get) scheduler. This necessarily requires an amount of time to
reorder both queues.

• Cached data invalidation: most modern computers, including
those used in high-integrity and real-time systems, include cache
memories, that highly reduce the average cycles required to ac-
cess the computer memory by storing some of the main memory
content on smaller and faster memory banks. These banks store
previously accessed memory contents plus some of contents that
are expected to be required in subsequent operations. If a task is
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Table 6.47: Ready-queues ordering cost per processor. Cost values in ms.
Processor Base cost N tasks Total Cost
Core 0 0.504 1 + 1 0.538
Core 1 0.504 3 + 1 0.572
Core 2 0.504 6 0.606

migrated to another processor, a certain amount of memory ac-
cesses will result in cache errors (as the cache contains the helper
task data). The cache controller will normally update the cache
content following such errors. While this might improve the per-
formance of the helped task, it will also result in the invalidation,
i.e. deallocation, of the helper task content, later resulting on new
cache errors after the helping mechanism has been completed and
the helper task re-dispatched.

Regarding the first source of overhead, existing implementations
of MrsP have reported low costs in practice [39, 116]. In general,
real-time systems run-times are implemented very efficiently on this
regards, even using assembler code for some operations. This improves
efficiency and allows determining more precisely the required execution
time as the exact number of instructions to execute is known. In some
cases, as is the case of reordering the queues, this exact value depends
on the system characteristics. In this case, the amount of time required
depends on the number of tasks. Based on previous metrics of the run-
time system [74], this cost, on each processor is of 0.504+0.017×N ms
where N is the number of tasks allocated on the processor. Bearing
in mind that, as was explained, the ACS is implemented with just
3 tasks, the migration cost per processor due to reordering queues is
shown in table 6.47. As will be explained later, only tasks from Core
2 can migrate to Cores 0 and 1. As a result, one more task has to be
considered on Cores 0 and 1 for the reordering operation, while, as no
task can migrate to Core 2, N is just the number of tasks it hosts.
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Regarding the cache data invalidation overhead, an approach based
on execution times has been followed. As mentioned before, the over-
head in the execution time due to cache memory is first suffered by
the migrated task, as the helping processor does not have in cache
the data and instructions to be used. Then, when the migrated task
leaves the helping processor, the cache content will be partially mod-
ified with content belonging to the helped task, i.e. its content has
been invalidated as a result of the helping mechanism. An interesting
point from the analysis perspective is that the helped task cannot in-
validate more cache banks than it uses. In different words: the cache
overhead caused cannot be higher than the cache overhead suffered on
an execution with an empty cache, where all first accesses to a cache
memory bank will result in a cache error. This appreciation can be
used to measure an expectable overhead.

For the case study, the cache overhead has been calculated as fol-
lows. For each shared resource access that can lead to a migration
(identification will be detailed in next subsection), three execution
times have been obtained. The first one is an access with cache mem-
ory disabled, i.e. all memory accesses require an access to the main
memory. The second one is an access with cache memory enabled
but just flushed, i.e. the memory cache is invalidated and all banks
accesses will result in a cache error on the first access. Finally the
third measurement is done immediately after the second access with-
out flushing the cache. Since the executions are the same (same in-
terface with same parameters) the execution time difference between
the second and third value is only due to the cache memory now con-
taining the values fetched during the second execution. This is a safe
upper bound for the cache overhead. Table 6.48 presents these mea-
surements.

To calculate the final migration costs values to be taken into ac-
count for the analysis both sources of overhead have to be combined.
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Table 6.48: Resource access times with different cache states.
Resource Access Disabled Flushed Preloaded Overhead
Platform Table Set Operating Mode 0.038 0.020 0.010 0.009
Ebox Reset WDT 5.499 5.270 5.158 0.112
ACS.Parameters Get Calibration 0.044 0.023 0.021 0.002

Table 6.49: Migration cost per processor and resource access.
Resource Access migCore 0 migCore 1 migCore 2

Platform Table Set Operating Mode 0.548 ms 0.616 ms
Ebox Reset WDT 0.650 ms 0.684 ms 0.718 ms
ACS.Parameters Get Calibration 0.574 ms 0.608 ms

As mentioned before, the cost of a migration is the sum of incorpo-
rating the migrated task to the destination core ready queue and the
effect of the cache invalidation. For each possible migration, the cost
has been calculated as follows:

migkm = qx +memk (6.1)

where k is the resource access that causes the migration, m is the
destination processor, qm is the cost of reordering the ready-queues on
the destination processor (table 6.47 values) and memk is the cache
invalidation cost of a resource k access (table 6.48 values). Table 6.49
presents the final migration costs of all possible migrations applying
equation 6.1.

Migration cost analysis

The first consideration for the analysis is that, for a migration to
happen, the task accessing the resource has to be preempted. That
is, during the execution of a critical section a local task with higher
priority than the resource ceiling priority has to be released. In the
particular case of this system, this means that accesses to shared re-
sources performed by tasks allocated on Cores 0 and 1 will not require
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to be migrated, since they are de facto non-preemptable as they ex-
ecute alone on their processor. Some Core 2 accesses, however, are
potentially preemptable as some tasks have higher priority than some
resource local ceiling priorities. In consequence, the analysis presented
below only studies Core 2 access.

Similar to tasks on Core 0 and 1, the timing event handlers are
also not affected by migrations: as they are the highest-priority tasks
in the system, their accessed shared resources also have the highest
local ceiling priority. The Radio Listener task cannot suffer any extra
overhead due to migrations as a result of its shared resource accesses:
since the HWComm.Receive Pool and UART.Modem UART shared resources
are only shared locally, cannot induce a migration, as no remote task
can be spin-waiting for those resources.

The TC Receiver Task does not either access any resource that can
be migrated: while most of the resources it accesses have a prior-
ity equal to the timer handlers, the others, such as the mentioned
HWComm.Receive Pool, the TTC.TM Basic and TTC.TM Nominal resources are
only accessed locally.

The TC Handler, on the contrary, can suffer preemptions while ac-
cessing globally shared resources. Up to two resources accesses are on
this situation: Platform.Table and ACS.Parameters.

The first step in the calculation of the number of possible migrations
is to determine its potential migration targets. As can be seen in
table 6.38, the Platform.Table access can only be migrated to Core 0,
where the Housekeeping Task is hosted. As identified in equation 5.26, to
qualify as a migration target, the candidate processor needs to have
requests to be accounted for on the processor of the analysed task, i.e.
NSkx,m ≥ 1. In this case, as it is the first access to the resource from
Core 2 it is to be considered a migration target (NS = 79 in this case).

The subsequent step is to identify whether the migration targets
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present potential preemptors. This is done applying equation 5.27.
In this case, the migration target does not present any preemptor,
as the tasks is allocated alone on that processor, i.e. mtp(mt, rk) =
∅. As a result, one of the specific cases identified in section 5.3.2
applies: as all the migration targets (in this case just one) do not
present preemptors, the number of migrations in the worst-case is just
2; the initial migration as a result of being locally preempted plus the
migration back to its host processor. This means that the TC Handler

migrates to Core 0 to complete its access (non-preemptively as there
is no other task on Core 0) and upon completing the critical section it
is migrated back to Core 2. This process, as explained before, presents
a cost for both tasks: the migrated task own access time is increased,
as a result of the migration overhead. The helper task (and any other
waiting task, if any), in this case the Housekeeping Task is also delayed:
since the task that is causing spin delay has a longer access time, the
time required for the helper task to get access to the resource is also
increased. The overall cost is then the sum of migrating the WDT PSU

task to Core 0 to complete the access plus the cost of migrating it
back to Core 2 after completion:

MCPlatform.Table
TC Handler = migPlatform.Table

Core 0 +migPlatform.Table
Core 2

= 0.548 ms + 0.616 ms

= 1.164 ms

Note that this overhead is also incorporated in TC Handler local
lower-priority tasks response times as part of the TC Handler induced
indirect spin delay.

The TC Handler can also be locally preempted while accessing the
ACS.Parameters shared resource. This case requires a different analysis
than the previous case. First, the remote core involved is Core 1 (ACS
tasks one) instead of Core 0. Secondly, while in the previous case the
remote task accesses more intensively the resource, in this case the
potentially preempted task might not always find a migration target.
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As can be seen in table 6.19, while Sensor Tasks and the Control Task access
just once the resource per activation, the TC Handler can access up to
three times the resource on a single activation. This might result
on cases where the TC Handler is locally preempted but the potentially
helping accesses from the remote core have already been accounted for.
In those cases Core 1 is no longer considered as a migration target as
defined in equation 5.26. As a result, the helping mechanism cannot
take place and no overhead is to be accounted for. What does not
differ from the previous analysis is the fact that when Core 1 is a valid
migration target it does not present preemptors.

To calculate whether Core 1 is a valid migration target, equa-
tion 5.26 is to be applied for each of the three accesses. To do so,
NSACS.Parameters

TC Handler,Core 1 is to be calculated, as previously described for the
second iteration of the analysis:

NpACS.Parameters
Core 1 (RTC Handler)

= NACS.Parameters
Sensor Tasks (RTC Handler, RSensor Tasks)

=

⌈
RTC Handler +RSensor Tasks

OffsetSensor Tasks

⌉
·NACS.Parameters

Sensor Tasks

=

⌈
162.901 ms + 130.119 ms

200 ms

⌉
· 1

= 2

and NhACS.Parameters
TC Handler (RTC Handler) = 0 as no higher-priority task ac-

cesses the resource and thus NSACS.Parameters
TC Handler,Core1 = 2. Then we can see

that the condition to be a migration target:

mtACS.Parameters
TC Handler (RTC Handler)(n)

, {Core 1|Core 1 6= P (TC Handler)

∧ NSACS.Parameters
TC Handler,Core 1(RTC Handler)− n+ 1 > 0}

, {Core 1|Core 1 6= P (TC Handler) ∧ 2− n+ 1 > 0}

only holds for n = 1 and n = 2 but not for n = 3. As a result the
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helping mechanism can only be triggered twice for TC Handler accesses
to the ACS.Parameters globally shared resource. Note that this analysis is
reasonable, in the sense that, for the second iteration analysis, it was
already calculated that up to two accesses from Core 1 and 2 could be
concurrent during each TC Handler activation.

Each access migration cost per is calculated as previously shown:

MCACS.Parameters
TC Handler = migACS.Parameters

Core1 +migPlatform.Table
Core2

= 0.574 ms + 0.608 ms

= 1.182 ms

This is to be added once for each ACS task activation accessing
the ACS.Parameters resource (Sensor Tasks and Control Task). As mentioned
before, for the TC Handler it is to be added twice per activation, resulting
in a total overhead of 2.364 ms per activation.

The Event Handler does not access any globally shared resource that
could trigger a migration. The WDT PSU accesses the EBOX.EBOX Access

resource that is also accessed from Cores 0 and 1. As the WDT PSU is
the only task accessing the resource on Core 2 the local ceiling priority
of the resource is fairly low, being preemptable by almost any task in
that core. In this case, both remote cores are possible migration tar-
gets, as NEBOX.EBOX Access

Housekeeping Task (RWDT PSU, RHousekeeping Task) = 184 and

NEBOX.EBOX Access
Sensor Tasks (RWDT PSU, RSensor Tasks) = 26. As discussed pre-

viously, both processors present no preemptors. However, it is not
irrelevant to which processor the WDT PSU is migrated to. As shown
in table 6.49, the cost of migrating to Core 1 is slightly higher, since
it hosts more tasks than Core 0. So, the worst-case migration for all
three tasks is:

MCEbox.Ebox Access
WDT PSU = migEbox.Ebox Access

Core1 +migEbox.Ebox Access
Core2

= 0.684 ms + 0.718 ms

= 1.402 ms
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Note that, as identified in the second iteration analysis, the Housekeep

ing task response time is longer than the WDT PSU period and as a result
up to two remote access to the resource from Core 2 are considered
for the Housekeeping Task response time. As each of those accesses can
be preempted and cause a migration, the overhead per Housekeeping Task

activation is double (2.804 ms).

Incorporating the calculated migration costs to the resource access
costs, the final response time analysis is obtained. Note that, as the
response time of the WDT FPGA went over the 250 ms of the WDT PSU,
it is interfered twice per activation in the worst case. The result of
this analysis is presented in table 6.50.

Summary

The response times of the implementation under MrsP are comparable
to those of under MSRP. In particular, the differences between them
are due to the cost of migrating tasks (non existent under MSRP) and
the arrival blocking (lower under MrsP). The previously highlighted
Timing Events, in particular, have reduced their response time values
from over 84 ms to 65.417,ms thanks to the reduced priority inversion
under MrsP, which is the main aim of the protocol. An in-depth
analysis and comparison of results is presented in the following section.
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6.5 Evaluation Summary

In this chapter the analysis of a real system has been conducted for
three different implementation choices: monocore Ravenscar system,
triplecore MSRP system and triplecore MrsP system. For each analy-
sis the most advanced analysis techniques have been used, thoroughly
described on each section, especially for the multicore analysis, main
topic of this thesis.

The analysis of a real system is a notable contribution by itself. The
lack of real-world examples coming from the industry has always been
an issue within the real-time academic community. The development
of the UPMSat-2 has demonstrated to be an invaluable source of both
data and inspiration for research efforts as those presented in this
thesis. In particular, for the best of our understanding the analysis
and comparison of a real system with these three approaches has never
been published before.

The analysis obtained in sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 provide interesting
results. The main benefits and drawbacks of each implementation
approach are, to some extent, present on the response time analysis
results. One initial conclusion that can be extracted from this analysis
is that none of the approaches strictly dominates another in practice.
Each of them yields a lower response time for a subset of the system
tasks as can be seen in table 6.51.

The tasks granted the four highest priorities in the monocore im-
plementation present the lowest response times precisely on that im-
plementation. These are the timing event handlers plus the Sensor Task.
This is consequence of two main factors: they suffer a low arrival
blocking equal to that of MrsP, and their accesses to shared resources
do not incur in any spin delay. The relatively low execution time of the
timing events results, for the Sensor Task, in a lower interference than
the cost of sharing resources among processors. For lower-priority
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tasks, due to the high processor utilization of the Sensor Task, this is no
longer true.

Table 6.52: UPMSat-2 priority inversion time comparison between approaches. R
and ∆ Mono values expressed in ms.

Monop. MSRP MrsP
Task Job B B ∆ Mono B ∆ Mono
Housekeeping T 5.300 0.000 -5.300 0.000 -5.300
Sensor Task 1 a 4 16.283 0.000 -16.283 0.000 -16.283
Sensor Task 5 16.283 0.000 -16.283 0.000 -16.283
Control Task 16.283 0.000 -16.283 0.000 -16.283
Actuator Task PWM ON 16.283 0.000 -16.283 0.000 -16.283
Actuator Task PWM OFF 1 16.283 0.000 -16.283 0.000 -16.283
Actuator Task PWM OFF 2 16.283 0.000 -16.283 0.000 -16.283
Actuator Task PWM OFF 3 16.283 0.000 -16.283 0.000 -16.283
Timing Events Visibility 33.991 83.855 49.864 65.017 31.026
Timing Events Lost Comm 34.165 84.003 49.838 65.165 31.000
Timing Events Deferred TC 16.909 35.773 18.864 16.935 0.026
Radio Listener 16.283 35.121 18.838 16.283 0.000
TC Receiver T 16.283 35.121 18.838 16.283 0.000
TC Handler 35.121 35.121 0.000 35.121 0.000
EV Handler 35.121 13.100 -22.021 0.000 -35.121
Wdt Psu 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Wdt Fpga 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Apart from the Sensor Task, the other ACS tasks and the Housekeeping Task

present the best response times under the MSRP analysis. This is
an interesting result, since the main drawback of the multiprocessor
approaches is the cost of sharing resources among processors, and
both the Housekeeping Task and the Actuator Tasks make intensive use of
a resource shared between them, the Ebox.Ebox Access. This result is
achieved as a consequence of having allocated those tasks in a manner
such that neither of them may suffer interference or arrival blocking,
overcoming the costs of the multiprocessor resource sharing.

The gap between MSRP and MrsP response times for these tasks
is, however, relatively small, as can be seen in table 6.53. As was dis-
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Table 6.53: UPMSat-2 response time comparison between MSRP and MrsP ap-
proaches. R and ∆ values expressed in ms.

MSRP MrsP
Task Job R R ∆ %∆
Housekeeping Task 493.015 496.983 3.968 0.80%
Sensor Task 1 a 4 130.119 132.703 2.584 1.99%
Sensor Task 5 130.413 132.997 2.584 1.98%
Control Task 4.567 7.151 2.584 56.58%
Actuator Task PWM ON 23.463 26.047 2.584 11.01%
Actuator Task PWM OFF 1 342.266 344.85 2.584 0.75%
Actuator Task PWM OFF 2 361.069 363.653 2.584 0.72%
Actuator Task PWM OFF 3 379.638 382.222 2.584 0.68%
Timing Events Visibility Timer 84.255 65.417 -18.838 -22.36%
Timing Events Lost Comm Timer 84.255 65.417 -18.838 -22.36%
Timing Events Deferred TC Timer 84.255 65.417 -18.838 -22.36%
Radio Listener 86.885 68.047 -18.838 -21.68%
TC Receiver Task 122.33 103.492 -18.838 -15.40%
TC Handler 162.901 166.429 3.528 2.17%
EV Handler 207.431 197.859 -9.572 -4.61%
Wdt Psu 207.631 212.561 4.93 2.37%
Wdt Fpga 247.882 267.514 19.632 7.92%

cussed during the analysis, the access cost analysis (direct spin delay)
for both protocols is equal without considering the MrsP migration
overhead. Cores 0 and 1, as they do not present arrival blocking, would
have shown equal response times without migration costs. These costs
are quite relevant, in contrast to existing evaluations in the literature.
This is because those evaluations have been carried out in modern,
general-purpose high-end platforms. In contrast, the UPMSat-2 com-
puter platform is a real-time high-integrity aimed processor architec-
ture implemented on a FPGA. While the former commonly execute
at a processor clock speed of ≈ 3 GHz, the UPMSat-2 processor clock
speed is of 20 MHz. This explains why the process of incorporating
the migrated task to the migration target ready queue (that depends
only on computing speed) is so costly on the UPMSat-2 case study.
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Even with that migration overhead MrsP yields a better response
time for a set of tasks in the system. In particular, some telecommand
related tasks present the best response times under MrsP. This is not a
minor result. The telecommand messages are the only way to remotely
control and manage the satellite system, and, as a result, the correct
and timely execution of telecommands is vital. Also, the Event Handler

does also present a lower response time under MrsP, and clearly better
than in the monocore implementation. Again, a shorter response time
of this task enables a better response to certain critical events for a
satellite system, as the detection of a low battery status. These tasks
present a lower blocking than under MSRP as can be seen in table 6.52
overcoming the migrations overheads, what is the main point of the
MrsP proposal.

It is relevant to note, however, that some MrsP results are bene-
fited from the task allocation envisaged. In particular the access cost
to inner nested resources gets the most benefit. As was shown in
section 5.2 and discussed during MrsP analysis in this chapter, inner
nested resource analysis is also benefited by the fact that, in the case
study, all migration targets do not present preemptors. This avoids
the case where tasks have to migrate back to their own processor to
make progress in a resource being helped.

The nested resource access cost and migration overhead have also
been optimized by artificially increasing the local ceiling priority of
a resource. This, while not negatively affecting the response time of
higher-priority tasks (as their arrival blocking was higher than the re-
source access cost) highly reduced the cost of accessing a time consum-
ing resource as the EEPROM memory. This benefit was obtained not
only by the local tasks accessing the resource on the processor where
the ceiling priority was increased, but also remote tasks. This benefit
was obtained for both spin delay and migrations analysis, demon-
strating that, in practice, different improvements can be done when
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the system behaviour is fully understood. This kind of improvements
are rarely included in evaluations using synthetic workloads.

Migration analysis could have been further improved for a Core 2
task. The TC Handler can be migrated to Core 1, but the task on Core
1 accesses only twice the ACS.Parameters. Then, it is clear that Core
1 can cause only one of the following (considering the two accesses
overlapping with those of TC Handler): 2 spin delays, 2 migrations or
one of each, but never 2 spin delays and 2 migrations (that would
require 4 accesses from Core 1).

Another relevant evaluation could be made with regard to the qual-
ity of the system behaviour given the presented analysis. It is com-
monly assumed that shorter response times for application tasks tend
to be better from the scheduling point of view. However, the systems
implemented by those tasks can be sensitive to other variables, such
as, for example, variability. In the UPMSat-2 case, the ACS system
is particularly sensitive to that parameter. As mentioned during the
case study presentation, the ACS takes measurements each 200 ms for
each axis and magnetometer. These are used to infer the satellite spin
speed per axis by dividing the variation of measured magnetic field
by the time between measurements. This means that, if the mea-
surements are not taken exactly separated by those 200 ms, results
will be altered. If the time between 2 measurements is shorter the
inferred speed will be faster than the real one, and, with the same
logic, if time between 2 measurements is longer the inferred speed will
be slower than the real one. In a similar way, the ACS actuation is
applied by a PWM mechanism on each axis. If the real time span
between activation and deactivation of each magnetorquer (effective
PWM pulse) is not of the exact amount of time envisaged the actu-
ation will not be the expected one. While the response time analysis
does not, by itself, provide means to study the performance of the ACS
control system, some considerations can be made. The monocore im-
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plementation yields the lowest response times for the Sensor Tasks. The
worst-case arrival blocking is of 16.283 ms, but when a Sensor Task is
dispatched it has direct access to all resources. This means that the
variability between measurements is only due to blocking and inter-
ference, since no spin delay might be suffered while accessing shared
resources. Furthermore, the highest-priority entities are the timing
event handlers, which have a extremely high inter-arrival time (the
Deffered TC has a minimum inter arrival time equal to the ACS period,
but, since only up to 8 deferred TCs can be programmed per pass over
the ground station, the overall interference is reduced). As a result,
it can be said that, for all Sensor Task measurements, the variability is
of 16.283 ms. In the multiprocessor case, however, all ACS tasks are
free of arrival blocking or interference. They can suffer, however, spin
delay due to the remote accesses of the WDT PSU and Housekeeping Task

to the to the Ebox.Ebox Access resource. Given that 4 accesses to the
Ebox.Ebox Access resources are done each Sensor Task activation before ac-
tual MGM measurements are taken, the first measurement can suffer
as much as:

1 ·WDT PSU (Reset WDT) + 5 ·Housekeeping Task (Get)

possible (but not necessarily) spin delays, which generate a variability
of 24.800 ms. The ninth measurement, the last in the series, can suffer
up to:

1 ·WDT PSU (Reset WDT) + 13 ·Housekeeping Task (Get) = 56.000 ms

of variability. It can then be expected that the ACS subsystem will
behave worst in either multicore approach than in the monocore one
if no measures are taken to feed back the actual time between mea-
surements to the control algorithm.

The results and analysis presented in this section are representative
as being those of a real system rather than a synthetic case study.
The conclusions obtained on the performance of each implementation
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approach are, however, limited by the uniqueness of each individual
system. The convenience of adopting one or another seems to be
specific of each task set and execution platform characteristics.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The main objective of this thesis has been to contribute to the design
and analysis of high-integrity real-time systems over multiprocessor
platforms. In particular, the scheduling of multiprocessor systems
with complex resource sharing schemes has been addressed.

The main contribution of the present work is a set of extensions to
a promising multiprocessor systems oriented protocol: the Multipro-
cessor resource sharing Protocol, MrsP. This protocol unites the use
of spinlock resource access policy with the ceiling priority task model
to provide a bounded access cost to sharing resources with limited
priority inversion.

The revision of existing major results on real-time systems pre-
sented in chapters 2 and 3 provides a meaningful context supporting
the interest and relevance of the PhD contributions.

Monoprocessor real-time systems have achieved a notable maturity
with regards of the scheduling of independent tasks as well as those
task sets presenting shared resources. Two main dispatching policies
were shown to be the most convenient considering predictability, ef-
ficiency and implementability: the Earliest Deadline First and Fixed
Priority policies. These policies have associated scheduling analysis
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techniques that can prove the feasibility of a system in finite time and
with high-utilization bounds. Furthermore, these approaches can sup-
port complex tasking models including shared resources with nested
calls: the Stack Resource Policy and the Priority Ceiling Protocol are
equivalent solutions for EDF and FP schedulers that enable the im-
plementation of deadlock-free systems with bounded blocking times.

Multiprocessor platforms provide increasing computing capacity
enabling the incorporation of more complex features to the final sys-
tems. These platforms can also provide means to reduce the number
of parts in complex and distributed systems as cars or aeroplanes, re-
ducing energy consumption, wiring weight and maintenance costs. As
discussed in the introduction, these benefits motivate the adoption of
multiprocessor platforms.

However, these platforms present a number of novel challenges for
the development of real-time systems. While adding computing units
may increase the computing capacity it also increases the complex-
ity when dealing with concurrency. As stated in the introduction,
the hardware architecture of multiprocessor systems introduces new
scheduling issues. Even tasks not sharing logical resources do necessar-
ily contend for physical resources to be accessed in mutual exclusion,
such as memories or communication buses. This, combined with the
convenience of sharing logical resources, presents a set of problems to
solved: how to determine which task should execute and on which
computing unit, how to arbitrate the access to shared resources so
deadlocks are prevented and access costs are bounded or how to ob-
tain worst-case execution times for those platforms are some of the
most relevant as identified in the introduction.

The Multiprocessor resource sharing Protocol is a general purpose
protocol that focuses on the resource sharing problem. It has been,
however, mainly studied (including this thesis) for partitioned fixed
priority systems. The proposed resource sharing mechanism presents
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a balanced compromise between low access costs bounds and a lim-
ited effect on higher-urgency tasks by means of an innovative helping
mechanism. This balance is what makes MrsP outstanding when com-
pared with other multiprocessor protocols. This thesis has contributed
to the study and development of the protocol in the following aspects:

• A scheduling analysis for shared resources with heterogeneous
access costs has been formalized. This contribution reduces the
pessimism of assuming a general worst access time to a resource
regardless of the operation to execute. Furthermore, it serves as
a starting point for the improved accuracy of the new analysis
methods contributed in this thesis.

• A policy for nested resource accesses has been formalized and a
fine grained schedulability analysis has been provided for that
policy. This contribution enables the use of a flexible and expres-
sive task and resource model substantially increasing the protocol
soundness to be industrially adopted, one of the main goals of this
thesis.

• A contribution on the development of a new, less pessimistic
schedulability analysis. This contribution was developed by the
Real-Time Systems group at University of York during a predoc-
toral research stay.

• This new analysis has been adapted to the proposed nested re-
source access policy. As a result, the nested resource model can be
analysed using the most accurate methods for FIFO spin-locking
protocols supported by a helping mechanism.

• A set of possible designs for semi-partitioned systems based on
MrsP have been outlined. These approaches alleviate the alloca-
tion problem inherent to multiprocessor systems, by providing a
set of rules for the safe splitting of computation associated to a
single task among different processors in the system.
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• The protocol has been evaluated based on a space mission case
study, and the results compared with a monocore implementa-
tion of the same system as well as with an implementation based
on an equivalent multiprocessor protocol, MSRP. This evaluation
complements the evaluations presented by the author and other
research groups based on synthetic workloads. This case study
has also been used to exemplify how the protocol is used in prac-
tice, and how different levels of system knowledge can be used to
provide a tighter schedulabilty analysis.

The outcome of this thesis is a multiprocessor resource sharing pro-
tocol that is both flexible and expressive enough to support the de-
velopment of complex systems while being able to provide the highest
levels of assurance required in hard real-time systems.

Although this thesis has contributed in a number of ways to the
design of multiprocessor real-time systems, the quantity and complex-
ity of the challenges that the topic presents allows to cite a number of
future and complementary research lines:

• Spin-locking has been identified as the most convenient locking
approach for multiprocessor real-time systems in a number of
works. The most widely studied (including this thesis) multipro-
cessor resource sharing protocols, MSRP and MrsP are based on
this locking policy. It is to be further investigated whether this
preference holds for extreme cases where resource accesses are
extremely long or short compared with tasks computation times.

• Increasing the number of computing units can reduce task inter-
ference at a cost of increasing resource access overheads. Many-
core architectures can nowadays provide a number of computing
units comparable to the number of tasks in a system. FIFO
spin-locking, as currently understood, does not scale well for that
scenario. It is to be further studied whether a new approach is
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required for those platforms and where is the break-even point be-
tween FIFO spinlocks and its alternatives, such as non-blocking
synchronization.

• Evaluation work based on synthetic workloads published during
the research leading to this PhD and the case study in section 6
have not specifically addressed the allocation problem. In partic-
ular, the system task allocation studied in section 6 is the result of
previous evaluations and preliminar analysis conducted, but not
necessarily the one producing the best results. All possible task
allocation combinations have not been studied. Literature cur-
rently lacks of practical results on multiprocessor task allocation
schemes on systems including shared resources.

• Most evaluation and comparison works on real-time scheduling
protocols performance have focused the analysis on effective uti-
lization ratios, number of schedulable systems, lower response
times, etc. However, there are some other parameters that have
an influence on final system performance, such as deviation in re-
sponse times, that are normally excluded from evaluation work.
Deeper knowledge of real-time requirements on industrial prac-
tice is required to aim future research to valuable results rather
to marginal gains on profitless properties.

• The emergence of multiprocessor platforms has fostered the devel-
opment of new programming paradigms and techniques. While
in this thesis the study has focused on the effect of executing
more than one task at a time, multiprocessor platforms can be
also used to make progress on a single task on more than one
processor, i.e. parallel programming. The applicability of these
new techniques to real-time systems is to be further investigated.

• Scheduling analysis is based on different timing properties, with
worst-case execution time (WCET) being among the most rele-
vant ones. WCET values are difficult to obtain, and even harder
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to provide evidence that they are really safe worst-case estima-
tions. These difficulties are mostly driven by hardware improve-
ments, that increase the average performance on detriment of
timing predictability: e.g. cache memories, branch prediction
mechanisms, etc. Multiprocessor platforms can be seen as a new
hardware improvement towards performance at the cost of pre-
dictability. If system feasibility analysis are to be execution-time
driven, new techniques are required to bound the loss of pre-
dictability on WCET measurements.

These research lines would complement the results and contribu-
tions of the present dissertation and help enabling the development of
a new generation of strict real-time systems based on multiprocessor
platforms.
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Conclusiones

El principal objetivo de esta tesis ha sido el contribuir al diseño y
análisis de sistemas de tiempo real y alta integridad sobre platafor-
mas multiprocesador. En particular, se ha contribuido en el diseño y
planificación de sistemas multiprocesador que soportan la comunica-
ción y sincronización de diferentes hilos de ejecución mediante recursos
compartidos, ya sean lógicos o f́ısicos.

La principal contribución de la tesis es una poĺıtica de compartición
de recursos para sistemas multiprocesador que soporta el anidamiento
en la adquisición de los mismos. Esta poĺıtica se ha diseñado para
complementar la ya existente para un protocolo de relevancia en el
ámbito, como es el Multiprocessor resource sharing Protocol, MrsP
por sus siglas en inglés. Este protocolo aúna el uso de mecanismos
de espera activa junto con el bien conocido protocolo de techo de
prioridad para proveer al sistema de un coste acotado para el acceso a
recursos compartidos, limitando los periodos de inversión de prioridad.

En este trabajo se ha realizado una profunda revisión del estado del
arte, tanto en el soporte en sistemas monoprocesador en el caṕıtulo 2
como multiprocesador en el caṕıtulo 3. En los mismos se ha profundi-
zado en aquellos aspectos de relevancia para la propuesta de la tesis,
demostrando su interés y relevancia en el estado actual de la técnica.

Como punto de partida, puede considerarse que los sistemas de
tiempo real sobre monoprocesadores presentan hoy d́ıa un alto estado
de madurez tecnológica tanto para sistemas con tareas independien-
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tes como aquellas que se coordinan mediante recursos compartidos.
Las dos principales estrategias de planificación, dadas sus propiedades
de predecibilidad, eficiencia e implementabilidad son Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) y Fixed Priorities (FP). Ambas estrategias llevan apareja-
das técnicas que permiten demostrar que los requisitos temporales del
sistema se van a cumplir durante la ejecución del sistema. Finalmente,
se ha de destacar que ambas estrategias soportan la compartición de
recursos incluyendo su acceso anidado, objeto de estudio de esta te-
sis. Los protocolos de pila de recursos (Stack Resource Policy, SRP) y
de techo de prioridad (Priority Ceiling Protocol, PCP) son soluciones
equivalentes para planificadores EDF y FP que permiten soportar el
mencionado modelo de computación.

Con respecto a las plataformas multiprocesador, estas proveen de
una mayor capacidad de cómputo, al incorporar un mayor número
de núcleos de ejecución. De este modo permiten la implementación
de sistemas con mayores funcionalidades. Estas plataformas también
permiten reducir el número de computadores embarcados en los siste-
mas finales, como son automóviles o aviones, reduciendo su consumo
eléctrico, peso y costes de mantenimiento.

Estas plataformas multiprocesador presentan, sin embargo, diferen-
tes dificultades para su aplicación a sistemas de tiempo real estricto.
En particular, la posibilidad de ejecutar más de un hilo a la vez in-
crementa notablemente la dificultad de demostrar las diferentes pro-
piedades temporales del sistema. Dado que determinados recursos del
sistema no pueden multiplicarse del mismo modo que el número de
núcleos de ejecución, como la memoria, incluso tareas totalmente in-
dependientes desde el punto de vista lógico pueden verse afectadas
por la ejecución de más de un hilo a la vez sobre la misma plataforma.
Si a esto se añade la conveniencia de compartir recursos lógicos entre
tareas no necesariamente alojadas en el mismo procesador se pueden
enumerar los siguientes problemas a resolver: cómo determinar que
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hilo ejecuta en cada momento y en que procesador, cómo arbitrar el
acceso a recursos compartidos (lógicos y f́ısicos), cómo prevenir inter-
bloqueos, o cómo obtener tiempos de ejecución válidos para el análisis
temporal son algunos de los retos para los sistemas de tiempo real
sobre plataformas multiprocesadores.

El protocolo MrsP es un protocolo de compartición de recursos so-
bre plataformas multiprocesador de propósito general, en el sentido en
que no está espećıficamente enfocado a sistemas EDF o FP, ni asume
ninguna poĺıtica de asociación de tareas a procesadores. No obstan-
te, hasta la fecha MrsP ha sido principalmente estudiado (incluyendo
la presente tesis doctoral) para sistemas con particionado estricto y
prioridades fijas (FP). La principal caracteŕıstica del protocolo MrsP
es que presenta un balanceado compromiso entre un bajo coste de ac-
ceso a recursos compartidos y una limitada duración de periodos de
inversión de prioridad. Este compromiso puede alcanzarse gracias a
un innovador mecanismo de ayuda, que permite continuar el progreso
en un recurso compartido de una tarea localmente desalojada. Esta
tesis contribuyo en el estudio y desarrollo del protocolo MrsP en los
siguientes aspectos:

• Se ha formalizado un análisis que soporta el estudio de recursos
compartidos cuyo tiempo de acceso no es homogéneo. Esta con-
tribución reduce el pesimismo fruto de asumir un peor caso de
tiempo de acceso igual para las diferentes operaciones que pue-
den realizarso sobre un determinado recurso compartido.

• Se ha definido una poĺıtica de acceso anidado a recursos que per-
mite un análisis de grano fino del coste de acceso a esos recursos.
Aśı, se ha provisto al protocolo de un modelo de computación
flexible que ofrece la expresividad necesaria para desarrollar sis-
temas con relaciones complejas en tareas de manera eficiente.

• Se ha contribuido al desarrollo de una estrategia de análisis de la
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planificabilidad del sistema que tiene en cuenta los patrones de
frecuencia en el acceso a recursos compartidos. Esta contribución
se ha desarrollado en el grupo de Sistemas de Tiempo Real de la
Universidad de York durante una estancia investigadora.

• Se ha adaptado el nuevo análisis de MrsP a la poĺıtica de recur-
sos anidados previamente definida. De este modo el análisis más
ajustado disponible para protocolos con colas FIFO y espera ac-
tiva con mecanismos de ayuda puede ser utilizado para el estudio
de sistemas que implementan el protocolo MrsP con soporte para
recursos anidados.

• Se han adelantado diferentes posibilidades para la construcción
de sistemas semiparticionados que soporten la compartición de
recursos mediante MrsP. Aśı, se reduce de forma notable el pro-
blema de la asignación de tareas a procesadores al permitir, res-
petando el conjuto de reglas definido, ejecutar fracciones de una
misma tarea en diferentes procesadores.

• Se ha demostrado que el protocolo MrsP puede ser usado en
un sistema real como el microsatélite UPMSat-2, para el cual
se ha analizado una implementación sobre una plataforma con
tres núcleos de ejecución.

• Se ha evaluado el comportamiento del protocolo mediante su com-
paración con un protocolo multiprocesador equivalente, MSRP, y
con la implementación monoprocesador siguiendo el modelo de ta-
reas del perfil de Ravenscar. Esta evaluación complementa la ya
realizada mediante casos sintéticos y demuestra que en la prácti-
ca el protocolo MrsP, con las contribuciones de esta tesis, es un
protocolo de interés que permite obtener mejores tiempos de res-
puesta que ningún otro protocolo existente.

Si bien en esta tesis se ha contribuido de diferentes maneras al
diseño de sistemas de tiempo real multiprocesador, la complejidad del
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tema a tratar permite identificar algunas ĺıneas de trabajo futuro y
complementario:

• A pesar de que los protocolos de espera activa han demostrado
su conveniencia para sistemas multiprocesador, es posible que es-
tos no escalen bien para la siguiente generación de plataformas,
conocidas como manycore en las cuales el número de núcleos de
computación es comparable al número de tareas en el sistema.
Procede, por tanto, el estudio de otras estrategias que permitan
en un futuro aprovechar plenamente dichas plataformas.

• Un aspecto fundamental de los sistemas de tiempo real sobre
plataformas multiprocesador es la decisión de sobre qué núcleo
de computación ejecutar cada tarea. Ya sea durante el diseño
del sistema o en tiempo de ejecución esta tarea tiene una gran
influencia en la planificabilidad de los sistemas, y actualmente no
se conocen estrategias óptimas que puedan resolverse en tiempo
lineal. En particular el estado de la técnica carece de referencias
relevantes en cuanto al particionado de sistemas que comparten
recursos entre procesadores.

• La mayoŕıa de los trabajos de evaluación y comparación en el
ámbito del tiempo real se centran en el estudio de tiempos de
respuesta, ratios de utilización máximos, relación de sistemas pla-
nificables, etcétera. Estas comparativas obvian que en la práctica
hay otros factores que afectan notablemente el comportamiento
de los sistemas de tiempo real, como la variabilidiad de los tiem-
pos de respuesta durante la ejecución. Para que se puedan desa-
rrollar mejores protocolos en el futuro, un mayor conocimiento de
los requisitos de la industria en este aspecto es necesario.

• El surgimiento de las plataformas multiprocesador ha motivado
el desarrollo de diferentes técnicas y paradigmas de programa-
ción, como es el paralelismo. Este enfoque permite la ejecución
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de código asociado a una misma tarea en más de un núcleo al mis-
mo tiempo (en contraposición con el modelo presentado en esta
tesis, en el cual cada procesador ejecuta código de tareas distin-
tas). El estudio de la aplicabilidad de estos enfoques merece una
especial atención, en tanto en cuanto pueden aportar notables in-
crementos de rendimiento en algunas aplicaciones espećıficas de
los sistemas de tiempo real.

• El estudio de la planificabilidad de los sistemas de tiempo real se
basa en diferentes parámetros temporales de las tareas a ejecutar.
Entre ellos se encuentran el peor tiempo de cómputo (WCET por
sus siglas en inglés). Estos valores son dif́ıciles de obtener debido a
la incorporación de diferentes mejoras hardware que incrementan
el rendimiento medio del sistema a costa de la predecibilidad del
peor caso de cómputo. La inclusión de más de un núcleo de ejecu-
ción en la plataforma puede verse como otro mecanismo que una
vez más incrementa el redimiento a costa de la predecibilidad.
Dada la necesidad de conocer los mencionados valores de peor
tiempo de cómputo, son necesarias nuevas técnicas espećıficas de
adquisición de estos datos que permitan su estudio en plataformas
multiprocesador.

Estas ĺıneas de investigación complementan los resultados y contri-
buciones de la tesis facilitando el desarrollo de una nueva generación
de sistemas de tiempo real estricto sobre plataformas multinúcleo.
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Appendix A

Ravenscar Profile Definition

The Ravenscar profile can be enforced, since Ada 2005 language re-
vision by using the single pragma pragma Profile (Ravenscar). The use of
this single profile pragma is equivalent to the use of the pragmas shown
in listing A.1 in the current language revision Ada 2012 [9].

Ada 2012 language revision included in the Real-Time Systems an-
nex (D) the notion of multiprocessor systems. The use of those plat-
forms, while benefiting the average system performance, can decrease
the timing predictability. To limit this effect, two new restrictions
were included in the profile definition.

The first one is the No Dynamic CPU Assignment restriction that, in
practice, prevents explicit task migrations among processors. General
Ada tasking runtime allows this by the Set CPU statement, that can
only be used at task specification blocks under the Ravenscar profile.

The second restriction is the no dependence of the
System.Multiprocessors.Dispatching Domains. Ada dispatching domains allows
processors to be grouped together, and tasks allocated to dispatching
domains and, optionally, to specific processors. While tasks are not
allow to migrate across domains, they are allowed to do so inside their
own domain. Furthermore, if a task is not allocated to a specific pro-
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cessor is the scheduler decision where to allocate it. By restricting the
dependence to the dispatching domain package, all tasks are statically
assigned a processor explicitly on their specification block or implicitly
to the CPU where the environment task is allocated.

Listing A.1: Ravenscar profile equivalent pragmas.

1 pragma Task Dispatch ing Po l i cy ( FIFO With in Pr io r i t i e s ) ;
2 pragma Lock ing Po l i cy ( Ce i l i ng Lock ing ) ;
3 pragma Detect Block ing ;
4 pragma R e s t r i c t i o n s (
5 No Abort Statements ,
6 No Dynamic Attachment ,
7 No Dynamic CPU Assignment ,
8 No Dynamic Pr ior i t i e s ,
9 No Impl i c i t Heap Al l oca t i ons ,

10 No Loca l Protected Objects ,
11 No Local Timing Events ,
12 No Protected Type Al locators ,
13 No Relat ive Delay ,
14 No Requeue Statements ,
15 No Se lect Statements ,
16 No Spec i f i c Terminat ion Handle r s ,
17 No Task Al locators ,
18 No Task Hierarchy ,
19 No Task Termination ,
20 S imple Bar r i e r s ,
21 Max Entry Queue Length => 1 ,
22 Max Protected Entr ies => 1 ,
23 Max Task Entries => 0 ,
24 No Dependence => Ada . Asynchronous Task Control ,
25 No Dependence => Ada . Calendar ,
26 No Dependence => Ada . Execution Time . Group Budgets ,
27 No Dependence => Ada . Execution Time . Timers ,
28 No Dependence => Ada . Synchronous Barr iers ,
29 No Dependence => Ada . Task Attr ibutes ,
30 No Dependence => System . Mu l t ip roc e s so r s .
31 Dispatching Domains ) ;
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